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GOOD-BYE.
Who Enows to-day that oor “ good-bye”
At first, was not a wish, but prayer;
A thought of help forever nigh,

And

** God be with you” everywhere!

4 Not as the world doth give,” said He,—
Who of all men on earth was true,—
To his disciples tenderly,
“ Give I my parting word to you.”
Then said he, “ Peace with you I leave,
My peacw, O friends! to you I give,
Let not your hearts be sad—believe!
They that believe in me shall live.”
Oh, that upon our hearts might He
Breathe evermore that selfsame word !
And olf; that our “good-bye” might be
Prayer for the presence of our Lord!
Could clenrer, surer pledge be given?

Could even He a better send
:
Than that with which he went to heaven,

“Lo, 1 am. with you to the end”?

4.

.

What neetl We but with trust(ul heart

It would give

sults to his own

SMITH

5.

BAKER.

will not

as

one

who

to dying

men,”

action,

or nervous

intensity

but

of expression.

a

When

own heart is on fire, so that

a man feels himself on the

brink of the

grave there is no stupidity in his thought
Ur manner.
6. It will give great tenderness.in

had wonderful
to God.
They
as standing bedead. Can men

Why not?

sity, loudness
the preacher’s

and such was the secret of the native eloquence and power of many an uncultured

and uneducated man who
success in winning souls
were terribly in earnest,
tween the living and the

earnestness to
Not, ofneces-

his speech burns with deep conviction,
then his hearers’ hearts will burn. When

usedto pray that their ministers might
men

It will give great
the manners of the pulpit.
solemn

est need is spiritual intensity. The fathers

alwaysbe thus?

He

but

the wrath to come.

The preacher may have mental percep-

dying

person.

truth,

must go to his account he will fearlessly
rebuke sin and warn men to flee from

— Selected.

AS A DYING MAN TO DYING MEN.

‘‘as

great faithfulness

sage regardless of who hears and fof re-

row

speak

It is more wrestling

to preaching. Such a preacher rises
above the fear of men and gives his mes-.

tion and moral earnestness, but his great-

ihe

in his

tering the truth that is needed. God
must speak to the people's hart through
the preacher's heart.
!
2

compromise
the

BY THE REV.

and

Too many sermons

the knees.

Iu the beauty of the morning—
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Joy awaits us in the morning—
‘ Only wait.”

sermon

speaking,

It will

take

all harshness,

faultfinding, scolding and coldness away,

has
influ.
n the
VOry
| OWE~

year,
oted
ring
trial
nglo
oOwWe-

pien-

ter.

and kindles, let it overflow and burst

)
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The Free Presbytery of Edinburg on the 4th
of October, by a majority of 31 to 24, refused
to transmit to the Assembly an overture pro-

posed
ter.

) cur

Sunn the
11 at -

Begg

on instrumental

:

music,
mat-

»

The estimate has been made that if an effort

cuts,
r 600

by Dr.

equivalant to declaring for liberty in this

were made to evangelize the world by carrying out the great commission, it would cost, if
done at once, or in one year, five hundred and
sixty millions of dollars, or twenty-eight mil
lions a year for twenty years. These sums are

N. H. Journal

the richest reward. So willed and so lived

his

From an old English parsonage
Down by the sea,

and

their joy. So will and so live the representative people of the Lord in our
* Much is being given for missions,

ucation, reform, charity,

&c.

The

spirit

and exercise of liberality are increasing
rapidly, but a tithe is not yet given of
what could be, and so given tend to accomplish the largest good. There is immense
wealth held among Christians.

Large sums are expended by them

Many a fear,

u pon

considerable self-denial. Many are giv-.
ing almost nothing. How can these things
be, in the midst of calls so loud,

Must I.not, to be Christ-like, seek cheer-

fully, faithfully the largest good? And
how much of my possessions is it not
hence my duty to bestow ?
0-0-0

‘cal causes of “dissatisfaction: in Ohio the

temperance trouble, in Pennsylvania the
especially despotic arrogance of Boss
Cameron,
in New York the interference of

the N
ml Administration with our
state affairs, and the scandals at the Con-

vention. But these things can not account
for the sweep of disaster all over the coun-

Te

*-

try

Chi Id of the King;

gs;

What multitudes of common

men,

out

to his body, has in him a soul akin to
@od, yea in the image

@od.

and

likeness

of

And it is the soul that determines

Bis position in the scale of being

and

his

worth among all the creations of God.
The soul of the boy is the man in miniatare.’

In it are all

his

real

distinctions,

all his worth and dignity and
Here lies his

character in

happiness.

the

universe,

world

and

here

abides among the fallen and lost sons

of

men, it may be, through the redemption
of Christ and the renewal of the Spirit,

united again to God and share
blessedness for ever. There is
case of the boy,to every one that
how to look for it, a glory ready to
through.

The head

and

the

in his
in the
knows
break

heart,

the

mind and the body, only need to be rightly enltivated to bring this out and make it
eternal.

The greagtruths

of the

Bible,

hast,

and

the work of the Young

the

Association, as it was brought out at the

new sect ¢ had all

things

and | annual meeting at Burlington two

a holy unction.

need.”

The lawyer knows his plea is his last
effort to that particular jury for that particular client; hence
his clearness of
statement, his exhaustiveness, his

ness.

direct

The minister is apt to feel that he

has fifty or seventy-five .more sermons to
not so staggering when distributed among
the same people during the year and the
twenty millions of Christians,
If each of these
twenty millions of Christians would give twen- temptation is to come before his hearers as
a professor comes before his class in the
ty-eight dollars, the whole amount necessary
to preach the Gospel to every creature who university—with a course of lectures, and
has never heard it would be raised.
Distrib- not to stir their-hearts and move to earuted over ten years three dollars a year would
nest effort;—hence the dullness and
raise the needed
sum,
weakness of much
of the educated
The third annual convention of The InterWhat is the effect of seeking
Seminary Missionary Alliance was held in Cbi- preaching.
cago, October 20-28. It was a gathering of to preach as ‘‘a dying man to dying
!
great power and prophetic of great good to the men”?
Chireb and to missions. The Alliance now com1. It will give thoroughness to prepprises 52 of the 110 theological schools of this aration.
No man would carelessly or
country and Canada. Five new institutions were
hastily prepare his last sermon, He
added to its roll this year. These fifty-two
seminaries represent a membership of students would fillit with his best thoughts, his
to the numberof 1,853. Some four years ago hardest work and his most careful stateinto great realities exthere arose in the hearts of a few men a desire ments. ¢ "Looking.
that a deeper spirit. of missions’ might be cultis pands all the powers of the soul. It
vated in our seminaries than them existed. makes a man conscientious in his work.
Both Hartford and Princeton seminaries lay
2.
Hence it would banish all trifling
claim to having originated the idea, each indespegulations
from the pulpit, and men
pendent of the other. However that may be,
the idea has taken shape, and the Chicago con. would confine themtélves to the certainvention presents the spectacle of upward of ties of God's word. The dying man who is
800 young men considering the claims of the speakingto ‘dying men has no time to
whole world from the missionary stand-poiat. waste in trying to be wise above what is
“Any desiring definite information can obtain written. Such men cannot come down
it by sending to F. H. Revell, 148 Mudison
Street, Chicago, for a full report of the conven- to such things, but they will keep uppermost the great fundamental facts, the
tion’s proceeglings; price, thirty cents.

that

thou

common,

sold their possessions and goods, and
parted them to all men as every man ha
3
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Just what proportion

bos

of capital

or in-

come it is the duty of Christians to give
is not specified in the Serfptures.’ Mani. [7
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oh

Christian

exclaimed, ¢ Excuse me, my brother,

Webster is waiting to speak to me.”
I said
speak
lowed
young
bowed

said, ¢ Mr.

Tuckér, if you are not

EP HTeTT Ir TOM

habits, not so that they shall cease

Chet

to

be

himself and all

his as, on the . whole,

accomplish the largest good
cerned, there can

boys but become Christian men and. good
citizens as they grow up.

prison.
¢* The little [ellow,” says the
officer, ‘* was: a picture of despair and

That it is the duty ‘wretchedness, his garments were seedy,
to so appropriate
to

his eyes sunken, features pinched and
general appearance haggard. With tears

to all con- | and enfreaties, he cried:

be no doubt.

It

is

in

me there.

I never had

the very character of the good man to do tne how to be good:
80. He could not, by any possibility, be bringing up ; nobody
the good man he is and act mpon any The officer's heart
other principle, To will less than this kindly admibistering
would be to be selfish, and to be selfish’ him. Alas that there

is to be a sinner. The

absolute differ-

ence

and

between

the ‘saint

the sinner

lies just here,~—the one is, and the other

‘Oh, don’t take
anybody ‘to tell

I never

had any

ever cares for me.’
was

touched,

and

a rebukehe released
are so many boys

that have no ove to tell them * how to be

| good,” ‘and lead: them
heaven.

But

to Christ and

the Christian

young

men

b

are trying to do this, and succeeding too.

Here is a severe law, indiscriminate, ex-

Let us help them and work with devoted
energy to keep the boys away from the

is not, selfish.

acting in the extreme, without exceptions,
inflexible. Most men are ‘selfish, most profesgors of religionsdt would seem. = Here

is a fearful law, viewing it in the light of
the principle actuating most men,

in the

trouble,

in

its highest

pi

J

dll

morality

General

them

to

o

grievously

pocket

their

the

republican

party

liberty.

And,

best in the atmosphere
surely, we

are not

r from

© of

fhe

froozs

will-

has

any-

(smd

fullest.

|

ho

hope to - iu!

themes with:

Lving wires

which will command

Even his skeptical
vinced or not by

CoTtainLy

attention and respect.

hearers, whether conarguments, will, at

least, see that‘he

GBeN not talk at random,

and he himself will not be compelled

later

to confess,

Elli-

in the language of Bishop

cott: ‘“ How much in my sermons is a
mere conventional and artificial theology.”
—Dr. J. Chaplin.
Let

no man

boast a party trinmph.

is a people's triumph,—using

It

a party as an

instrument,—and looking at a party te sce:
how as an instrument it will work.
We
believe it will

work

democrats

see

to

well.

that

We

it

call on all

does

so.

The

people
have risen in
their might—and:
what a mighty people they are, when they

arise?

Republicanism

has revenged

Gar-

field on those who have done dishonor to
the causes he was elected to signify and
effect—on those who raised the storm out
of which came the bolt which struck him.

down in death.— Albany Argus.

Probably most of my brethren will agree:
with me that there is an increasing tendency to roll all manner of humane enterprises.

(as well as the
distinctively
religions:
ones) upon the churches.
There is also
a growing feeling that ministers ave ¥ery
convenient people

to ¢ grind axes"—mate-

rial as well as spiritual—and that churches
are chiefly to be used as reservoirs from
which to draw contributions of money.
Looking back over. my own experiences
during the past month, I find that nine-

)

tenths of all'the-calls I have received have

been

Grant's

ask

Hundreds

are

paz ator

in reference

to some

pecuniary

lift,

either to individuals or to organized socie-

. When Mr. Arthur succeeded to an office
for which no human being had thought of
selecting him, he found the republican
since

To

discussj
Free dil

PRESS AND PLATFORM.

been

ground.

ashamed.

thing tc

much more interested in your. talk after
sermon.
The tract®cause is good, and

it had

the

ing to concede that Christianity

Bat when

i

to

Truth flourishes

I'go to church I want to hear the gospel
as Jesus used to preach it. I was ever so

— Watchman.

embodiment

It did, in its day, &

of republicans

of

ties for benevolence.—Dr.

Cuyler.

-
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It is sometimes claimed that the ‘secular
press only records events and that it is
not'responsible

first

for

that afflict society.

election.
To what a little over one year
of his policy has brought his party, yester-

any evils

and

crimes

Is it not so?

When

walking matches first came into fashion
they gave full reports of every hour's prog-

ves:

and that

they

wish

him

atlons, —

henceforth

dili-

in

thing

which

for a. temporary

they

light

leader

of

sins

shelter.

of

the

Nor

ing.

of

drbve

it

was

not

simply

the

in these
two states which
bers of republicans rejected
and contempt.

There

were

¢ff-ct upon

with

its health

instantly

and

known

Worces-

the

churches

would

have

life.”—Golden

becomes.

It

has

to oe unfit for an Arctic voyage

be-

fore it set out, that much of the canned
food was uneatable, that the officers ware

numscorn
causes

at loggerheads, and. that, in
constantly
short, no successful issue could have been.

anticipated.
The naval investigation now
in progress is not likely to. bring out the
whole truth; but Congress may yet take
a hand,

Forgnnately there is little

reason

to believe the truth of the latest charge, to
wit : that Melville left Ds Long to perish
when he might have saved him. All the

evidence before the public traverses
proposition.—Portland. Press.

this

Cy

How could we baptize our children‘if we |
had not tradition
to. enlighten us on’ this:
poiat, for the Scriptures-says nothing about
|
it2— Hyacinthe;.

favorable

strength.—Ad-

vertiser,

20

of

been vehemently, alleged, and proof is not
altogether wanting, that the vessel was.

lieve that the purpose of party is to se-

party, but

salvation,

up the more unsavory it

in abundance which contributed to the.
result, as everybody knows. ' Fortunately
they are all causes which have no necessa ry or usual connection with republicanism.
They are excrescences which have grown
upon it gradually, causing increasing anger and alarm on the part of those who be-

to the

as Dr. Mears,

The more the Jeannette scandal ig.sbirred

machine

other

theological

®

were
which

vast
with

Is it true

throhbed with a quickened
ule.

led eighty thousand
‘members’ of the
party to repudiate him and his works.

Bat

regarding

ter, recently said? *¢ If the attention which
had for months been given to the question
of probation had been given to the work

sel’-constituted

Penusylvania republicans

quarters

out and criticising of methods of engineer-

not far from one hundred thousand New
York republicans into the camp of the ene-,
my

certain

views and.deflpitions.
Let ushave more
active service in the fleld and. less spying

their respective provinces, have pursued
the same selfish and senseless course.—
Tribune.

But it was no small

a

We are pléased to note signs of a lull in
the discussions that have raged so fiercely

cure high and noble results in government,
and not to advance the political fortunes
They can be cu
hauots of vice, lift up out of the pit those of this mab and that.
that have fallen into it and are stained by | out, one and all, not only without injury

8in into a life made beautiful by Jove and
holiness, and prepare them far the duties

‘-

will soon be under the necessity of gratitude. that its rebuke is as light as it is.—
Herald of Truth.

sation. How like an equal the great
man seemed, and how at home 1 was in
no time. I am bound to relate so much
of what he said. ‘I dare say that young
man thought I was interested in his serSo I was, in a measure.

it

as for consequences,

had a grand dinner, but it was nothing te
the feast of fat things we had in conver-

mon.

ott as an

thousands

8

Sgn

local

prevails in a greater

disgust, just to save the republican machine, is but adding insult to injury, and

other-

who had arrested a boy for some misdemeanor and was hurrying him off to the

man

that

by this or

. It started

throw

to myself, ¢ perhaps he is waiting to
to me. Who knows? So I folclose behind, and felt badly for the
man when Mr. Webster politely
to him, and giving me his hand,

sion. It
much as
complish
80 much

‘good

no

brought

trusts of government.

Ah,’

work will save many a boy from that bitter experience which an officer describes

the

left

was

great work, its enemies themselves being
judges. But of late years, it has played
tast and loose with principles of righteonsness-according to circumstances. Bat for
its own mischievous bossism, Garfield
probably would be alive, His death, how=ever, did not arouse its conscience.
But
God will, if the voice of the people is ever
his voice. The vote of the people this fs}.
will be a blow on its forehead that wi

Mr.

silence, and preeious little of that.
And
they mean the same. notice to apply to the
under -Bosses, like Cameron, who, within

of

have

result

of righteousness, undertiking the solemn

the lapse of some thirty years, has ever
been in print, it has escaped my notice.
I had it from Rev. Mr. Tucker, at that time
a colporteur of the Boston American Tract

This Christian

good than if given.

The

by a trouble that

is.mad.

of the colporfeuras I can write it after

lence, really the law itself, proper, is not
difficult of statement nor of comprehen-

may be stated thus: Give so
so given will, on the whole, acmore good than if kept ; and keep
as 80 kept will. accomplish more

elections

this.

Republicanism,

gently to mind his own business.
They
are in the mood of the Judge who wanted
nothing more from. that defendent but

ital, must be taken into account. The
spirit or principle of the law of benevo-

of

weeks
since, challenges our admiration. Their .day’s returns from more than half the ress, and the Madison Avenue arena was
Union show.
It is the loudest and harshLast week another
walking
work is well classified and has a direct est warning given in the recent times to crowded.
match took place.
The respectable dailies
object in view. One department of it is any President. The people serve notice gave it a very brief notice, consequently
to look after the boys, take the boys away upon Mr. Arthur that they will not tolerate the proceeds are very unsatisfactory and
attempt to build up a faction at the it is probable that New York will not have
and keep them away from the haunts that his
expense of his party,—will nou tolerate the another of these degrading spectacles for
deprave and destroy them, instruct them, monstrous interference of his repr
8

"

Circumstances, no less than .cap-

Men's

Tuesday’s

WEBSTER AND THE OOLPORTEUR.
: all over’ the country, is righteously indigIf the following,*as nearly in the words nant. Speaking in terse Anglo Saxon, it

party
im trinmphant
possession
of the
country, and stronger with the people than

At the Pentecost,

sell

bers.

or less degree everywhere.—
The Nation.

eternal life.

give to the poor.”

exacted, *“ Go,

as symptoms

—Interior.

you have a nice way of setting it forth.’ ”

in burning emotions. Such=is true eloquence, There is a sacred imagination
founded in reason and inspired by the
Spirit which is to move the preacher with

be regarded

doubt
but

faith in God and man and especially trust
in Christ, begetting virtue, knowledge,
temperance, patience, godliness; brotherly
kindness and love, these nourished in the
mind and heart of the boy will prepare
him for glory and honer, immortality and

It is for these reasons that

they

about, not

Trust them with Jesus!

. “Do ye nexte thynge.”

here and ip
else his whole being wise engaged, I would like you to go
with
me
to dinner. I was
for good or evil in this world and the home
much interested in your remarks.” To be
world to come. The soul of the boy is
beyond expression great and precious. sure I accepted the invitation. It was
Though the soul has been encased in a just what I wanted, of course. Well, we
body and born into this

unless

of evils pervading the party more or less
everywhere, and causing a general feeling
of distrust and discomfort among its mem-

Time, opportunity,
Guidance, are given.
wear not to-morrow,

_

so just,

so soul-thrilling, from every department
of Christian work ? Let every one ask,—

5

Let down from Heaven,

have not necessitated any

anti-republican mathese states
have

rose up by thousands against their own
4 party, and deliberately voted against its
candidates. * * * What is the meaning of
it? In some states there were certain

L

/

Many a doubt =~
Hath it quieted here.
Moment by moment,

even in Massa-

that in Ohio, are

scarcely any parallel.
The so-cilled tidal
Lp wave of 1874 was only a lively ripple com-

Many a questioning,

pride and pleasure. Donations to benevolence, as a rule,

extraordinary.
The
Jorities in some of

Teaching from Heaven;
* And on through the hours,
The quiet words ring,
. Like a low inspiration,
“Do ye nexte thynge.”

ed- |

and

triumph.
Nothing can be moré evident
than that all over the country republicans

Hath, as it seems to me,

i

day.

i

There came in the twilight
A message for me.
1ts quaint Saxon. legend,
Deeply engraven,

disciples, and hence their self-denial,

Jersey,

chusetts, following upon

pared
with
this overwhelming
flood.
There has been nothing like it since the final downfall of the Whig party, perhaps
‘1 not even since the breaking down of the old:
Federal party.
No sensible man will pre—
tend that this is a mere democratic party

“DO YE NEXTE THYNGE."

So willed and so lived

eross-bearing, labors and sufferings,

necticut, New

mercial travelers and railroad young men,
and others—is only second to that for the
boys and equally merits the help of all.—

contemplating the largest good
of- all,
end soul-inspiring and“‘promising.

his joy.
lency and

The defeats of the republican party in
New York, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Con-

HELP THE YOUNG MEN.
deeper than word or tones of voice can
it'mean? Not simply that a man is to
“I feel a profounder reverence for a
express—a tenderness which is honest
Society. You may be sure thatMr. Tuckpreach as one who must sometime die, to and
the overflow of a soul looking at boy than for a man,” was the utterance of
er,
then an old man, told me the story
other men who also must sometime die,
great realities.
It is this unaffected James A. Garfield, the man whose mem- with great satisfaction. *‘I took a notion
though such a thought should stir the spiritual
unction, by which men shall ory is cherished with an affection that
to go down to Marshfield for a few days,
soul to its deepest. emotions. Not simply see we
believe the truths we speak ‘goes out only to a few and these our great
including
a Sunday, about my work,
that he is to preach as a man “whose life and are lovingly
anxious for them, that is men, patriots and rulers like Lincoln and
when
I
knew
Mr. Webster was at home,
is uncertain to men whose lives also are
Washington. “I never jmeet a ragged
most needed in these days.
hoping
to
have
an interview with him.
uncertain, though =such
a fact should
Our pulpits need to be lifted out of the boy in the street without feeling that I
Sunday
came,
and
the pastor had an exawaken all the energies of the mind.
may
owe
him
a
salute;
for
I
know
not |
But the thought that filled our fathers’ trifling, speculating, lecture-room style in- what possibilities may be buttoned up change with a young man, to whom he
to the prophetic, John the Baptist manner
1 hearts in offering this prayer was that the
under his coat.” Our martyred President referred me for an oppotunity tc present
minister might speak as though preach- of speaking—as dying men to dying men.
in
his life and work but brings out the my cause. The young man said, ¢ You
ing his last sermon to men who were Thais is the way we do in revivals. Then
know, brother Tucker, that Mr. Webster
the lesser matters are dropped and the depth of meaning in his remark and ilhearing their last sermon. This is possiwill be in attendance, and I guess I had
great realities proclaimed as though the lastrates the truth in it. He showed some
ble. It is true that men should plan to live
of the possibilities that belong to the boy better do the preaching; but you may
as long us they can, and muke provision last days were near. This-was the way of because he is a boy and made them actu- speak a little after I am done in the mornthe great preachers in all ages,— Luther;
for future health and usefulness.
Men
alities and realities in life and work. ing.” Well, the young man (calling his
Wesley, Whitefield, Summerfield, Edwards,
should
plan with
their fellow men
name) preached a most learned sermon
Payson, Finney and David Marks. These We wonder not that men of insight to Mr. Webster, and nobody alae, and
for coming days of helpfulness and labor.
gel eAvevicnce.
feel a Eid of awel,
Men who have no future plans are use- all preached very much as though: eash yf contémplating the epenizg life of then I * talked a little.’ As I was saying
sermon was their last,—and such preacha few things to the young man in the pul‘| less men.
#
ing made their next sermon all the bet- #* boy. The boy, however clothed as pit as the people dispersed, he suddenly
A healthy, eartiest, consecrated man

ean not live as though each day was his
. Cling to his word of hope and cheer,
“with little culture and quite no education
last. The men who have done most for
And say, ** With me thou always art,
from the schools, have had wonderful
Therefore no evil will I fear!”
humanity and God have been suoh as
power with men, simply because with
Then, as along these earthly ways
have let their plans reach on into future
honest, prayerful
hearts
they
have
With weary feet we g6 and come,
years. The minister should not study as
Long winter nights, long summer days,
preached as dying men to dying men.
though each day was his last, for then the
But every footfall nearer home,—
A mere
essay-reading, lecture-room,
grasp of his mind will be narrow and his
“Not as the world,” our lips shall say
speculating, dull, unroused, unearnest
hold upon men limited, but he is to study|
Peace and good-bye whene’er we part,
~preacher
isa shame to his profession, his
Until we reach, some coming day,
for the tuture and let his mind go out and
church and his Master. Let us preach as
The blessing of the pure in heart.
gather in a storage of culture for coming
~Alexander R. Thompson, D. D.
days. There is a sense in which the preach- dying men to dying men.
lA
A
Lowell, Mass.
er is to plan and study as though he was
0-0
ob
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
to live on earth forever. The meaning is
It is stated that for the first time in the histothat when the planning is made and the A SEVERE, FEARFUL, BLESSED LAW.
ry of Yale College more than one-half of the
BY THE REV, 0. E. BAKER.
special study is done and fhe preacher
members of the Sophomore class are professing
comes with a message rg God to the
Christians.
That, namely, which determines
the
people, then he is to speak, as though it measure of what every man should give
Low salaries are not characteristic of Christianity in New Zealand.
Of the Presbyterian
was his last discourse to men who were. for the good of others, or keep for himpastors in that country "not one receives less
hearing their last sermon. Such an idea self. The Jewish law specified
4 tenth
than $1,000.
is not morbid or visionary or fanatical; to be given, but the spirit of the law gave
An English journal says that “ Mr. Moody's
but the soberest resson and the highest more,~—gave many
and liberal gifts.
evangelistic campaign will not
be forgotten
art. It may be his last sermon, and very These, the sum total, were limited to the
while Scotls§d sunds.” It regards his work
it is the last sermon which needs to be supplied, and the needs to a
in that country as one of the greatest eventsin frequently
some to whom he speaks hear; and the small nation occupying a very small terthe history of Christianity.
is worth enough, the peril great | ritory. When God enlarged the plans of
There are 120,000,000 women and girls in In. -soul
enough, and the truths grand enough,
dia, and at the most liberal estimate not more
is. church under the new dispensation,
than one in every twelve hundred
has yet awaken the mind, stir the emotions and
suiting them to the world-wide territory
been placed under any kind of Christian in- kindle the imagination.
True, we are opened for Christian endeavor, the law
struction.
!
never to manifest more feeling than we of
benevolence
was correspondingly
A new sect has arisen in Lapland, which ele- have, for all such is the most contemptienlarged. Accordingly, one under our
vates women to the head of the family and the
ble of all affectation, but we are to mani- Lord’s ministry gave ‘‘the half of his
ministerial office, and the delightful position of
fest
all there is with us, and as it warms goods to the poor.” Of another, our Lord
confessor to ber husband, with 8 weekly rehearsal of sins of omission find commission.

Wrong principle und action. But itis a
blessed law nevertheless, harmonizing as
it does with the enlightened conscience,

and there will be a spiritual tenderness,

What does

“EY

od in

interests involved of earth and the joys of heaven. The
and in the light of work that the Christian young men are
the relation of divine justice to right and doing for the young men—clerks, ‘com-

with God for help in collecting and ut. ‘the Son of God, and this was bis’ excel

By the cross of life weighed down :
Thou shalt surely earth inherit—
Bear the cross and win the crown;
For a brighter day is dawning,

881

his

entering the pulpit.

Onlyywait, O-wounded spirit,
31

of

are born of the brain and not of the heart

O sad hearts, whose sounaless sorrow
Dares not lel a murmnr fall,
Only wait and’ trust-themorrow—
God’s great-love is over all.

56

.

‘aration

“ Only wait,’

Page,

It would give great humility and

prayerfulness to the preacher in the prep-

- "In the beauty of the morning—

CONTENTS.
’

8.

Sighs to reach the golden gate,
Then in accents soft and chéering,
Patience whispers, * Only wait ;”
‘For a brighter day is dawning,
Joy awaits us in the morning—

strictly in ad-

Good-bye
oetyryy, Sel...
..
As a JAAR YS to Dying Men.
The Rev.
Jaih Haters
Sot’
ie
Only
Wait _ (poetry).
Sel.
ee
a
A.
Severe, Fearful,
Blessed Law. The Rev.
O.E. Baker...
.
vo.
.

visions of God's grace.

And the burden hard to bear, °
Tired with hoping, faint with fearing,

the first thirty days,

© *-

| eternal ‘realities and perils which cluster Toe of the immense
‘about the soul, with the wonderful pro- for time and eternity,

i

5

362

THE

the cause of Christ. He has added a what shall we do? Mast we continue to
great many improvements by his energy ‘turn a deaf ear to these pitiful petitions
and zeal. He has been the means of con- for, another ten years, and then find our- |.
verting souls by his personal labors, al- selves no nore ready to listen than now ?

A WIFE TO HER HUSBAND.
.

‘One of us defr—
But one—

Will sit by a bed. with mirvelgus fear,
And clasp a hand,
a
Growing cold as it feels for the spirit land—
Darling, which one?
One of us, dear—
~~But-one—
Will stand by the other’s coffin bier,
And look and weep,
While those marble lips strange silence keep—

. | though sufficient help was given to him
This state of things must not continue,
by our native preachers during his. tours
in the mofiisil (country). He has erect- for as a denomination we have pledged
ed a new hall in Motigunge (the large our honor to give the gospel to this peoBazaar of Balasore about one mile from ple, they expect we will keep our pledge,
Christian part of the city) where a day
and” a Sabbath-school is held for heathen and the heathen will die in their sins,if
children. Also a good stock of native we do not, and, in the judgment, will rise
Christian books are kept for sale, and up against us for having assumed the
here lectures

Darling, which one?
Oneofus, dear—
*“But one—

Mrs.

One of us, darling, it must be,
It may be you will slip from me;
Or perhaps my life may first be done;

Which one¥

.

—Sel.

BEULAH.
When the autumn winds are roaring,
And the autumn rains are pouring’

Unceasingly against the pane,

?

A

a

Christians

for

the eve

program was

very
some

good, and

the exercises were very creditable indeed.
The paper prepared and read by Loban
a native Christian, was in English,

which, at the request of the committee,
“I will give verbatim, so that you may see
what one can do in our language who,
had it not been for Christianity, would
to-day be in the depths of heathenism.
Bro. Roy read as follows:
DEARLY BELOVED:
We are gathered
together this evening to express our inward feeling and fervent gratitude to
J. Marshall,

and his family, who dared through hope
and faith in Christ’s sublime injunction,
«Go ye and preach to all the nations of
the Earth.” 1tis 8 glory to him through
Christ for his obedience to the inward
impulse from on high in compliance to
those profound words uttered by our
Lord during his lifetime on earth. The
inward impulse, I say, was so great that
he had to self-sacrifice of estrangement

9, 1873,

Lwords from their lips.

Solomon

Nayak,

after

which

a season at least.
prayer

by

Ihe
dear

old

San Francisco
‘writes: “The

and had

by Rev.

L. Rowell, formerly of our church in New
York, is pastor,) “is prospering; many
have been added to it recently and there are

several to be baptized

Phillips and

Miss

Crawford,

and

myself, (my salary is raised by personal
friends, over half of whom are outside

of

the F. B. denomination.) Can it be possible that after ten years of growth, we
have less workers in the field, and even
then are unable to get full remittances to

carry on the work in hand ?

The territo-

ry from Chanbally to Dantoon,

a distance

of over 120 miles, and a strip of thickly
populated territory fifty miles wide,is sup-

posed to be occupied by the American F.
Baptists. Yes, it is *‘ occupied ” so that
no other denomination feels free to send
its missionaries there. Yes, occupied by
onc man (who as yet is unable to use the
language) and two young ladies,—one

bound to the zenana work in Balasore, the

other to the Potra girls’ orphanage.

Thus

they are unable to do anything for the thousands

of

women,

at

Soro,

Bhudruck,

Chanbally and numbers. of «other large
places. What is this field which is so
sadly neglected ? It is Orissa—the first
field of the Freewill Baptists, a field so
large that if all the F. Baptists which
have come, and

will

come

for

the

becomes

an

PE
i
SERRE

RE RRR

instrument

of

such

a

So our parting broth-

next

ten thousand years, (at the rate of increase in Orissa during the last ten years)

* er and sister are at this moment realizing
that joy and gladness because they have
had ‘opportunities to become sanguine
instruments for turning the hearts of men
sunk in the deep mire of worldly
pleas-

ures of lust and of the flesh...

The mis-

sionary’s life in India is far different from
- thatof a
r or a vicar of a church in

Christian countries. = Consequently our
pastiop pastor hid to cope with those difficulties when he arrived at Balasore. He
had to study a new language which bears
no affinity to his mother tongue. But
far

r were the difficulties felt in the

do

it, for

we all know

that

there

law of courtesy between Foreign

is a

Mission

Boards requiring each not to occupy

ground suppesed to be under the care
some other Board.

But

it seems

that unless we can send

it would

be

of

believe, although but a layman, if I were
thirty years younger I should’say with
the prophet, ‘Here am I, send me.”
But shall these calls be if; yain? Are
there not young men who have had the

to me,

help ourselves,

a mercy to the thousands

who are starving for the bread of life, to
say to some‘of our sister Boards: Occupy
with us, or

independently of us, so

the work be done, and tbe precious

should send

advantages of the schoolsior are now in
the schogls of the prophets,or those who
have not had
these advantages, who will

that

gos-

pel preached
to those in darkness.
Chanbally, eighty miles south of Balasore, is a very important place. It isa
seaport town, and has four. steamers to

important place
than we oe

4

i

dia; and to the Home Mission Board, who

to this

but we all have more
Brethren and sisters,
5

snow.

south-west:

upon peak is piled

and

the

its pure,

unsullied

eternal,

alabaster

with

See the mist. driving "over the

mountain tops, and

look at

the

advance

guard creeping stealthily
down.
the
ragged sides to attack the outpost foothills. Here are waged battles, recorded
only by the mouptain sides, seamed and
scarred. It is a magnificent sight to see
those silent mists engulfing and hiding
from our view the rocks and trees of the
opposite hill, in their steady advauce.
For this is the marshalling of that host
which He has * reserved against the time
of trouble, against the day of battle and
war.” And, surely, never was mighty
-army ever more scientifically arrayed.
Softly and easily they sweep down, and

swiftly, they ascend this slope. No footstep nor trumpet heralds their coming,
but the ever vigilant .¢‘ quaking aspens”
warn the mighty sugar pines, and a low
wailing note is tossed from one to another, and then thrown onto the silver spruce
grove, bandied from rock to rock, until it
passes by us, over the summit, and dies

with
a sob in the distance. Then for a
moment all nature is hushed.
With
drawn breathwe léan over and watch the
progress of the battle. It commences
with a flash of light and a rattling crash
of thunder. The great trees answer the
attack with a mighty roar, and wave
their giant arms grotesquely, as if in de-

fiance.

Flash follows flash so vividly

a council

appointed

in

1832, and

by
after

that time he commenced the work of
preaching the gospel to lost sinners in
earnest. He went from place to place,
generally on foot, holding meetings in
school-houses
"and private houses, and
the Divine blessing rested upon his efforts. Souls were saved by his labors and
churches were organized. We can say
truthfully that at one time he was one of
the leading men of this Quarterly Meeting.
He served as moderator at the time the
Q. M»was

organized and is the

last

one

life may prevail in the churches, and false
teaching
and superstition be
counter.
acted ; that all the children of God may

be filled

with

earnestness and

zeal

in

seeking to gather in the lost; for a rich
blessing upon efforts

to

promote

uhion

and brotherly- love; and for afflicted Christians everywhere. Joel. ii. .23-31 ;

Acts ii. 32-41; Isa. lv.; Iiphes. iii. 1421; 1 Cor. xii. 1-13; John xv. 12-97

Phil. ii. 1-16; Psalm xcv.
Friday, Jan.

12.—Prayer

for the Na-

:

tions :—For Sovereigns, Rulers, and Magistrates ; that all laws favorable to cruelty

and vice, the opium traffic and

intemper-

ance, may bg abolished; for the better
observance of the Lord’s day; for

and good-will among men, that all may

yield obedience to the Powers that be,
dnd that the spiritof lawlessness may be

that was engaged in that work to be call- subdued : for the cessation of war; that
the pursuit of literature, science, and art
ed to his reward.
may be influenced by the fear of God;

‘When compelled by age and infirmities chat all people may be turned from their

to give up the work of his choice it was
with much regret, for he

felt

an

earnest

"desire to do more for the cause of Christ
and souls.

«7

The Bible and the. Star constituted
his library for many years and were faithfally studied by him. His faith was firra

in the promises of the Saviour whom he
had served so faithfully.

like a river,

when

His peace

was

passing through the

valley and the shadow of death. His last
sickness was short but at times his sufferings were great, which he endured without a word of complaint. Thus the life
of a good man, with his work, is closed
and he rests where the weary find repose
in the paradise of God.
His funeral was attended by Rev. C. H.
Morehouse and a large circle of friends.
Com.
WEEK OF PRAYER: 1883.
The annual! invitation for the Week

of

United and Universal Prayer at the commencement of the year 1883, prepared
by the British Branch of the Alliance, has
been approved and adopted by various
foreign branches, and is now being circu-

lated throughout

thé world.

Christians

everywhere are earnestly requested to as-

sist in extending the “observance of this
annual concert.
Beloved Brethren in Christ: For the
thirty-sixth time we invite our fellow-disciples throughout the world to unite with
us, during the first week of the year 1883,
in prayer for such blessings as are needed by the church and the world.

Hallowed memories gather around

us,

as we" look back on successive seasons of
devotion, when.a similar invitation has
been lovingly accepted, and thanksgiving

4

THE REV. OALVIN JENKINS.
Rev. CalvinJenkins died in Fullerville,

N. Y.,

Jan.

80, 1882,

aged

84

years.

Bro. Jenkins was born in oe town of
Stoddard, N. H., Jan. 18,1798. When

7-10 and 20-23 ; Luke xv. ; Lam. iii.

New York, Oct. 80, 1882,

Do

not

lay

but few schools in the
where his parents resided.

neighborhood:
Consequently

he did. not-receive

that mental

which others

enjoyed

have

household,—that all connected

with

)

-

the

training and education of the young
may
be deeply impressed with the vital importance of Scripture instruction, and that
the absolute need of the power of the
Holy Spirit in all departrients of this
great work may be realized ; for the oul

tivation of every moral yirtue, for integ-

rity, purity, and piety injthe home life
and for a special blessing upon Sunday-

sins, saved from unbelief, and

brought to

know Christas their Saviour that God's
ancient people, the Jews, may be deliver-

ed from their oporessions, and all persecuted Christians be relieved. Matt, v, 116; Prov. xxi. 1~13; Rom. xiii.; Psalm
exliv. ;- 1 Peter i. 13-25; 2 Tim. ii. 1-21;
Acts x. 34-48; Rom. xiv. 1-19; Jerem.
X3X.;

Mark x. 28-45.

Saturday, Jan. 13.—Prayer- for Missions :—That all missionaries, and others
engaged in missien work and in the circulation of the Scriptures at home and
abroad, may be filled with “the Holy
Spirit, and that great success may crown
their efforts; that all native Christians
may be kept steadfast in the faith, and
made earnest and efficient in seeking to
bring souls to the Saviour; that many
more faithful laborers may be called into
the Lord’s vineyard ; that the Mohammedans and the heathen may be won to
Carist, and that the’ Jews may be constrained to receive Him as their long-expected Messiah. That the blessing of
God and the power of the Spirit may
abundantly rest upon the Conference of
Christians of various nations proposed to
be held this year in Stockholm. Luke
xxiv. 36-53; Luke x. 1-16; John xiv.
1-15; Acts
Xi,/ 1-21; Psalm .cx. and
Psalm c. ; ‘Rom, xi.;

Ezek.

xxxvii.

21-

the

glori-

28; Isa. lii. 7-15.
Sunday, Jan. 14.—Sermons:— ** Looking for that blessed hope, and

ous appearing of the great God and
Saviour Jesus Christ” (Titus ii. 13).
—
hn
LIFE'S SEASON.

our

Far away in the long past
I had a friend;
But time and friendship fade fast—
They have an end !
In the tender hours of youth
Our faith is strong;
Shadows pass for love aad truth—
They flit ere long!
Our mellow years of mid-life

Yet wear their faith;
Trust and doubt in constant strife

Ea

béfrayeéth!-

a.

schools.

Deut. vi. 1-16;

Psalm

|

he preached a powerful discourse to the

impenitent;

then,

in closing,

he said:

‘ And now, Christians,—— [a long pause]
let us pray.”

No

formal

and

extended

exhortation could have been so effective.
~ National Baptist.

« As comforts and afflictions in this world
are of short duration it instructs us not to
be too much elevated by the one nor de-

pressed by the other; but while we rejoice
in the formerto view them as tranCXXVii ;

Ephes, vi. 1-18; Deut. xxxiii. 12-16 and

Thursday, Jan. 11.—Prayer- for ‘the
Church Universal :—For the outpouring
of the Holy Spirit,—that all ministers of

training Christ aad those preparing for the minissince. ' The [ try may deeply realize their responsibili-

-

i

22-

41; Hosea xiv. ; James iv. ; 2 Cor. vi.
Wednesday, Jan. 10.— Prayen for Families :—For parents, children, and the

-dycation were quite limited, there being: 24-29; Prov. viii. ; John xiv. 12-17,

aside this appeal, young man, until you
have on your inées, alone before God,
inquired for your duty.

temporal affairs. He has mot been un.equal to his predecessors in furthering

let us look off to the

set apart to the work of the ministry

whitened ‘harvests at home?

are Christians. They have been writing-and

‘Christian brethren, both in spiritual and

But

There peak

church in Fowler,
Bro. Jenkins was

are looking for the right men for these

respond and give joy to the Foreign

Board, who have been diligently looking
for more than a year for men to go to In-

pleading for missionaries to core

understand .how mere rain and wind
could cause those wrinkles of age to be
carved oun this mighty peak. |

Communion Baptist
which was in 1826.

juite young, he left his native state and
ame to Hadley, N. Y. There he became
acquainted with Olive Kendal and they
were united in marriage Oct. 1818. Soon
after their marriage they moved to Fowler, N. Y., then an almost unbroken wilderness.
“Bro. Jenkins's early advantages for an

. courseof studying the manners and customs of an Indian people. He and Mrs.
arshall arrived on the ninth of Decem- alld »from Caloutta every week. Here,
Ma 1873, and began work in the district |
of Balasore. Daring his stay of 9 years there are two or three native families;
he has done good many works for the who have come from ‘‘ up country” who
gake of the Lord. And his name stands
as one of the great benefactors of our

to

exact date of his conversion we are unable tie
and s
their need of the Spirit's teaching
to give, but it must have been when: he and power; that their testimony
before was quite young for we find" his name the world may be open and faithful ; that
among those who organized the Free sound doctrine and holiness of heart ang

Autamn days of later years
and continually that the eye is numbed
Tell of frost;
at once three or four strong men to help and refuses to recognize aught buta con- is;inspired by accounts received of anFaded faith mid bitter tears
swers vouchsafed to the .intercessions ofbuild up-our interests here. It would
tinuous streak of fire. The thunder re- fered. Let us plead mightily with God,
Weeps-—~all is lost!
the best investment they
MW
~=Selested.
| solves itself into one rolling roar and
and
confidently
anticipate
far
larger
blessBut somehow they have never acted as iy crash.
ESSENTIALS TO ORDINATION.
ings as the result of a similar general and
they thought the Pacific coast was worth
Bat suddenly the storm ceases. It has
There are three doctrines which, in the
looking after. It has been a great mis- not spent its force, for the clouds still ‘earnest observance of this recurring seatake, and one they should try immediately. hang sullen and threatening. New re- son of special prayer; and according to present state of the churches, we should
insist upon as essentials to ordination.
to correct. The opening for establishing inforcements are constantly arriving from our fajth it shal] be done unto us.
There may be exceptions, but no man
We
affectionately
exhort
you
to
dwell
churches of our denomination was never the main body, and it seems as though
sheuld be ordained when he denies or
better. The Home Mission Society would the commander but waited a moment so much upon the efficacy of prayer, respect‘qualifies
these doctrines unless it Is exnot be called upon. for funds if they as to concentrate more effectively his for- ing which we have so many strong assurplicitly stated that he is ordained under
ances
in
the
Word
of
God,
and
to
realize
would supply the men. That is all that ces. Look toward the rear and see the
such exceptional circumstances, and for
is asked. I do hope they will recognize re-inforcements sweeping in columns and the truth of the twofold divine interces>
First, that
the importance of occupying this vast battalions to the support. Far off to the sion, upon which we are warranted to rethe Bible is trustworthy as a religious
ly—the
intercession
of
our
great
High
field. If Bro. Rowell could hive some right comes one of those wonderful thunguide in all its religious teachings. Sechelp, five or six churches could be imme- der heads, cloud piled upon cloud, as if Priest in heaven, and the intercession of
ond,
that the doctrine of the atonement is
diately organized in this city, and -adjoin- mimicking the gray old mountains. Com- the Holy Ghost the Comforter, in the
a
sacrificial
act as consisting in the suffering towns, and be from the start self-sus- pact, black, and sinister, it swings down souls of God's children on the earth.
ings and death of the God-man, which
If
*¢
the
effectual
fervent
preyer
of
a
taining +
;
toward the other, .as ‘an eagle plunges for
sufferings and death are representative of
What can we say to such appeals? its prey. ‘The one «below us, has gath- righteous man availeth mach,” and if the eternal punishment of sinners, that
Shall we say anything?
Shall we do ered itself into a close, compact form, and what any two shall agree together to ask, those sufferings and that death were deanything? Or has. the spirit of the fa- awaits, seemingly, the stranger's ap- in conformity with divine promises, shall signed to, and in fact do, i
ig
od's
The silence is most painfal. be done by our Father in heaven,—what justice and love and holiness as much
thers—Randall, Colby, Marks and Hutch- proach.
as
may not be joyfdlly anticipated, as the
ins, who planted churches in destitute The cessation of all ise the glorious
the law and the holiness and justice of
consequence
of
the
proposed
united
interfields all over our country, carrying, sunlight above and “around us, those
God would be honored by the eternal perlike a burning torch, the gospel iato the black, gloomy armies below,—form a cession offered by tens of thousands of dition of sinners. Third, that this world
surrounding darkness, departed?
Who scene impossible to erase from the mind. the Lord's peeple throughout Christen- is the only world of probation; that the
dom, for an outpuring of the Holy Spirit
will go to India te take up the standard Swifter and yet swifter the northern cloud
next year upon the churches, and upon future world is the world of punishment,
comes
on,
but
all
below
is
as
motionléss
that has fallen trom the hands of the vet: {
if a man dies impenitent, and that such ae
eran Phillips.and others who have given as a funeral pall." Just as the edges of the the preaching of the Gospel among all man will suffer the punishment of the
nations?
.
up, or soon must do so, the work there two clouds meet, a vivid flash springs
* Let us, therefore, come boldly unto law, which is eternal. We ought to be
from
one
to
the
other
that
seems
to
fill
all
from sheer exhaustion and overwork?
the throne of grace, that we may obtain more careful not -to. ordain a man who
At whose door lies the sin of the lack of space, leaving the eyes strained. and
mercy and find grace to help in time of has departed from the truth than a man
laborers? The women—God bless them!— weak, while 8 TOAr comes forth that rends
who is coming up higher toward the
need.”
are nobly coming to the rescue, and the the air and causes the great mountain be~
truth.
Here is the mountain of truth.
‘The
following
topics
are
suggested
for
places of the sainted Miss Crawford and neath ud'to sway and tremble under its
One
man
is at the very bottom of it and
exhortation and prayer : —
ee
others will soon be supplied by those on concussion. A crash succeeds the roar,
is
going
up;
another man:is at the top of
Sunday,
Jan.
7.—Sermons:—‘ Fog
the way or soon to go. What response and a dull hollow booming the crash. theré is one God and one Mediator, be- it coming down. They meet at a certain
shall be made to the stirring appeals of The clouds hate burst, and the immense tween God and men, the man Christ place, and each agrees exactly with the
Bro. Brown of Iowa, at the late anniyer- reservoirs are emptied and dissolved. Jesus; who gave Himself a ransom for other.
They are both equal then, but the
saries at Great Falls, N. H.?
Where are Far below we may trace the torrent in its all,”(1 Tim. ii. 5, 6).
Monday, Jan. 8.—Praise and Thanks- man who is going up©is far superior to
the reapers for the rich fields of Kansas, mad course downward. Great trees are
viog :—For the long-suffering love and | the man who is coming down. The one
Texas, Nebraska and the great North- uprooted and tossed like straws into the fith ulness of God, and for his continued going up has his face toward the heavens;
west? And who will go to the Pacific in air; hugh boulders are sent spinning far mercy and goodness ; for the progress of the man who is coming down is shaking
responseto the oft repeated calls from down the mountain, as the'terrible stream the Gospel, the gift of the Holy Spirit, the off the old doctrines, and no one can tell
revival of true religion; for the preservathat, the richest field of all our
country plows a deep channel for itself, and froths,
roars, and surges in its mighty escapade. all temporal blessings. Psalm ciii.; Isa.
oe
religious sentiment is‘ largely Baptist, Down to the great calm plain it" pours, xxv.: Psalm cvii.; 1 Thess. i.; Psalm | Often, the unexpected is one of the effect.
:
and Free at that. They are too far away until, far from the starting point,it lays xxxvi., from 5th verse.
ive features of address. Mr. Spurgeon has
Tuesday, Jan. 9,.—Humiliation
and
from the centers of close-communion ex- its trophies on the broad patient bosom
said
in substance:
‘It is a good plan,
Confession :—Of unfaithfulness to Christ,
clusiveness to bé controlled to any consid- that welcomes it kindly, and filters it, so divisions
among the Lord's people, and when people are expecting you to speak
erable extent by that dogma, and hence that, pure and clear, it may sparkle again, want of brotherly love ; of pride, self-will, to the church to turnto the unconverted
are ready to welcome heartily Free Bap- though perhaps far away. Who knows and worldliness; of; national sins, esinstead.” And sometimes
silence is
tists to. their communities, and in some in- but that another spring shall find it glis- pecially intemperance and licentiousness,
very effective, when unexpected. The
the
desecration
of
the
Lord's
day,
the
stances to their church organizations and tening and shining—a pure, white finish
understood the art
spread of scepticism and infidelity, and late Dr. Baron Stow
“pulpits. As I consider these pressing in the crown of the Snowy Kings ?
the prevalence of disorder, and violent of #0 closing his sermyns as to leave the
calls, my heart is deeply moved and I do
crime.
Psalm li. and exxx. ; Jerem. xiv. deepest impression on
hearers, Once

J.

Hooper,

next Sabbath.

The Home Mission Society

and Mr. and Mrs. Marshall? These ten
have left the field since the Board has
sent any, except Misses Hattie, Nellie
and Ida

for ‘nearly thirty years

Union Square church” (for-

merly Dr. Sawtelle’s, now in all respects

Frost, Mr. and Mrs.
Cilley Griffin, Miss

French, Mrs. Thompson, Miss

to send.”
than ever

a Free Baptist church, of which Rev. N.

Yes, they are gone, and it is not the
part of any in this laud to weep for those

Phillips, Rev. Mr.
Lawrence, Libbie

sunshine, it seems hard

Range Jifts

this is a call for men simply, and not men
with money for their support. A thorough Free Baptist who has resided in

Kamal

head-quarters
of the
we, sit here in the

crowned

and, unlike the calls from other quarters,

exereises

great range is the
Storm King. As

heads,

the response has been, ‘‘ None
The call is pow more urgent

Bro._

guarded its treasures ever since the Almighty gave it charge. This spur of the

Snowy

just now from our

fog, and oc-

casional glimpses of the huge sugar pines
are caught, though from here they resemble insignificant cones. The cottonwood fringes that mark the rivers, open
parks, and woody valleys at the mountain base, appear as though viewed from
the wrong end of a telescope. The great
plains spread away beyond, seemingly. as
vast and boundlessas the ocean.
Away
to the south-east lie the Spanish Peaks,
white, tall and grim, sentinels of that
grand old mountain army which" has

millions of India, and

to this whitened field, but year after year

LosaN Roy.

Perched above the timber line, the observer. takes in a vast extent of country.
From this rocky ledge, upon rich we
sit, the clouds below Jook like

"i
—

BY P.O:

are trae, earnest, ‘‘full of faith and the
Holy Ghost.” . The ery for help from the

at all keep pace with the progress of our
civil and intellectual development.
But another call for men, and to us as
Free Baptists a loud and earnest call,
comes from the far, far West, the Pacific
coast. Year after year the call has come
to our Home Mission Board to send men

to put himsélf to great many hazards of
life and thus proceed to a far off land of were located within its, borders, there
heathen people, with the Ark of Salvation
to preach Christ and him crucified. Our | would still be fields left unoccupied, and
parting minister when called on to be hundreds of people, who would not hear
nominated as a missionary to India to co- of the gospel.
operate with the laborers of the missionOrissa is one of the most fruitful fields
field opened up in lower
Bengal, .m
‘have ente ained a* hope
through
Christ
Surely
about the effect or rather the results of linquish our claims in the least?
his labors.
Certainly, I say, that he we should never, if we can have means
would now realize his confidence, in the and men to cultivate it. But at present
omise made to faithful preachers of the our position is something like the dog in
spel, that when a sinner is converted,
even the angels of heaven rejoice, and the manger. We cannot do it ourselves,
much more indeed, I say, happy is he and will not let any other ‘denomination
man’s conversion.

ESQ.

have our religious institutions and culture

In conclusion, we

about 'thé" vacancies made

whom and with whom he has labored so
faithfully for nine years, conceived the

who

PAGE,

depleted Mission band and overtasked
missionaries is agonizing. Who can listen to it unmoved, or cease to pray ‘ the
Lord of the harvest to send forth laborers
into his harvest” ? The repeated and urgent calls from the great West—those

who go, however much we may need and
miss them. But the chief question is,
How are their places to be filled? What

actually sailed for America. How fast
our little force in India is being reduced!
When it was known that Bro. M. must

of his dear friends and relatives,

of December

E. W.

The call for men was never more urgent than at the present time—men that

Nayak,
They expected to sail from Balasore on
the 8th. Bat the steamer did not leave
until the 10th, which, strange to say, was
the anniversary of their sailing from New
“York in 1873.

Marshall and family have

Rev. A.

that

closed with

Hubner. ~

was

maintains

WANTED.

desire, and

for

THE DEPARTURE OF BRO. MARSHALL
AND FAMILY.
BALASORE, Sept. 23, 1882.

yet the attendance

BY

and Sister Marshall gave some good advice, and spoke in most feeling words of
the happy relations about to “be severed,

i —

was
kept

MEN

1882.

STORM CLOUDS IN THE ROOKIES.

‘sweet, warm

earnestly pray our heavenly Father, that

tor,

O far eyes!
O stareyes!
O spirit eyes so true!
i.ed by vour changeless, starry light,
My wandering soul shall fare aright,
A:
find her way to Heaven and you.

carried out.
The evening
stormy, and the severe rain

4

tracts in vernacular,

the church

from whomsoever it

may come. Brethren, are we doing our
whole duty by this dear people for whom
our sainted Phillips so gladly gave his
whole life? May our hearts soon be gladened by a reinforcement of men and
means? Pray and werk for us.
:
Miro J. COLDREN.

In behalf of the Congregaticn at Balasore.
There were an Oriya address by Saul
Nayak; and a brief farewell by the Pas-

O clear eyes!
O dear eyes!
Fond eyes so golden fine!
The grace of Death unveiled to me
The glory that I failed to see,
:
When in this world you once were niine.

on

of the F. Baptists or

to their country and that through the kind
care and Father of us all, he will recover
his health. We know that they will not
forget us, and that they will pray for us
and our countrymen, and we hope that
once more we may see those smiling faces
among us and hear sweet and life-giving

O fair eyes! O rare eyes!
Love eyes of ber that died,
Yet isnot dead! Your rarer light
Seems to my soul a fairer sight
Than heaven, with stars all glorified.

appointed a committee, and

to

he and kis family will have a safe joyrney

SPIRIT EYES.

of the 7th of September the

to

daily life.”

a

leave the field, the native

permitted

than we

could attend to.
Let these millions of
Oriya have the gospel either at the hands

when with joy and gladness and decorations we welcomed him and Mrs. M. But
this evening is gloomy, the hearts of our
people being filled with sorrow tafpart with
him and his family. We were all aware states where nations are planted in a day
of the fact that he will go back to his "by immigration from the Old World and
native land soon, but no one thought he
would have to go in his present state, his emigration from the older states of our
health exhausted through the labors of his Union, are also imperative if we would

—Alfred B. Miller.

£17.

been

of

endeavors,

casion

To be seen no more by mortals :
Yet she stands within the portals
Of that far-off silent land
Beckoning with her slender hand.

such an one as the

‘evangelization of so much more

native pastor by snbscription among
themselves. What a contrast on this oc-

To the regions which®aré light,

i.

has

publication

his

=.

And is gone from me forever,

Roy,

educated

and published a book himself entitled the
“Scripture Manual” which will be of
great benefit to the preachers.
Through

Ere the last fond word was spoken,
The thread of life was broken,
And in the misty, haunted twilight,
Between the sunlight and the-starlight,
Her spirit took its flight,

Ak

Marshall,

the

Beating there a sad refrain:
When the fire is burning dimly
And the shadows waver grimly
Along the chamber. wall,
Then on my heart dark shadows fall,
All my joy to SOTTOW turning,
~All my life within me burning,
While my throbbing heart and brain
Throb unto the sad refrain
Of the rain
Against the pane.
For my darling, sainted Beulah,
Whom I loved—who loved me truly—
Hath crossed the Stygian River

away,

to

send. candidates for government examinations. .-It is not a vain thing to say that
Balasore, by the direct effort of the Mission, has much farther advanced in female education than any other district in
Orissa..- The church has had much progress during his pastoral care. The community is much advanced in wealth, spir‘itual and temporal; and it isnot superfluous to add that the Balasore church is
the head of the American Mission in
Lower Bengal,
Rartly this state of things
is due to his/own energy and zeal in opening up varipus departments of work for
the improvement of his congregation.
He has on/several occasions encouraged

‘By an open grave will drop a tear,
And homeward go,
The apguish of an unshared grief to know—
Darling, which one?

Yes, Bro.

delivered

Hindoos. The Female Normal Training
School, under the faithful management of

:

an

are

15,

NOVEMBER

STAR,

MORNING

sient and perishable in their nature and
soon to pass away, and while we mourn’

under the latter, to remember that these
light afflictions endura but for a moment,
and will, if duly improved, work out for

us a far more

exceeding

weight of glory.— Sel.

and

eterpal

testimony was that

26.

>

HIS DEATH

ON

DAILY

_ ML.

THE

CROSS..

- Mark 15:27—37,

T. His death foretold. Isa. 53:8—12.
W. - The crucifixion. Matt. 27:38—50.
TT.

¢

FP.

The fruitof

God’s love.

Anatonement for sin.

‘But

John 3:14-—-21.

;

v

GOLDEN TEXT.— Who his own self bare our
sins in his own body

2:24,

on the tree.—1

Peter

ln

Version.)

he did.,

927

And
with him
they crucify two rob‘bers ; one on his right hand, and one on his
29 left. And they that passed by railed on
him, wagging their beads, and saying, Ha!

thou that destroyest the temple,

apd

37 Blijah

cometh

to

take

him down.

And

Jesus uttered a loud voice, and gave up
ghost,

the

Torica—Scripture fulfilled.
Jesus reviled.
Death of Jesus.

Notes and Hints.
Connecting Link.—The events of this lesson followed immediately after those of the

last lesson.
Parallel passages, Matt, 27: 89—50; Luke 23:
33—486; John 19: 2530.

I.
Scripture fulfilled. . More than
seven hundred years before the birth of
Christ, Isaiah, looking down through the
the promised
intervening
ages, saw

Messiah, and foretold mach of his history
and experience
among
ren.
Afler

speaking of many

othef "things,

which

came to pass in the life of Jesus of Nazareth, he said,

** Therefore

him a portion

with

will I divide

the

great

and

he

_shall divide the spoil with the strong;
because he hath poured out his soul unto
death: and he was numbered with the
transgressors; and he bare the sid of
many, and made intercession for the

transgressors.”

Isa... 53:12.

these predictions had
ready,

and

now

been

in

the

Many
fulfilled

manner

of

of
alhis

deuth others found their fulfillment. He
was not only condemned to be crucified
himself,

but,
as if t6"humiliate

him

and

add to his disgrace, he was classed with
thieves and robbers and crucified between two who had been captured in

midst of their crimes; thus he was

the

actu-

ally ** numbered with the transgressors,”
counted as one of them, no better than

"the worst.
TI.

Jesus reviled.

To all appearances

at this time, Jesus Christ was a failure.
After all his miracles and wonderful sayings, his career had come to an ignoble

end.

At the supreme moment he seemed

10 be unable to do for himself what he

had, more
After

than

done

once,

others.

for

high

priest

spoke

Like many

-another

mob,

did

they

not

fail to use the opportunity afforded them
by the present apparently helpless condition of him who had claimed to be the
of God,

and

who

had

really

done

many things which seemed clearly imposgible to simple human power. = They
taunted him and reviled him and called

upon him te put forth his wonderful power in his own behalf and to come dowd

from the cross, and even professed to be
willing to believe on him if he would do
this. And, as if to shew to What extent
human héarts may be hardened, the very
criminals upon the crosses on either, side

of him, joined in the jib8s and jeers of
the crowd. Not less gullty are they who
to-day scoff at the world’s Redeemer and

wiser

¢ Itis ex-

pedient that one man die for the people,

and not that the whole nation perish.”
And so here, the chief priests and scribes
all unconsciously uttered the_profoundest
truth of theology when they said: ‘He
saved

others,

save.”

himself

he

Let those who

of the-atonement;

cannot

will,

we

make

have

not

light

absolute

as-

surance that salvation was possible in no
other way; else he would have saved
himself, or God

the

Father

would

have

saved him.—Baptist Teacher.
+0

:

LOSING SOHOLARS.
- Many a child is lest, lost forever, out of
the Sabbath-school class, when, seem-

a single

visit

from

the teacher

on the shoulder and a kind

word froin

Joel Stratton, and Dr. Cuyler beautifully
suggests that in the thunders of applause
at Gough's trinmphs

in

Exeter

Hall,

or

the Academy of Musio, he hears the
echoes of that tap and those words of lov-

ing sympathy.

The teacher who

follows

his Sabbath

scholar as he is led astray,

or

is becom-

ing heedless and unstable,

may

speak

word to that scholar, the echoes

a

111. Death of Jesus. At length, after
treachery and desertion, after injustice
and

outrage,

after

insult

and

mockery,

Jesus died. Of this there was no doubt,
there can be no doubt. He died in a few
hours, not simply from physical suffering, but from mental agony and spiritual
sorrow ;died of a broken heart, a heart literally bursted by grief and intense agony
of soul. The Roman governor, by whose
pitiful cowardice he was given up to the
crowd clamoring for his blocd, sent a soldier to see if he were really dead, and
finding it to be so beyond a doubt, gave

the necessary official

permit for the re-

moval of his body. Jesus, Christ was
dead. And here we pause in our study
of this wonderful story.
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I. Men may revile their best friends.
II. The noblest life is one devoted to
helping others.

III.

Men may

harden

their

hearts

against the strongest influences of grace
and meroy.
TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.

I. Phe phenomena of nature attendy ing the cruciftxion.
IL. The evidenoesof the death of Christ.

|
;

|

' In

a school-room

where

we

studied

years ago was hung this motto: Ager
noster mens est (Our field is the mind);
with

a little change we will adopt it for.

our missionary

motto, Ager

ty

»

-

:

THE SUNDAY-SOHOOL AN INLET,
NOT AN OUTLET.

moster

mun-~

dus est (Our field is the world). It is trae

The sland
World:
)
The Island World of the globe presents
many features of the greatest interest to

certain than that multitudes of children
do not go from the one to the other
There is supposed -to be an excuse for
this in the case of young children ; but we
have known the oldest scholars as readi-

ly steer clear of it as the youngest.
deed, it is a common

sight to see

Inan

en-

tire school pouring out of chareh or chapel at the time the bell is tolling for the
morning or evening service. Unhappily,
leaving

“chigch is ofteh twice or thrice ‘the num-

ber of those who are entering it.
Perhaps this is the way to make churchgoers ; but we doubt whether persons will
ever attend any service with regularity

which they do not attend

in childhood.

Is not this the inevitable formation of a
habit which, in older years, leads away
from the church and makes its service
irksome?

Aside

from

this,

too,

it is a

serious question whether all that is gained in the Sunday-school can make up for
what is missed in the worship and associations of the house of God. The teaching
or preaching is but a part. There is the
whole matter of reverence and worship,
in which the Sunday-school is often se
riously lacking, and which certainly
plays a most essentialgpart in the formation of character. There can be no doubt
parents who have at heart the best interests of their children should carefully
look into.— Ex.
-o-O

Not infrequently, a teacher of street
gamins in the Sunday-school has been
surprised at the unique and clear perceptions

they

manifest

of spiritual

truths,

when he has supposed them to be without
any discernment. After years of instruction, for instance, a Sunday-school teacher
asked a pooryilliterate scholar:

and- preached to his people about doub-

attributed

once, but I lost it; and Jesus Christ came

along and found it, and so I am just letting him keep it.” He had got a good

deal farther along than
their lives,

‘have

been

many who,
favored

with

all
in-

struction. The number of those who are
¢¢ just letting Jesus keep their souls” is
not so large as.it ought to be.
en mie
As when we are In prosperity we are
ready to think our mountain will never be

brought low ; so when we are in adversity, we are ready to think our valley will
never be filled up.

ling their gifts.

It is related

the services, his

little daughter came

Saviour might answer the question, if put

to' him.

The

gentleman

doubled his gift.

immediately

ether, say in Micronesia,

:

i,

The first gift to the American Board of
so large a sum as $500 was made by a
poor woman, whose humble grave is in
Cornish, N. H.
It was saved from her

small wages of fifty cents
How she loved the Master!

per

week.

resence of disease

tests the

rywhere, so far as all
complaints ot
hver and kidueys are concerned.
Pedestrian

(who

bas

wrong one, I'm deaf and

Japan.

The November number of the Missionary Magazine has the following from a
Japanese native preacher :
Among God's gifts to us are vur misThey

came

here

and

have

gladly taught us the great way of life.
They brought us blessings upon blessings. Did they give us money? No!
Instead of that, they taught us to give
money to others.

Giving, instead of re-

ceiving, has been the one
brother has taught us,

great thing our
Telling us that

with God we can do anything, he
made us to rejvice in sacrifice. Did

became tired of it, and

wanted

our mis-

sionary to give for us. But he again and
again strengthened us, and made us see
the wisdom und power of doing for
Christ.

him;
We

We

have

often

been

deserted

An
exchange says that
the first
Malagasy* who ever learned the alphabet died only last January, at the age of
seventy-one. He was ten years old when
the first missionary settled in the capital
has 26,000

adults and 25,600 children able to read
the New Testament, in all more than
50,000 who have learned to read in the
life-time of this one man. It has also
1,200 churches with .71.585

bers.

Their

last

contributions,

church-mem-

during

ten years, have amounted

the

to

$200,-

000, and that, too, by a people who cut a

dollar into seven

hundred

and

twenty

parts, so the seven hundred and twentiet
purt of a dollar will buy something in a
Malagasy market,
]
This work seems the more wonderful
when we take into account that for twenty years of this period the fiercest and
most relentless persecution of modern
times raged on this island, banishing every missionary,

destroying

every vestige

of God's Word that could: be found, huot-

ing the converts, spearing them to death,

dashing them on rocks, pouring down
their throats the deadly tangena water,
or selling them for slaves.

pre-

But since then, the most amuz-

ing changes have taken place.

The mis-

Friends

have

been nt work among them. Rev. R. H.
Howard, writing of whut has been accomplished, says: ‘Seven years have
passed, . What do we now ree? What,
under God, has been accomplished in be

half of these singularly degraded beings
through the labois of a single Christian
missionary and his wife? These Modoos
bave, for the most part, become members
of the Society of Friends. They are a
well-mannered,
well-dressed
people.
They have now nice farms. They sing
gospel hymns. They wear the blue ribbon! They believe in their teacher, and
take

his advice

as

law and

as

the

sant running to catch trains, is not a more

potent

is tindoubtedly

a

connection.
The bane of our American life is its
ceaseless, hurry which induces nervous diseases
and cabot exert.a favorale influence upon the ac.
tion of the heart.
And this especial matter of hurrying
to catch trains 18 one that daily affects thousands of men, some of whom have hearls that are
not sound.
Therefore they are injured by this
sudden and violentstram and expose themselves
to grave dangers.”
The same subject is further
discussed by another emineut physician who says:
* That great care is necessary in matters of this

kind for people who are suffering
either

latent or

from

heart dif-

developed,

There

are

among the business and professional men of New

works of character;
low in price; selling

A case

alone

of

heart

to ascending

disease

stairs.

can-

Of

course the first effect of ranning or rapidly ascend-

ing i8 shortness of breath. The legs and arms
move quickly, while the motion of the heart is
slower

and

does

notcatch up.

By

this a load of

blood from the limbs is suddenly thrown upon the

heart before it moveg rapidly enough to dispose
ofit.
Thuis burden suddenly put upon the heart
and the temporary Songesiion in the lungs, cause
imperfect action, and the victim experiences what
is known as shortness of breath.
is 18 the efiect
upon a person runuing up the stairs of the ele vat-

ed ‘railroad stations to catch trains,
is perfectly sound this over exertion
duce di-ease.

If the heart
will not pro-

But the thousands of persons

weak hearts should move

carefully,

and

7

of Concord, N. H., in

preparing

his

‘Heart Regulator” gives a great relief if not a de.cided cure.
The continued demand for it, with
statements coming Irom sources entitled to unbounded confidence, would warrant us in recom-

mending its use, even it we did not know its valuand

their

adaptability

to these

troubles. Mr. F. E. Ingalls, of Concord, is sole
American agent for this preparation
(which can
at all

best

druggists), and

will

rend

gospel, and

Kidneys

and

the Bile, and by keeping the bowels in free
condition, effecting its regular discharge.
you
ring
malaria, have the chills,
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the best IF"
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most
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in 1820.
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dumb.”

hurrying man passes through these experiences
daily and the question arises whether this inces-

but he had great patience with us.

have

Health
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has
we

like- it? No, not at first. We thought
that money was the thing to give us; and
though we thought we could occasionally
raise money for Christ's sake, we easily

in front

Illustrations.

be humbugged

20 copies a day sold by live canvassers. Send for
circulars, terms, and agency to W. H. Thompson
& Co., 32 Hawley St., Bostoh, Mass. Mention this
paper.
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6t40

Or THE

eve-

you humbug,
i sir. If the
given me the

If you would not have affliction visit you
listen at once to a word of advice—
“Try Wheat bitters.”

/

ME

dropped a peony

of
‘* a poor blind man”): “Why,
you’re not blind.” Beggar: * Not
card says I am, they must have

LE
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Kidney-Wort Shailenges this test always and
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Get the best, don’t

{SORENESS

* No vehicle drawn by more than one animal
is allowed to cross this bridge in opposite direc-

tions at the same time,” is a ‘notice posted on a
bridge in Providence.
*.* “ A coward can be a hero at a distance;
resence of danger tesis 'preseiice of mind.”
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NETT

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
' LUMBAGO,
BACKACHE,

this

to the evil influence of foreign

fi

Ry Officer Newcomb and other survivors.
Photographic

REETMATISH,

th in physical characteristics and men- |
tal traits. The people of islands not remote from each

- H

REMEDY

with one another and with the

people of the main continents—and

=

rab
. | AGENTS! : AGENTS! AGENTS! Wantedfor the--Sm
GREAT GERMAN | 3%; and authentic
scosunt of the

unique as the products of the soil’ The
people are strangely dissimilar, botl: as

compared

TT -

+

i

are found to differ greatly in their traits;
some of them being gentle and tractable,
others fierce and warlike; e. gi, the ida small one, but our sympathy and inter- habitants of the Mortlocks an the Gil- |
est should be world-wide. It helps to bert groups. As a whole they have -been
characterized by bloody wars, extreme
fan our zeal to learn what God is doing degradation, cannibalism. Some ef them
in the various lands that are to be turned have been touched and tainted by civilifrom darkness to light; to catch the spirit zation withotit the gospel, and too often
of Him who went about doing good; to found the whale-ship the bearer of a
get the love of Paul who felt for those in curse and not a blessing. Such have
presented the greatest obstacles to the’):
ignorance and superstition and went to work of Christianization;
while those
their relief.
:
touched first of ‘all by the missionary
In our outlook upon the gospel’s prog- have been found readiest to yield to the
:
:
ress, our own Mission field, our own'dear power of the gospel.
But nowhere has the gospel more sigworkers, have the prominent place, but nally triumphed than in the islands of the
we rejoice in the redemptive work in all sea. At the bare mention, there rises up
lands. We can not feel or act until we before the mind the story- of the Samdknow, and in proportion to our knowl wich Islands, the Mortlocks, Fiji, Samoa,
Madagascar—as they were at first, as |
edge of the spread of the gospel will be they are, after being touched and illuour interest in it. Then we enter into mined by the gospel. What Pentecosts !
sympathy with Him who will> have the what trophies to the grace of God! what
heathen for his heritage, and it becomes evidence of the power of Bible truth to
win its way into dark minds and of
easy to pray, ‘Thy kingdom come,” Christ's
love to cast out the demonsof
and a pleasure to give.
‘darkness
!— Gospel in all Lands.
or
HT
Doubling Missionary Gifts.
CHINA.-—One Wesleyan convert travOne of the pastors who was present at eled one hundred and twenty miles to be
the meeting of the American Board in baptized, and her sister learned to read
Portland, when it was proposed that the the New Testament while tending oxen
in the fields.——In China, drought, or
contributors doable their gifts, went home malignant disease, or failure of crops, is

*¢ Jaek,

have you a soul?” Imagine
his horror
and discouragement at the reply: «“ No;
I've got no soul.” But the lad allowed
his teacher to be disheartened only for
a second, for he added:
‘I had a soul

>

that our means may be comparatively
limited, our mission field but relatively

sionanes.

In whatever sense the Sunday-school
is a child of the church, nothing is more

——

the Church of Christ.
The islands themselves have a fascination all their own as |

THE FIELD IS THE WORLD.

of which

shall be heard in the song of the redeemed eternally.—
Sel.

reject the only Saviour provided for sin- whatever that this is a question which all
fal men.”

:

Cop

that after intruders. The recent alarming drought
to in the province of Pe-che-lee has led the
would have restored him to the influence
people to think that, if foreigners and
of that Sabbath home.A professed Chris- his study and held out a dollar bill, say- missionaries would go away, all ‘woald
tian who had long been living in neglect ing that she had been saving it to buy a be well.
of his church covenant vows, was led to girl's velocipede, but she felt she ought
Sour AFrRrICA.—The Norwegian misreturn to his first love, and re-consecrate to double ker gifts; then coming close to
sionary, Optebro, writes from Zululand
himself to Christ's service. In making him, she added, *‘ Papa, perhaps I shall that the circumstances there are much
want to go myself.”
confession before the church, he stated,
more favorable 10 the mission with which
Are there not supporters of the Free he is conneétéd than they were before the
sadly, that little by little he had gone
Baptist Mission who would bless them- war. Since the end of the war he has
back snd down from the right: way, and
selves as well as the Mission by doubling baptized twenty adults, and he has thirty
thisin full sight of his brother members
their gifts? A benevolent gentleman under instruction.
é
not one of whom had ever laid a hand tenwho gave largely to some charitable obderlyon him, and asked him to do better. ject was afterwards troubled lest he had
AFRICA. —It is said that the Pope has | |
Ab! there are many such step-by-step | not given enough. He asked the clergy- decided to send priests wherever Protestant missionaries are at work in Africa,
wanderers from the Sabbath-school fold.
man, the manager of the charity, if he a course of conduct which is followed
Let no teacher be so faithless that his thought he had given all he ought. The elsewhere.
scholar can speak thus of his neglect. clergyman replied that, so far as he could
CHIPS.
John B. Geugh was rescued through atap see, he bag, but he could not tell how his

ingly,

saving them, ‘‘himselfhe could not | too, the number of those who are

save.” To the Jewish rabble he seemed
a legitimate object of sport and derision.

Son

The

than he knew, when he said:

build-

“30 est it in three duys, save thyself, and come
‘31 down from the cross. In like manner also the
chief priests mocking, K Aim among themselves with the scribes said, He saved oth82 ers; himself he cannot save. Let the Christ,
the King of Israel, now come down from
the cross, thut we may see and believe.
And they that were crucified with him. reproached him.
33 And when the sixth hour was come, there
was darkness over the whole land until the
34 ninth bour.
And at the ninth hour Jesus
cried with a loud voice, Eloi, Eloi, lama
sabachthani? which 1s, being interpreted,
My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
35 me?
And some of them that stood by when
they heard it, said, Behold, he calleth Elijah.
36 And one ran, and filling .a sponge full of
vinegar, put it on a reed, .and gave him to
drink, saying,
Let be; let us see whether
>

‘‘he cannot

And therein, for once, they told

such a great, loving heart as his, it was
impossible for him to do otherwise than

16: 27-37.

( Revised

they said,

~

the en-

the truth. He could not save himself,
without abandoning the great work for
which he left his thronein heaven and
came down to earth. He must either
sacrifice others and save Kimself, or save
others by sacrificing - himself; and, with

to

MARK

* himself,”

save.”

Rom.5:1—11.

S. ‘The law magnified. Rom. 3:19=31:
8. Christ dledifor-all. 1 Cor. 5:14; 1 Tim, 2:1
—6; Heb. 2: 1-9,
;

even

_jAdYing the fact that he did werk wondrously beneficent results. He did save others. Even the most malignant of the
Jews were constrained to confess that.

READINGS.

His death on the cross,

which

foot of the cross:
‘‘He saves others.”
Whatever the conclusion as to the power
by which he worked, or the motive that
prompted his working, there was no de-

1

ie
RAigsions.

Very noble |

emies of JesudMl1 unwittingly-bore at the
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B. PARSONS,

R. R.

Office, Detroit, Mich,

Pool's Barometer has already saved me many times its cost, in foretelling the weather.
It is a wonderful curiosity and works Peon
i 2 ROBERTSON, Milwaukee, Wis,
W.
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publication.

We

manuscripts unless stamps are
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address,

cannot

sent

for

not

return

that pur-

pose. - We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of any length.

We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contributors and cannot pay for articles contribut-

ed by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication.

of; frivolity

Carlyle’s plainly

spoken

advice

is

worth

quoting : ¢ Thou that wearest that cunning,
Heaven-made
organ—a Tongue,
speak not, I passionately éntreat of thee,
till thy thought have silently matured
itself, till thou have other than mad and

mad-making noises to emit : hold thy tongue
| till some meaning lie behind

" SUBSORIBE NOW

ging:

for the ¢¢ Star.”
This paper is offered to
new subscribers from now till Jan. 1,

1884, for $2.00 ip -aAdvance, the usual
- price for one yesi. Will pastors please
call the attention of their
to this liberal offer?

Orders for the Register and Year Sook
began promptly to come in last week.
Let them come, come, come!

Firstcome,

Please don’t delay the

mat-

Price, twelve cents

each by mail, postpaid.

Time,

and

but

grows

SCHISMATIO PASTORS.

SE

It has already been stated that frequent

s=x"THE REGISTER for 1883.-ma

ter, but send ai once.

to set it wag-

”¢‘no idlest word thou speakest,

it is a seed cast into
through ail Eternity.”

congregations

————
E> +P

first served.

productive

Per dozen, $1.18

postpaid. Per hundred, $7.00 with expressage added.
We are now able to fill
orders and hope to receive a great many
of them without delay.
Bro. Page’s article in reference, among other
things, to California as a mission-field, deserves
reading.
Bro. E. Crowell,of West Bethany,
N. Y., as he announced last week, intends visiting California this winter.
We take this opportunity of wishing him much pleasure during his absence, and commending him warmly
to the confidence and “hospitality of all there
who may read’ these lines, as an able, earnest

and faithful minister of Christ.

May he return

changes of pastors increase the likelihbod
of dissatisfaction
in the church ard society,

and often produce divisions and dissensions which weaken the efficiency of the
church and sometimes occasion the suspension of pulpit services altogether.
These troubles not unfrequently grow out
of a prevalent factious spirit in the church
or community.

Sometimes

they

are

the

result of mismanagement on the part

of

the majority, or neglects and imprudences

on the part of church officials.

When we consider the unnumbered inconveniences and disadvantages attendant

upon the pastor’s frequent removal with
his family, and the various judgments
and tastes of men with respect to the character and fitness of a minister for any
particular locality, it is not to be wondered at that these changes should occasion
dissatisfaction and giief on the part of
some of the parties concerned. Especially is the pastor likely to be thus affected
in case the. movement for his removal is
inaugurated by his people rather than by
himself. But even in this case, there is
no occasion for dissension or bitterness of
feeling among brethren,
dr
That a peaceable separation of pastor
and people is possible, and how it may be
effected, may be best shown by an exam-

Itis not pledsant to

“hear of the separation of pastors and peo-

ple, but when we must hear, it is a great

relief to learn that they separate in peace,
‘bidding each other Godspeed, In such
a case the church is left in good condition to obtain another
pastor, and the

dismissed pastor has in this a good re-

ever been an incubus on

commendation to some other field of labor.
i TH

brains of a nation.

THE EDUCATIONAL QUESTION

IN

FRANCE.

France and Belgium are having similar experiences. © The effort to make the
common schools unsectarian has evoked
a persecutive religious opposition in both

countries. In France it is less bitter and
tore politic than in Belgium. . The pres-

President

Cheney’s

article

under

¢ Communications” in reference to the appreaching semi-centennial observapce.—Our
readers will notice that the Enigma depart-

ment

under

‘ Family

Circle”

open
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doubt not, permanent

subscribers have been obtained in the Springvale (Me.) church alone, which we mention in
chpreeintonro

h

AN

s

indicative

of

y+ possibilities in all the churches,
We welcome
- the few drops that betoken the coming shower.

The virtue of fidelity is a veritable trin_1ity. Can a man be true to himself without
being true to his neighbor and his God?
Can a man be true to his neighbor without
being true to his God and himself ? Can a
man be true to his God without being
true to himself and to his neighbor? In
the individual, God’s glory, a neighbor's
good, and personal
happiness
are compassed by the same means.
We

have

remarked

with

pleasure

the

unusual (at this time of the year) abundance of news items which have been sent
us of late, reporting revivals in the church-

es. Are the windows of heaven opening
indeed? May God forbid that any of us

should be slow to perceive

it and uanpre-

pared to receive the descending shower.
* From all our churches may these good tid-

ings

soen

brethren,

be

coming

in.

‘‘ prove” the Lord

Pastors
according

and
to

the word in Malachi 3: 10. The responsibility is individual and personal. ‘¢ Revivals,” says Dr. Cuyler, ‘commonly begin
in one or two hearts and the fire spreads.
These are times of awful deadness and barrenness.
Conversions decrease and defections multiply. A dying world needs living

Christians,

men

and

women

in whom

Christ lives. Their influence is a salt;
their example a light; their Joice a trumpet; their prayers a power. ‘ Such'will you
be as soon as you bring your lifeless self
and lay it against the mighty heart and will

of the loving, ever-living Son of God.”
I

A garrulous

person’is one who ““ speaks

an infinite deal

of nothifig.”

His

tongue suggests Tennyson's famous

nimble
brook

song: ‘‘ Men may come and men may go,
but I go on forever.”
Society has been
divided into two great classes, the bores
and the bored. The garrulous person does
not belong to the last-named class. He is
like Mr. Talkative in the ‘Pilgrim's Prog-

ress,” who was always ready to discourse
«of things heavenly, or things earthly;

things moral, 8f

s evangelical ; things

sacred, or things profane; things past, or
things to come; things foreign, or things
at home; things more essential, or things

circumstantial.”

And he is not only ready

to talk of these things, but he is actually

at it, and at it, and 48} 1t—o€rtainly - while
awake and presumably while asleep.
Probably garrulity 1s one of the least of the

been appreciated.

But

now

there is

a

prevailing sentiment in the church And
society that a change is desirable. It is
thought that the labors of some other man
might be more useful to us, and that

might be more successful

in some

you

other

field of labor,” All this plain, but honest
talk, was received in the same spirit in

which it was

given.

The

pastor after

due consideration tendered
tion, which was accepted.

his resignaBut all this

was done.in so kind and Christian 4 man-

ner that to our personal knowledge,
the pastor continued to supply the church
more or less for

six

months

while attempts were being

afterwards,

made to find

his successor.
But such results do not always follow
in cases like the one we are now consid-

ering. Sometimes
a minority in the
church do not yield when a vote of the
majority has been fairly secured against
an incumbent.
They rally in active support of the pastor, and he gives countenance to this factious support even if he
does not instigate it. An attempt is made
on the part of his friends to force his continuance, and failing to succeed in securing the use of the church, sometimes they

withdraw and set up a separate

position meeting,

body of Christ

and

thus

and

the

op-

visible

is rent in sunder.

Such

and passion

means
comes
given
leave

have

After the excitement

subsided,

a

want

of

to support a separate meeting bequite apparent, the enterprise is
up, and the pastor is obliged to
after all, when it would have been

better for him, apd all concerned, had

he

left sooner and in a different temper and
spirit.
It is quite true that divisions and

quarrels arise in the church,

in connec-

tion with the dismissal

pastor,

of

a

for

which he is in no wise responsible. They
‘may occur in despite of his remonstrances

and faithful entreaties. But it is equally

obvious to aftirm that that minister has a
bad record who- habitually leaves the

be indulged even

and distraction. Some
seem to be oblivious of the fact that pastor and people

have

mutual

rights,

as

well as mutual obligations. They would
do well to consider that if they are not
bound under all circumstances to
church, the church is not bound

them.

And they would do

well

like a
to like

to con-

sider also, when inclined to blame a peo-

ple for dismissing them contrary to their

wishes, and to arraign

them

committed an

how

offense,

as having
they

them-

selves would feel, if upon resigning contrary to the wishes of all, the church

should pursue them with reproaches to
thé injury of their reputation and curtail

ment of their future usefulness,
We have called attention to

Christian spirit, or from

1,

SpA

by

victory. of pro

unwise and" im-

which

persons

may obtain

and fills all

vacancies

in

schools and colleges. He is assisted by
the superior council of public instruction,
whose duty itis to pass upon the figness of
all books used in the schools and colleges,
to exclude incompetent teacherand
s watch

over the general

interests’ “of public in-

struction.
Besides, there are nineteen
inspectors-general who visit the leading
institutions of the country and inquire into
their management. The whole country

of France is divided into sixteen educational districts, at the

head

of

each

which is a rector, assisted by the

tors of the district." 'His' business
superintend

the

schools,

of

inspec-

both the

‘ oceasionals.”

colleges

and

tion between the ‘minister of public in-

statistics.

In

1827

only

420

in

1000

could read. In 1857 the average had
risen to 675, and in 1867, to 775. And
some progress has since been made.

country asserted themselves most

takably.

unmis-

Several large states which were

clearly republican at the time of Garfield's
death went democratic by heavy majorities ; and as soon as the officers elect en-

ter upon their

duties,

according

to

the

present returns, twenty-four out of the
thirty-eight states will have democratic
governors.

In New York, where

the in-

terference of the administration in state
politics was so conspicuous and offenan

unprecedented

majority

of about 194,000, and the President there-

struction and the lower officials.

gained ground slowly. Yet it has made
progress,as will be seen by the following

The election of Nov. 7th was a ‘political revolution. The moral forces of the

or received

faculties within his educational jurisdiction, and to be the organ of communica-

by received a most emphatic rebuke. In
Pennsylvania, where the despotism of
Senator Cameron has become insufferable,
the democratic nominee was elected by a
plurality of nearly 40,000. In Massachu-

} setts, Grerieral
Butler was chosen Govern-

or,and two ‘‘machine” candidates for Con-

gress were defeated by independents who
were known to be heartily in favor of a

reform in the civil service.

Several other

states, which are nominally republican,
have fallen into the democratic line, and
the majorities in all other republican
states have been greatly reduced, while

the South is more solidly democratic than

ever

before.

The

democrats

bably have a majority

will

pro:

of fifty or more

in the mext House of Representatives, and
to them we must look for national legisla-

can

not

the destinies

of the

service;

nation.

itrary

manipulation of caucuses and conventions
She therefore threw the whole weight of
by men who have been long in office and
J
her influence against the measure. After
who wish to perpetuate their power; and
a long and violent struggle the party of
the prostitution of federal offices for the
reform . triumphed. But how did the
sake of building up a party favorable to
church treat the situation? She began to
| the administration, as has been exemplitemporize, and sought to make the victory
fied by the unholy alliance with Mahone
fruitless. At first, the impulse was to
in Virginia. ' The facts of this election do
create an uprising of the whole Catholic not
necessarily imply that the voters have

population, to withdraw all Catholic teachers from the public schools, and as a

counterpoise to establish

free Catholic

schools. But the sober second thought
and the Vatican prevailed, and the church

and, as far a possible, nullify the law.

Under the new law there will be about
61,000 public schools, and in competition
with these 12,880 free Catholic schools.
There are 112,000 teachers, of whom 32,-

000 are clerical.

But the church

has a

controlling influence in many schools presided over by secular teachers. So that
more than one-half of all the primary
schools are directly or indirectly control.
led by them. In view of this state of

things,the clergy advise as follows: *“The

law is a godless one, but we advise parents to submit and not take their chil-

lost confidence in republican principles,
but they do mean that this is a government
by the people and :not by a ‘‘machine,”
and that the ‘‘bosses” are to be exchanged
for conscientious leaders who will have

a proper regard for the moral sentiment

| of their constituency.
1t the republican chiefs have the wisdom to profit by the lesson that has been
given, the party may come forth from the
furnace of its affliction purified as by
fire; but if not, the next President will be
a democrat.

ligious home, ” and here is what he says :
dren out of the public schools, and we ad- |. ~ Small ‘favors bestowed in Christian love

vise the brothers now teaching not to re- {'may sometimes be matters of great encouragement, especially to young Chris-

does not prevent you

from

teaching

the

children religious matters before the legal

commencement of the school, or after its
close. Therefore stay, wait the result,

other members are not Christians.
favors, if judiciously chosen, may be made

a lasting benefit to the recipients.

We

would suggest that every church which
has had alitions made to its member-

with, then we. ship, of the class above named, during
from its
can adopt other measures.” Under ad- the past year, appropriate
vice from the bishops, Catholic teaghers treasury enough funds to furnish each of
such members with the Morning Star to
and if you are interfered

are
with
there
gives

seeking appointments us teachers,
a view to circumvent the law. Bu
is one feature of the law which
the clergy great hope. It grants

January

1, 1884,

If the

treasury

has

not sufficient fands to do this, let some

energetic member, filled with the spirit
of doing good, undertake the work of
raising an amount sufficient for that
Thursday of each week as a day of relig- pose. We have no doubt that suc
ious instruction under the control of the movement, carried out in our
wi
churchsects and communities of the locality. es, would be the means of strengthening
As it generadly Rappens that the Catholics: hundreds of weak and Wolmbliog souls,
calling forththeir gratitude, an also of
are the controlliig element, this feature placing the ‘Star before
a large numberof
of the law jg a virtual concession by the non-religious persons in the families to
which these converts belong.
government to the Catholic church. |
Do we realize that the Morning Star
Another effort is being made to parry
this blow at ignorance. The Catholic is a Silenb preycher of righteousness and
an improver o
morals of all who will
church is making efforts to establish free read it —and the
that the extension of its
Catholic schoals as a counterpoise to the circulation among families in any way con-

Revised New = Testament
has slackéned
therefore there is a slackened ” iaterest

Does it

in the work itself; or, that the work is not
making positive progress in both scholarly and

popular favor.”

Mr. Spurgeon, the famous London
his father, is certainly

We may

be

buried

in water

‘The Catalogue of New Hampton Literary
Institution and Commercial College for 1882
bas been received.
It presents a full corps of
experienced teachers and a large numberaf
students, aggregating by terms 617. For a fuiler account of this old and well-conducted institution, see the Star of last week,
Mr. James P. Welch, who keeps a dancingschool in Philadelphia, is about to begin a crusade against the waltz as at present danced,
which be pronounces to be immodest, vulgar,
and generally demoralizing.

The

The

living

We heartily second the appeal of the

Chris-

The success of the Missionary Helper constitutes a counter current to those which have
seemed to run adversely to our mission interests of late, and affords positive evidence that
better days are on the wing.
The numbe# for
November—December completes the fifth volume and is a solid little pamphlet of over sixty
pages.
Hereafter the issue is to-be monthly
instead. of bi-monthly and the Prospectus for
1883 gives ample promise of progress.
The
Woman’s Mission Society is to be congratulated on its Helper.
Send to Mrs. J. M. Brewster, 91 Smith 8t., Providence, R. I., for a specimen copy and- terms for the new volume.
The annual reports and minutes of the recent
anniversary meeting at Great Falls make the
present an especially valuable number.

The story of the triumphs of the gospel In
the islands of the sea is stranger than fiction,
The facts ought forever to stop all cavils as to
the success of missions.
Some of these lands
have been rededmed within a score of years
has been well

said

by-a-recent writer, Heroic souls. light up- this
history of half a century by their splendid cour-

age and their absolute self-abnegation, their
miraculous faith and their providential deliverances,their loyalty to Christ and their confidence
in the salvability of human nature at its worst.”
Such names as that of Williams, or Patterson,

with.

to conjure

.

It is not well for us to place too much

confi-

dence in the rumors of the wonderful doings of

the * false prophet” of Soudan. It is Lut natural that the warlike tribes of that section, always ready for riot and robbery and never
having any leve for Egyptian rule,should make

ar

In addition

to the usual

denominational

Mission

Hints.

Moneys paid to missions are oftener debts
paid long due than free will offerings. The
Jews pay one-tenth and give gifts, The Christian sometimes grumbles at the call for gifts,
and calls those who seek the Lord’s money for
the Lord’s work beggars.
1t is not gifts to the Lord or his work that the
Lord needs but salvation and blessing for yourself: ‘“ Not that I desire a gift but I desiré fruit

that it may abound to your account.”

much, but if I find such a one, I will get on
top

of

the reof of

the old

which they worshiped

meeting-house

are the dead that die in the Lord.’ ”
Men dislike to invest money in the Lord’s
work because there may be such a long time
before pay-day; but there is a long pay-day lo

enjoy whea the Lord returns the blessings
again. The man who gives nothing to God
does not exercise common prudence, seeing
be expects in a short time that all the treasure

he will have, he shalt have transferred by gifts
to heaven beforehand. The man who mukes
the Lord one of his kin and
gifts every day will not need

his heir by little
to beg in the har-

vest and have nothing.
:
‘Do you think,” said the dying miser, * that
if I give the Lord
will forgive me”

ten thousand pounds he
“J
dinna ken,” sail the

crafty minister; *“ but it will do thee no harm
to try.”

God’s gifts are mot to be purchased with
money, but paradoxical as it may seem, if a

man has it and Joves it, they are not to be purchased without it, .

Covetousness is the most common sin of this
age, and the man who is free from it is on the
road to heaven. No man will go there who
has the Lord's money in his pocket, or who
withholds more than is meet from the Lord's
work.
b
Why should not men consecrate themselves
to make money for the Lord’s treasury to
whom God has given gifts to make money, as
heartily, prayerfully, studiously and laborious-

ers of Mahomet, is not at all likely. The un.
civilized forces have mot power to project

Minutes

of the Thirteenth

Annual

of the session have been published in the Star.
Rev. Mr. Brockway, the Recording
Secretary of the Association, called attention to

the Minutes in our columns

week

before last,

We hope the pamphlet, as it Is 50 admirably

calculated to do, will aid in the promotion of
the Association in every good work,
There is

a breeziness and an inspiration about it that
i are tokens of determination and power... Nay

a
!

gifts to
Why is

the othC. 8.

Bellevernon Ohurck and Pastor.
For more than a year there has been

Meeting of the Central Association (N.Y. is a
neat pamphlet of twenty pages. The reports

in

God, and cry, ¢ Blessed

or any great rising of the follow-

themselves into civilization.

Tt is not

so much that the heathen may not be saved
without the gospel but that you can be saved
who withhold the gospel from them.
Aa antimission church may prosper on earth as a miser may prosper but neither will lay-up treasures in heaven.
* Brethren,” said the colored brother, “I
never knew a church to die by giving too

the most of the present weak condition of
ly as the man to whom God has given
Egypt. Our information from that vicinity al.
ways contains a large element of uncertainty, | preach, and thrust into the ministry?
not one calling to be honored even as
but that there will be any great expedition
er?
J.
for conquest,

The

showing

Crise
unobjceionkble. Communloations Tas
parts of our field.

breviate your words in writing to this paper.
That 1s, don’t write Geo. for George; S. S.
for Sacred Scripture (or Sunday-school); O.
T. for Old Testament; Ch. for church; Jas.
for James; Xt. for Christ; Pbn. for Presbyterian; w’d for would; and so on. Put all your
abbreviations in your sentences, but write out
your words in full, giving them all the letters
they own.”
*‘If our friends”, continues the
Mirror,“ knew how much labor they would
thus save us they would certainly do it as a
‘work of necessity and mercy.
Perhaps, if
we are tempted {oo much, we shall print some
of the notes we receive Just as they were writ.
ten!”
We too!

do well for the Christian

cites statistics

@orrespondence.

tian at Work to its correspondents (says the
Christian Mirror, and so d6°we) : * Don’t ab-

would

Independént

-

that the decline of infant baptism, on the
whole, is not so great as has been represented.

sense to the living Christ.

- As

unworthyof. him.

by a man,

but it is the Spirit that unites usin a

it of threescore yesrs,

not

up, out of almost nothing, a large and flourishchurch at Greenwich.
He is now in this
country, and bis preaching is spoken of in
very complimentary terms.

act, and water that he uses in the act of baptizing.

preacher,

This son, during the last three years, has built

Wherein is it a type

all the factors are spiritual.

the Times, * we
Revision gains in
forward surely to
Bible-reading pub-

has a son, also a preacher, who, if not equal to

furthermore asks about 1 Cor. 12% 13.

——He

‘ From all that we can learn

on the subject,” continues
are of the opinion that the
favor steadily, and moves
general acceptance with the
lie.”

of the resurrection?
Literal water baptism
fulfills all the conditions of the allusion, while
spiritual baptism fulfills none of them.
When
men are dead we bury them; so when we die
to sin we are buried in baptism; buried in water rather than dust, because a resurrection
follows at once.
But the baptism of the Spirit
does not bury a dead man; it fills » living one;
it does not apply to the body, but inspires the
soul; is not a formal act, but a liviog power.

and the whole recdyd scarcely exceeds the lim-

A PASTOR'S WORD FOR THE STAR.
He has sent us a few lines on * one
way to strengthen the young and weak
Christians, and attach them to their re-

~The 8. 8. Times says that it is “a great
mistake to suppose that because the sale of the

the text of all its force and

ize the death of Christ?

has been 212; the aggre-

:

taken their places.

Spirit baptizes; it is the soul that is baptized;
a spiritual union with Christ is the result, for
the body of Christ is spiritual.
When
the
Word says it is the Spirit which baptizes, we
of course must not say it is may that -does the

The causes of this overturn are numerous” and varied, but the most potent
among them is, we believe, the unpopularity of the present administration.
we

The total attendance

gate by terms, 399. We notice one decided improvement ia the management. The ornamental members of the Board of Trustees have
been dropped, and active, interested men have

beauty. How can one be buried by spiritual
baptism? How does spiritual baptism symbol-

spiritual;

tion for the next two years.

Reason about it as we may,

stitution, but not all that is hoped for in the

refer to water, or to spiritual baptism?
Liter.
al water baptism was then in current use, and,
in all cases where baptism is referred to, we
are bound to interpret literally except where
the words or the connection oblige us to adopt
a spiritual sense. This is a universally accepted rule of interpretation and one approved by:
common sense. As the literal sense is here
perfectly natural and in complete accord with
the scope of the passage, all reason is against
spiritualizing it. Indeed we can not do so

without ‘robbing

It

future now the incubus of debt is<removed.

tion of forgiveness.
Failure to distinguish
a fact
between the formal expression of
and the means of attaining the fact of sav| Ang grace has brought infinite trouble and perversion to the kingdom of Christ, The root of
Papacy is planted in the false notion that rites
convey instead .of merely
expressing
the
grace
of salvation.——He
also wishes
to

what we think of Rom. 6: 8.

it continue to ap-

indicates about the usual prosperityof this in-

actual union with him; it is a formal declaration of forgiveness and not a means or condi-

know

may

of Maine Central Institute, Pittsfield, Me.

This reads, * By one Spirit are we all baptized
into one body.” The whole. transaction is

escape the cooclusion that many intelligent and conscientious voters in the republican party have placed their seal of
But France has been the stronghold of{’
Romanism, and it is ever the purpose of condemnation notonly upon some of the so
‘called leaders in the party, but also upon
that church to maintain a controlling influence over the schools. Therefore when Certain disreputable practices which. have
-an-attempt—
was recently made to have | | grown rank under the influences which
|
the schools unsectarian and attendanée are now dominant in Washington. Such
compulsory, a most bitter opposition on are the political assessments of Hubbell;
the part of the Roman Catholic church the recent extravagant appropriations for
rivers and harbors; the faNlure of the last
arose. Her hope has been in the chilthe tariff;
dren; in early indoctrinating them in the Congress to abate or regulate
Catholic faith. To allow the schools to the general contempt evinced Ry the poli=
“become unsectarian would be to lose ticians towards all measures tending to
reform the civil
her hold on

GREEN,

"We have received a copy of the seventeenth
annual Catalogue of the officers and students

lieve it to be simply declaration. It isa formal putting on of Christ, but not a means of

THE REVOLUTION.

Long

pear.

27, to-which. he refers, he will see that we be-

sive,the democratic candidate for Govern-

is to

HENRY

"122 East 26th Street, New York.

The Park 8t. church and society of Providente
conservatism, of intelligence over
igh | Star ang the Free Baptist. On payment of
rance. Everywhere on the continent the $3.00, both papers’ willbe sent to the have published the fall issue of their semi-annual Journal. The sight of it recalls the triurm.
domination of Romanism is becoming | subscriber for a year. We hope that phant
entry into heaven of him who a year ago
many
will
take
advantage
of
this
offer.
less and less extensive, less and less abwas its editors It contains an excellent edito-*
solute. Belgium and France, two of Subscriptions for the. Star .can hereafter | vial sketch of the life aud work of Bro. Brews.
Romie’s well-beloved children,
are stretch- be made at the office of the Free Baptist, -ter, A thoughtful
and helpful sermon on‘selfing their hands toward the light, and God and subscriptions for the Free Baptist can depial by Rev. J. T. Ward, the present pastor
of the cliurch is also found in it. The Park
has set the dour ajar. It is interesting to be made at the office of the. Star.
St. Journal is one of the best of ‘our church
know that the Protestant clergy are . loyal

lic instruction is a minister who appoints
all the officers in this department of

government,

:

cheerfully give them any information in my

power.

i", Clubbing rates have been arranged

rejoice

sign their office.
churches of which he becomes pastor,in a ligious instruct For the law forbids re- tians, and more so if they are poor in this.
ion in school hours, but it world’s goods and belong to faniilies whose
state of disunion

these
sins of speech, but so is the wasp one of
phases of church and pastoral life, bethe least of the foes that men dread. We
run away from the wasp because we can cause of the many and painful evils growdo so without hurting his feelings, but our ing out of the want of the exercise of the

garrildus friend must

and

To THE Eprtor:
In Europe young men
are studying Electrical En ineering—the
profession not over-crowded, and great only
fortunes -bave been made in its
ursuit. The
enormous extension of the Telograpt, Telephone, Electric Light, Cables, ete., into
all
parts of the world will createa great deman
d
for skilled electrical engineers.
If
your younger readers are interested I

was estab- to the new advance. It is not all that
2
NOTES.
lished by the National Council of 1792, they could desire, but itis a step, soon yK brother in Missouri asks if
we hold bapand was perfected by the governmentof to be followed, we may hope, by many
ism to be a condition of salvation. If he will
Fert
the first Napoleon. At the head of pub- others.
read carefully the article in our issue of Sept.

experiments, however, usually result in decides to make the best of the situation
miserable failures.

hearts

. on” has been received. We insert
it
for the benefit of those interested.

ent school systeth of France

‘Education is divided into higher, seconin good health to renew his service for the
Master among our churéhes.
He desires to
dary and primary. Higher education is
meet as many Christian people, especially of
given by faculties of theology, law, medour own faith, as possible, while absent, and
icine, sciences, and literature, established
will doubtless make the miost of his opportuniby government.
Secondary education is
ty to become acquainted with California as a
given in eighty lyceums and two hundred
mission-field.——A word from Bro. Page dated |
and forty-four colleges, having an attend. at New York on Saturday says: ‘‘ Miss Lavina
ple of actual occurrence. - A pastor someCooms sailed this A. M. at.5 o’cldck in the
ance
of about 60,000 pupils. The work of
what advanced in years had served a
steamer ‘ Furnessia’ of the Anchor line for Inorganizati
on in this department has not
church
for
a
considerable
time with sucdia, cheerful and happy at the prospect of ere
progressed
far. Primary school instruccess,
and
to
very
general
satisfact
ion.
,|
long being in her chosen field of labor,”—
tion isin a very imperféct state. The
At length, a feeling became somewhat
The *“ Bakers” give us some excellent food on
our first page this week.
We are especially
prevalent that a change was desirable. law requires that every commune of five
happy in being able to introduce to our read=- One of the vldest members of the
church hundred inhabitants shall support a boys’
.ers as a contributor to the Star the Rev. Smith | visited
him, and freely and frankly ex- and a girls’ school. But the law is not
Baker, of Lowell, one of the most successful
plained to him the state of feeling, some- generally in force. It is here that the
pastors in New England, who preaches effecwhat in this manner: “You have been French system of edueation is” weakest.
tively ‘as au dying man to dying men.”
He
for a long time our pastor. Your labors Inasmuch as primary instruction has not
has the right of it, brethren.
Let us preach
less about Christ and more Him crucified.—
have been greatly blessed to us and have been gratuitous or compulsory, it has

Notice

at this signal

the

We can only

d

serious

difficulty in the Free Baptist church at Belle-

vernon, Pa,

Fish,

It was reported that Bro, B. H.

their pastor, had

determined

to force

; that he had

summa-

the church to become close communion, and

1leave the

denominatio:

rily and In a disordérly

way

expelled such

members as opposed his scheme; that he had illegally increased the number of trustees, ev-

idently to get control of ‘the church property;

and had been violent and abusive in ‘speech,

both in

NLC

on business, remittances of money; &c., should

akin to, and often

of life. These counts are capable of enormous expansion and endless illustration.

times failto heal.

gE

The following communicationon * The New
°
Professi

AAO

All communications desigfied tor publication
be addressed to the itor, and all iotiers

on the part of succeeding pastors some-

i

the pulpit and out of it.

Untruthful-

ness and immorality were also charged against,
him.

jo a.
0 = hh

CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

necessarily

man

‘having nothing to communicate. There are
three grand counts against garrulity: (1)
It is a great consumer of valuable time;
(2) It argues shallow thinking; (3) It is

C. A. BICKFORD, Editor.

addressed to the Publisher, Dover,
tributors will please write only on

than a communicative

the Lord bless the Central Association of —.
Baptists (Open Communion).
ge

national schools. This experiment is be- nected with our parishes is the bringing of
ing tried in Paris; where the church has, new light into our borders and a great help
within the last
few years, established
one towards shaping and strengthening Christian character? The fact that fifty copies
hundred and twenty-six free schools as of the Star come weeklyginto our parish
| an offset to one hundred and thirty-four causes us to feel that we are being subcity free schools, and shé claims the stantially backed up in our teachings, the
nails of truth driven in the pulpit and
larger attendance.
Sunday-school are clinched at home by
“Doubtless, many ot the Catholic teach- the perusal of the Bible and the Star.
ers, most of whom are women, are deeply Let every pastor and father and mother in
devoted to the interests of the children. Israel see to it that the weak of the flock
Yet the Catholic system of dogmas has are provided with the Morning Sitar.

—

to be dreaded

&

=F

ie;

we pay the sad and memorable
prudent management. Schsims are often
penalty. Swift was as harsh as the truth the result of them, which length of
‘when he wrote that no wild beast is more vgs and careful labor and painstaking

their

Gas

—)

though

ing.

Ie

»Ch
%
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In these circumstances between

forty of the old members of the church asked
a council to

advise

and

assist

them

in

their

trials.. The undersigned responded to the call
and met at the church on the 19th of Sept. last,
aiid -carefully

inquired

into the

case.

We

found the above reports substantially true,
But Mr. Fish professed regret for any wrong

he liad done, and pledged: himself to correct
his errors, conform to the order

of the

church

Mass. In places where the members can not
‘get books from a public library or by exchange
one

another,

vised that the church allow him to continue in:
the pastorate till the close of his year, that he

might prove, if he would, the sincerity of his
pledges. The church reluctantly consented,
assuring the council that they had lost all confidence

in

his

integrity,

and

that

his

stay

among them would be a sore trial, and a
source of danger. In view of the facts developed by the investigation we were compelled
to confess that the church was probably right
in their judgment, but we were anxious to
give Mr. Fish the full benefit of a glimmering

hope that he might not be so 'perfidious as he
appeared.

=

For a few days he seemed to endeavor to do
as he had agreed, then broke out again in slan-

der and abuse. Finding he could not control

the church, he withdrew and with a few followers formed a C. Baptist church.
We con-

gratulate the church on being rid of him; and
deeply sympathize with them, in the troible
he has caused them and the disgrace he has
brought upon the ministry and the cause of
Christ.
He has taken pains to spread hisslanders through the public press, and we make

this brief statement

of facts that those who

care to know, may be informed of the true
state of the case. The church has been from
first to last patient, forbearing and kind, while
Mr. Fish has been abusive, disorderly and untruthful.

GEO. H. BALL,
A. F. BRYANT, }
J. H. DURKEE,

Council.

[One of the most interesting and impressive services
of the late session of the Ohlo Association was the
Memorial ser
at the graves of Rev. I. Z, Hauing

and Deacon Nehemiah Awwood, Rio Grande, Sduday,
The Secretary was not

present on Sun=

day, and the account given below by

Prof. J. M. Davis

came to hand too late to be inserted in the printed minutes. Knowing that an account of the services would
be of interest to the many friends of these departed
servants of God the following is sent to the Star for
publication.
C. A. GLEASON, Sec,

“a According to arrangements previously made,
immediately after Pres. Durgin’s morning sermon, the congregation repaired frora the grove
in which the services bad been held to the
burial ground by the church.
On the right of
the entrange
stands the beautiful granite monument of
Wey. I. Z. Haning with its inscription,
“ Erected in loving memory by the churches
to which he preached.” On the left is the marble monument of Deacon Nehemiah Atwood,
in accordancé with whose purpose the college was built and by whose widow their en-

tire éétate has been

set apart

for its endow-

ment.
Standing by the grave of the former,
a hymn was sung und prayer was offered by
Rev, H. J.Carr.
Then all the ministers present advanced and placed a bouquet each upon
each of the two graves.
After this, short addresses were made by Rev's R. J. Poston, O.

E. Baker, T. H. Drake and D. W. C. Durgin.
The first three spoke féelingly of their associa-

tion with Bro. Haning, of bis influence over
them, of the general features of his, character
and work, and of the influence he had exerted
in guiding young men into the ministry dnd
shaping the benevolent purposes of Bro. Atwood to use his fortune. for the advancement of

Christ's kingdom.

:

Bro. Baker also made fitting mention of BroAtwood wud nis honored widow who is carry.
ing out so fully the generous plans which were
unrealized at his death.

Pres. Durgin spoke of the fitness of such ex— ercises to urge survivors to the imitation of the
virtues ofthe honored dead. The entire service
was conducted in the most tender and appropriate tone of feeling,

and the spirit moving those

who conducted the exercises seemed to be fully
shared by the audience.
Bythegrave of Bro.
Haaing stood his widow, his two daguhters and
his son.
The aged widow of Deacon Atwood,
now In the eightieth year and for several
months in feeble health, was not able to be
present.
Perhaps no part of the audience was
more thoughtful snd attentive and more profoundly and beneficially impressed than the
scores of young men and women, present and
former students of Rio Grande College, whose
present advantages and improved ‘prospects

are 80 largely

due

to the labors

and

benevo-

lence of the two men in whose honor the services were held.

REfin it ai

And,

gathering.

all

things

wholly a representative one.

considered,

not

But it was a

gathering of earnest brethren, loyal to Christ
and the denomination, who recognize the need
of uniting our efforts if we would advance our

cause, and who believe that it can be better
done through the agency of the Association

than by such means as have been tried in the
past. Tt was a gathering where God's claims
upon us as a denomination for greater efforts

in his cause ‘were deeply felt, and the ties of

a spiritual brotherhood truly recognized.

And

truly God by his Spirit was in our midst, temdiscussions in

pering the

our

business

meet-

ings, and affording great enjoyment in our devotional exercises, while in all

the

discourses

from the desk an earnest desire for the salvation of souls was clearly manifested.
How we could accomplish the most with the
means at our command
question of the meeting.

was, the important
It wus finally decid-

ed to elect an agent who shall represent the
Asso, at the various gatherings of the brethren, labor at various points to strengthen in-

terests existing, and build new, and arouse the

brethren to greater activity in the work.
The following officers and committees were
chosen for the coming years: President, Rev.
J.P. Henderson; Vice-Presidents, Rev's J. D.
Huling and H, 8. Otis; Sec’y, Rev. F. A.

them since. Some person or persons have horrowed or taken those books.
Any one who,

has either or both is hereby requested to return them to me.
S1LAS CURTIS.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 20, 1882.
0-0-0

Our Foreign Mission Society baving voted to

celebrate its Semi-centennial on the 29th day of
January next, the undersigned a committee to
make arrangements in part for the due observance of the day, call the attention of all the
friends of our Foreign Mission to the legal
notice of a special meeting of the Bociety in
apother column of the ‘Star.

~The meeting will be held

in Lowell, “Mass.,

commencing on Monday evening, and closing
on the evening of the next day.
A full program of the exercises will be published in the

Star by a committee appointed

to prepare

its

It is generally known that sickness and death
have so weakened our force in India as to produce a crisis; and what shall we do? is the
question raised by this crisis. The work on
our hands as a denomination, that of preach.

cared for, it wilkbecome greater year by year.
Many new churches
will be organized, many
new schodls for the education of the dear chil"dren of India will be opened, and many new
men will be brought into our Bible School in

India to be there educated as native preachers.
But if our work in India is to be a success,
we must have men from Christian lands to
superintend it.
Shall, then, the vacancies
which sickness and death have created be

filled?

Shall the number of men in the field be

nade larger by two or three than it ever has
been? These age the questions that must be
answered within a few months from this time;
and the committee bélieve that there will be
but one answer to them and that an affirmative
one, in the'mind of every Free Baptist.
Painfully anxious over the state of things in India,
the committee in behalf of the Foreign Mission
Society makes the following recommendutions;’|

1. That a sermon~’on

Foreign

Missions

be

preached in every Frige Baptist church on

the

SabPath preceding the semi-centennial, that is,
on Jan, 28, 1883.
2. That Foreign Mission meetings be held on

the afternoon or evening of Jan. 29, 1883, in all
Free Baptist churches

where it ‘is practicable

to hold them.
3. That meetings be held on that day

8
in all

debt,

audiences, with a large Sun-

day-school, and with the money pledged to
‘cover all‘expenses including a liberal salary to
the pastor, is moving forward with bright

_ . East Gains church had been without preach-

Rev. Bro. Hoag of Wheatville visited the place,
and their church edifice was opened again.
Aftertwo’ Sabbaths, the last week in October,

be began a three days’ meeting. This was
well attended.. With: the assistance of Rev’s
Steele and Higgins, a good work was started.
November

Rev. H. Whitcher

the church at Sandy Creek

October.

The meetings

the first Sunday in

have resulted in in-

creasing audiences, and the organization of
Sunday-school with fair prospectof success.

a

Michigan.

The interest in the Commerce church is fast
inereasing,
the Sabbath
congregations
are
very large, and seem greatly interested in the
preaching of the Word. The pastor, Rev. C.

W. Dealtry, is much encouraged in this fieldof
labor; his people are interested in him, and
are determined to do all in their power to
make him and his‘family happy, by their generous spirit caring for the wauts of their pastor,
and by the expression of the confidence and
love of the entire church and community,
:

3
’
.
,
Ministers
and Charvches.
[We invite the sending from all our

churches of

‘ing finely.

Pastor and

ied Nov. 1.

ters, were as earnest and

as

ready

to

partici-

pate in the varied services of the meetings

of

worship as the ministers.
The youngest minister in the Q. Meeting (a graduate of Bates) is
faithfully exercising his early ministry among

his

native

hills,

three churches.
New
The new

Freewill

preaching

acceptably

for

Missouri.

Baptist church

effifice in"

Deerfield will be dedicated Thursday, Nov. 16,
at 11 o’clock A, M.
tle.

Segmon

by Rev. Ezra Tut’

Committee, J. P, Henderson, — Merris, H. 8.

y

God

may be felt in St. Louis that day.

Freewill
Baptists have
church in this large city.

seen a small number

of people work

M. Wallace, 0. T.

Clark, J. P.

Henderson;

Nova

Scetia.

The Centerville church at Cape Sable Island
is building a fine commodious parsonage.
Bro. Gowen has been with the church three
months and feels cheered by the warm support
he is receiving from the chirches on the island.
Quite an interest in missions has- been already
developed under the efforts of Mrs. Gowen.
A Woman’s Auxiliary Society has been organ-

ized

with

the

Clark’s

Harbor

church

:

of Lowell

last Sunday

promises to have a large membership and to
exert a wide influence. At one section of the
island several have recently risen for prayers.

:

Quarterly.

Meeting

church:

!

will

be held

with

"Opening sermon by G. O.
J. W. SCRIBNER, Clerk.

labor with them, as no otner denomination can do

the

work;

strong

but we

enough

must

can

not

just now

do

it:

we

to venture

are not

too far.

We

build as we go and ask God to help us.

Col-

lections were taken up for mission purposes ol
$3, and also for Association purposes amounting
to $3.
)

3% next meeting will
miles west of St. Thomas

be at Middlemiss, 15
on dir Line of G. T.

alway.

J. M. POWELL,

Clerk.

Monroe (N. Y.)—Held its last session with the
Byron church. The delegation was.gmall, but
God’s presence was with his people. The
ing was
practical and earnest, and wé irust

preachprofit-

able. The following resolution was passed;
Resolved, That every church in this body demand that its pastor bring. his letter and unite
with the church over which he presides, and that
this be carried ifito effect before the next term of

the Q. M.

i

Johnson

A. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.

(Ky.)—Held

with

Two

the

new

Little Blain

churches

six in the Q.M.

tion ef the truth.

GEO.

a

¥.

River

were re-

Rev.T.S8.

Gifts

W. BUTLER,

(Minn.)—Held

and,

we

trust,

good

wil spring up and

hundred

tended

and

Houlton

(Me.)—Heldl

forty-eight of

of the Sutton

meetings were

all

was

church.

with

the

graced with

at.

whom

were

Rev.John

Dur-

church at South Newbury the past few Sab-

bathsk

was with us and

Master.

rendered

good

service for

Collection for Rochester church

Next session at Wilmot

$13.

Flat.

JF. M. RICHARDS, Clerk.

Gra es exposed

to

sunlight contain

threefourths per cent. less acid than
have remained in darkness.
Their

three

and

those which

(Pittsburgh Catholic.)
Statements Indorsed

Wis:

We have been handliing 8t. Jacobs

Oil

and are pleased with the large demand. Hardly a
day
goes by without hearing from some one or
ino of our patrong&having used it wtth entire
Satisfaction, saying it is the best thing they ever
t
The Count von Beust is busily engaged
ing his memoirs, which
until after his death,

|

Horsford’s

are

in writ-

not to be

Acid

published
.

with

the

New.

(Mo.)—Held

Madrid

¢

h, Oct.

27-29.

Ed.

Manning was chosen
ator. This Q. M. was
organized July 29,1831, by Elders J. 8. Manning

and

N. Ricks, and through the neglect of the clerk

pumbered

when organized

issouri and

passed

:

sig churches, four

two in Tennessee.

pleasant session. One
one joined the church.
that as

left us and joined
been reported.
It
We

had

in

a ver

soul was converted, an
With the other business

transacted, the following

resolution was

Resolved,
That
this conference
request
the
Home Mission Board to supply us with the labors

of Bro. Manning at our annual Q. M., the last Sabbath in April, and at our Y. M. session.
y
M. BASS, Clerk pro tem.

5 Woodman,

pastor of

the Sutton chureb, during

army friends are quite

enthu-

Rev. J. H. Walrath,

(258)
Treasurer

to whom all
sent. (10128)

Waupun, Wis., Treasurer

of the Home Mission ‘Boara,

to

whom

all

money

ghould be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

Rev. N..C. Brackett,

Harpers Ferry, W. Va.

Treasurer of Storer Collegeand Agent of Shenandoah Mission.
be
Moses B. Smith,
Treasurer of the Freewill
Baptist Foreign,
Home Mission and Education
Societies,Conéord, N. H.
Cit
(1362)
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education Soc. ,to whom contributions
may be sent in aid of those preparing for the
Gospel

ministry:

frit

TA

4

vy, Neb.,

LJ

J

Treasurer of

| BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,
AXMINSTERS,
ORIENTAL

Y. M., to whom
sent.

hinegton, Toledo, Towa, Treasurer
p’t lowa Yearly ‘Meeting,
Mission funds are to be sent.

dl Home

to

of

whom
;

¥ H:. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of
the lows F. B. Home Missions.
‘Rev. Charles S. Perkins, 18 Appleton St., Bos-

ton, Mass.

Rev. J. C. Stéele, North Parma, Monroe Co.,

Treasurer

O. Free

Com.

Baptist

N.

538 and 560 Washington Stes!
BOSTON.

Woman's

Trial size only

10 cis.

given as follows:
St. Peter's. 54,000 people;
Pauls, 35,000; Notre Dame, 20,000; St. Steph-

en's, Vienna, 12,400; St. Mark’s, Venice, and Milan

Notice.

the 29th day

of January

next

at

seven

and

JUST
READY!
[THE BOOK CF THE YEAR ]

one-

half o’clock in the afternoon, for the transaction of
any business that may Properly come before the
society. By order of the Ex
ive Committee.
i

.

O. B.

A

CHENEY, Rec. Sec.

Lewiston, Me., Nov. 9, 1882.

hy

Boon
Dec.

Co.

o’clock 8. M.

A

beginning

Pec. 1, at 7 o'clock

P.

M.

FLIES AND BUGS.
Flies, roaches, ants, bed-bugs, rats, mice,
hers, SHipmunks; cleared out by *‘ Rough
ts.”
15c.
Islands

were

settled by

century;

n 1380.

they

goon

Norway

became

A

of Floreston Cologne,

on

and lasting fragrance.
Charlemagne

was

crowned

Christmas day, 800, by Leo III.

G. H. HUBBARD,

of

Washington,

D.

C.,,

aré

Rev.

Yearly

reliable

of Rome

:

At-

well known

and

honorable

business men. The World and Soldier published
by them is a publication no ex-soldier should fail
to have. Sample copies are sent (ree to any address,
Nearly all the great Italian canals were planned
and constructed in the Middle Ages, and were
made more for irrigation than for navigation.

1882.
F.M

Ed

Paw Paw ch for Clyde

4 church
Gobleville
Oshtemo

BEHNING

PIANOS.—These

ments have

the

highest

bishop

° beautiful

endorsements

in the
instru.

from

W

WMS

Soc

1.90
N

9.87

MS Genesee
QM
sent Miss E Smith

17.22

Marathonch

8.00

Total

50
18.41

3.59

8.00

46.61
A. E.

28.81
WILSON,

3.59
Treas.

Lavosing, Mich.

I oney Letters Received,
J Batchelder—F
Clark—S

E

Briggs—Flora

D Church—S

W

Bates—R

Crowell—Miss

C

Cum-

mings—E Dudley—J Erskine—Miss A J Foster—
8 § Files—N H Farr—J F Granville—E L Grout—
Z F Grifin—~C A Gleason—J K Hamell-H H
Hathorn—H Holt—A F Howard—P Hugg—Miss
E O Ham—-B C Jordan—J B Jordan—Mrs R
Keith—Miss

A

Lane— E

Murray—J

C Osgood—R

A

H

8 Manning

Moody—A H
Maynard—E

Proctor—Z

L

Pink:

ham—GN Prescott—O J Pettegrew—J.C Robi son—G W Roberts—G B Shorey—E A Smith—G
Skewes—Mrs A J Spencer—5 E Summerlin—I

The Orchestrio :

Stone—S G Snyder—R T sanborn—E A Thurell—
A W True—-R Vaughn—Mrs 8 “K
Vinning—E L
Wiggin—A J Walker—Mrs-M K+Wells—S Wheeler

\

—P R Wight—T G Wilder—J Wight.
Books

i

James

Forwarded

K Howell Fort Smmth sepastian Co

expositions including the Grand

at the International
are

Exposition

Medal

of Honor

at Atlanta,

on exhibition at the

Ga.

warerooms

of, Hunt Brothers, 608 Washington St., Boston.
Bishop

Taylor sald:

“It

sends such calamities npon

himself voluntarily, and

is seldom

that God

man as he brings upon

suffers willingly.”

Ark.

ket.

E Phillips Wrightstown

securedto the

patient by

a

single teaspoonful

of

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not ISject
For saleby all druggists, and E, B TRUEX,
208 Pearl St., New York.
y 9

mos

for any

Ful mU-

ysis ao

Canton,

more powerful than $9 Organ
any tune,— dance, popular, ot
little child can o
e $f.
patented improvements, and is
musical instrument in the maronly

and Miss

Nov.

ler Co., N.Y.

RGAN

our

4 cents

per

any

one

can

foot.

Play

price, to thos

en

it.

wie ing

SCASSACHUSETTS

CO., 57 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

4,

OYFUL News for Boys and Girls 1}
Young and Old!!
“A NEW IN-

sd

J VENTION just patented for them,
i for Home use!
Fret aud Scroll Sawing, Turning,
LW Boring, Drilling, Grinding. Polishing,

,

Advertisers.

Screw Cutting.
Price $5 to $50.
Send Stamp and address

No advertisements will be admitted to the ¢olumns of this paper, of whose
pure and truthful
character satisfactory evidence is wanting.
If at
any time it shall Appear that any the managers
have been deceived,the deception will be exposed.

Patrons.

and

ep recaipto ur Agente

Me., Nov. 7,

Odessa,

occasion,

. Special

EPHRAIM BROWY, Lowell, Mass.’
Is a special

departmeny

atthe New Hampton Com -

mercial College.
The
only place in New Eng1and where Telegraphy is practically and proper.
ly taught. Young men or ladies desirous of becoming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.
Expenses reasonable.
Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

.

No further guaranty concerning advertisements
can be given than the above.
Readers must exersise their own judgment on articles advertised.

. CHEAPEST BIBLES

Ever Furnished Agents
2500 [lustrations; 170 ex-

fra seaare, Both Yerions New Sustament A CENTS WANTED
tra features,

Both Versi

New

American

IN
BEST THING KNOWN ™"

ever, during the lust fow years been accomplished.
The following are all by native composers :—
Zenohia. ($200) By S. G Pratt.
A grand Opera of much merit.
St. Peter. (81.60) By J. K. Paine.

Awel'-inown Oritorio.
Redemption Hymn. (30¢c.) By J. C.D. Parker.
A short, but complete and impressive work.
Christmas. (80 cts.) By A. C. Gutterson.
A sacred Cantata for Christmas time:

WASHING vo BLEACHING
In Hard
INGLY,

and

Fall of Jerusalem. (80 cts.) By H.E.Parkhurst.
An impressive and musical Cantata.
Psalm. (80 cts.) By Dudley Buck.
A first-class sacred composition.
Praise to God. ($2.00) By G. F, Bristow.
An Oratorio.
Noble words and music.

46th

or Soft Hot or Cold Water.

TIME, and SOAP AMAZ-

gives

universal

satisfaction.

No

is the only safe labor-saving compound,

and

Belshazzar.

INK

JAMES

PYLE,

New

Christ the Lord.

York,

Burning Ship, (80 cts.) and Storm King,
(38 cts.) By B. F. Baker.
Easy and striking

Cantatas.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
THE ILLUSTRATED

Offer!

Christian ‘Weekly.

Now is the time to subscribe for the Bates Student, a Monthly Magazine published by the Stu.
dents of Bates College.

$1.00 Per

Year

in

Williams.

Will do (in-doors) for a winter concert.
New Flower Queen. (75 cts.) By G. F. Root,
New arrangement of a famous Cantata.

ATES STUDENT

TERMS:

(80 cts ) By W.

Easy Christmas Cantata.
Munio. ($1.50)
By Dudley Buck.
A legend of the crusaders, set to music.
Picnic. ($1.00) By J. R. Thomas.

Don

Big Pay to sell our Rubber Printing Stamps,
Samples free. TAYLOR BROS. & CU., Cleve.
land,
26t22e0w

Special

($1.00) By J. A. Butterfield.

Grand and beautiful scenic Cantata.
Joseph’s Bondage.
{Lon By J.M.Chadwick.
+
A gplendid oriental sacred Cantata.

family, rich or poor, should be without it.
sold by Grocers everywhere, but beware of
imitations well designed
to mislead. PEARL~
always bears the above symbol, and name of

Composers.

As regards musical compositions of note, America is undoubtedly voung.
a great deal has, how-

>

SAVES LABOR,

Testa

Advance.

Nothing better can be found than a copy of the
ILLUSTRATED CHRISTIAN WEEKLY,
with
its
twelve pages filled with the nfost beautiful cuts,
and the very best of reading.
"In a single year it makes a volume of over 600
pages, with 400 cuts, giving able Editorials on cur-

To all new subscribers for 1883, we will send the
STUDENT
FREE for the remainder of this year,
beginning with the October number. Address

Business Manager Bates Student for 1883,
Lewiston, Me,

rent topics, best original matter, notes on the Sun-

day-School Lessons, together with Stories from the
best English and American authors; and all at
the very low price of

© ANGEL of the HOUSEHOLD.
A Serial Story of absorbing interest will
be commenced in the NOVEMBER numbe

ARTHURS,
HOME MAGAZINE.

$2.50

and one extra
containing
story send

§12.00.

SON, Philadelphia, Pa.

of this interesting
S. ARTHUR
&

po

3447

i
Pla

MLVSTRATED CHRISTIAN WEEKLY, °

For specimen number,

first Shnpsers
10 CENT

Per Year, Postpaid.

fa-Samplefopies sent free on application.
Address

the November and December numbers of free
this year.
Terms:
$2.00
a year; 2 coples
$3.50;3 copies $5.00;
4 copies $6.00; 8

{

150 NASSUA

ST., NEW YORK,
rE
-

"

IRR RS ] |
i

erfyi iiusican insiruipent

as

by the Rev. G. R. Foster, Mr. James Don:hue
and Miss Josie H. Beardsley, all of Odessa, Schuy-

To

)

FIN

H

r wonderfy,

Price of Music,

Fuca

by the Rev. O. Roys, Mr. Orrin Reynulds
‘Amanda M. Walker, both of Canton.

To

#aial
®

Music can be sent by mail at any time. This is
the most beautiful and acceptable present that
can be made to any one. It will furnish music

Wis.

IX arvrcied.

Lock Box 1201,
QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY:
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility, The
most vy , bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

the 'w

more notes and
ettes. It plays
sacred,—and a
It contains many
the most perfect

EXPRESS.

Reynolds—Walker—In

The

5

ian.
ovel in construction ; el
tin design
and decoration ; powerful and melodious in effect ;

:
BY MAIL. | ;
Rev Rufus Clark Lenox Ashtabula Co O.

emi-

nentpianists and composers for their purity, power and quality of fone and elastic
touch that will
satisfy any professional or amateur,
‘They have
also received
high awards of merit from several

The pianos

Pubs.
.

:
455
5.00
2.00

oe
4

26t18eow

Vt., Jan. 1, 1882.

I prefer Downs’ Elixir to any other cough remedy for children, simply on account of its tonic and
expectorant qualities. , Respectfully.
Rid
GEO, H. HARRIS.
The first Protestant Episcopal
United States was elected in 1785.

Ger=

Meeting.

Receipts for Oct.,
HM

pi-

by their é¢arnest attention to the wants of their
cliens; “they have secured pensions to soldiers
and their families amounting to $20,000,000. Any
case put into their hands receives prompt attention ; they aré thoroughly

France,

and Switzerland.

Clerk.

Danish

N. Ww. Fitegerald & Co., Pension and Patent
torneys,

many, Norway

B. F. McKinney [8 preach the opening sermon.

its delicate

Emperor

Family Flight Through

:
For sale by all*Booksellers.
Bo:ton: D. LOTHROP & CO,
g
:
32 Franklin Street.

in their praises

accountof

Syria.

Over 200 Illustrations. Finest Paper. Clear T'vpe.
Cloth, $2.50,
Extra Cloth, Tinted Kdges, $3 0u.

cor-

-

Society Belles are Loud

and

Miss SUSAN HALE,
Uniform with

dial invitation is extended.
D. W. EDWARDS, Clerk, pro.tem.
Honey
Creek (Wis.) with the New Berlin
church

FLIGHT

Egypt

By REV. EDWARIDE. HALE AND

A. Z, MITCHELL, Clerk.
(Minn.) at Crystal Lake, Dec. 8-10.
C. L. RUSSELL, Clerk. (1i1.) with’ the Cherry Valley church,

1—8, commencing at 7

FAMILY

1 Over

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
Monroe (N. Y.) with the Wheatville church
the 1st Friday in Dec., commencing at 2 o’clock

P . M.
Hennepin

13635

ih

Sa

There will be a special meeting of the Freewill
Baptist Foreign Mission Society at the Paige St.
Free Baptist church in Lowell, Mass., on Monday,

Cathedral, 7,000.

The Faroe

y

Miss. Soc.

If you have a Cough
resulting {1am
a
sudden cold, procure Adamson’s Botanic
Balsam,
take one-half to one teaspoonful three times a day,

Fates to the ninth

RUGS,

And every grade and variety of Foreign
and Domestic Carpeting, Oil Clothrand
Matting.
as

-(8t30)

Y.,Treasarer of the Central Association, to whom
all its contributions should be sent.
Mrs. H, J. Coe.,831 Scranton Avenue, Cleveland,

0.

{

‘WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
;
&

aud Educa-

tion Societies, ~
Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Mino.,
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society,
money for this Y. M. work should

Donahue—Beardsley—In

John Chinaman does not like rum because ‘“rum
make John Chinaman number one fool.”

the past year; and also our continued appreciaHon if in the providence of God he shall continue
with us.
To respect or look up to God in the life, is nothNext session to be held with the West Derby
: ing else but to shun ev 8 as sins.—Swedenborg,
church.
H. LOCKHART, Clerk.
"

Rev.
A. E Wilson, Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent for F. M., H. M.

1817.

Jji

In Dyspepsia.

the Spirit of

its fifth sessio

(5238)

Alice

Francis H. Atkins, A. A. Surgeon, U. 8S. A,
says: ‘ For dyspepsia, whether in the lean or corpulent, in nervous debility and in night sweats of
‘consumption, it has commonly given speedy bene-

Fairhaven,

Madrid

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

Fhosphate

Huntington (Vt.)—Held its last session with
BI
I
the church at Underhill Center. The session was
4
Burlington; , J apt 25, 1882.
one of good spiritual interest, and profitable to
I
have
used
Down’s
Elixir
exclusively
for
myself
those present.
and in my family
for a gcore or more of years,
Next session with the. Huntin on church, Deg:
with me.
WARREN GIBBS,
8—10.
E. B. FULLER, Clerk, “+4 and always keep itPresident
Vermont Life Ins. Co.
New

Com-

A Nason—J

The capacity of some famous European churches

Danforth

Treasurer

G W Mathews—D T Mason—D
Morrell-Mrs E Montgomery—J

A strong statement unqualifiedly indorsed must
induce confidence. In this connection we note the
-folloging from Dr. Louis Bock & Son of Sheboygan,

+i

:

J PRAY
SONS £0.

(25622)

Ofifo-Free

sown

persons

the

is
8.

church, Oct. 13—15.
The weather was fine and
the most of the churches were reported.
The so-

cial

seed

different

and your cough will cease.

FMeetings.

;

8S. D. Bates,

Oakland

gin, from Massachusetts, who has been stinplying
the

:

CARPETS

(to whom all centributiess

i

Rev.

bear fruit in the future.

seventy

the services,

members

ARS

2. ESTABLISHED

All
njoney contributed for the Maine State Mission sould be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

Me.

the Pilot

silastic about it.” . .j «=

to Ministers.

Rev. and Mrs. L. E, Hall, of Lower Gilmanton, N. H., express thanks to their people for
a pound party.
Fifteen dollars in value was
left.

Quartexly

with

‘Weare (N. H.)—Held its last session at Sutton. The churches were well represented sby letters and delegates. All the services were deeply
interesting

§

—

Clerk.

Sabbath in December, at 2 o'clock P. M.
CHAS. W. CRAIN, Clerk.

One

§

365

REV. E. N, FERNALD

Wil-

Mound church.
A good meeting was enjoyed by
the brethren.
The December session will be held with the Ef.
na church, commencing Friday before the first

which

i

a

Michigan
Root

fit, and some of my

‘Wheelock (Vt.)—Met with the East Haven
church, Oct. 27, 28, The churches were well reported. Some of them reported interest. Ar.

morning

of

Ontario.—The Quarterly Association of F
Baptists of Ontario convened with the Townsend

that

There is a very good

non church

Newton, Kan. , Box 833.

the Ashland
Wiggin.

more

gradually deepening interest, and glorious results are hoped for.
Three persons were baptized in the Mt, Ver-

cal Committee, H. 8. Otis, J. D. Huling, F'. A.

Janes, J, B. Fast, C. Smith, H. W. Morse, I.

The next

faithfully for a free church than these poor peo-

Our Asso. has been incorporated under the
laws of the State of Kansas.
!
4°
UP, A. JANES, Sec’y.

Historie

od

from the churches for our Benevolent Societies sbould
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
5
¢

rangements were made for special meetings in all

The

Agent, f. A. Janes.

liamson,D, Reeves, Mrs. S. Soury;®

Prayer by D. Calle

the churches.

long wished for a
I have never before

religious interest with | anjements are to be made for extra meetings
the churches throughout the Q. M, this com.
the Blackstone chureh:: For two weeks special with
ing winter. The conference sermon was preached
by
Rev.
M. Atwood. : The text was 1 Tim. 4:8
services have been held with good results.
and the subject was the Value and Profit of GodliRev. W. A. Nealley has been assisting the
ness. The sermon was listened to with interest.
pastor, Rev, L. Dexter.
Sunday, Nov. 5, five
It was full of the good Spirit,
‘The ministers’ con.
wish to express to the denomination at
were received to membership, four by letter. ference
large and especially to the churches in Vermont a
The meetings are continued this week under
sense of our appreciation of the ardnoug- labor
erformed by our venerable father in Israel, Rev,
the lead of Rev. W. A. Nealley. There isa

A. H. Lacey, 8. Long, B. M. Ward, Wm. Wil-

Ordaining

been for a long time.
A.W. Dinsmore was present as messenger from the Wolfboro Q. M. Ar-

month,
We desire every member who reads
this letter to pray that the power of Almighty

his services have

Massachusetts,

>,

its Sept. session with

nells of Tamworth ; Charge to the ehurch by J. W.

The Rev. R. Hayes writes:
The Freewill
Baptist church of St. Louis expects to enter
into their new church the third Sabbath in this’

W. B. Brooks (who has since
the: Methodists), it has never

Xampshire.

!

SR

The session was harmonious,

Scribner of New Hampton. The reports from the
churches were more eBcouLaging than they have

The hope of the church is to gath-

The Rev. O. Roys
sends
the following:
¢ Sunday, Nov. 5, two brethren, heads of fam- helped much by their preaching and prayers. Sermons were preached
by Rev’s Bryant, Tabor,
ilies, were baptized at Dickvale, town of Peru.
Graves, Rimes and Subst
Some a the charches repor
prosperity
and
about all were tryin
They were received into the Peru church.
to
hold
on
to
the
faith.
|
hy
ib 4
The right hand of fellowship was given at the
The next session is to be holden with the Houlwater.”
;
ton church.
F.
H. BUBAR, Clerk,
One of our correspondents awhile since was
encouraged by a visit to the Farmington Q. M.
Jackson (0.)—Held with the “Milton church,
Bro. O. H. Denney of Coalton church,
In spirit and practice, this Q. M. is a mission- - Oct. 28,29.
after a satisfactory examination; was licensed to
ary society. All the weak interests are cared
preach the gospel for one year and the license of
J. J. Peden of
Beaty’s Run church was renewed
far and aided in two ways:
Collections are
for one year. Seal church having disbanded was
taken every quarter in the churches, and at the
dropped
from the ol of churches, and the Coalton church received. Rev. R. M..Cloud of Gallia
Q. M’s appropriations are made.
Secondly,
Q. M. was present and rendered efficient aid in
some of the pastors preach at two or more
conducting the meeting. Preaching by Rev’s O.
H. Denney, R. M. Cloud and T. E.Peden. Bro.
stations every Sabbath so that all the localities
Harry Tewel, a student of Rio Grande College,
where the the F. B. desire preaching are Jed the sociul meeting Sabbath afternoon in a very
reached. All the meetings were characterized acceptable manner.
Next session with the Coalton church.
by a spirit of the sweetest harmony.
There
THOS. E. PEDEN, Clerk.

really seemed to be a wholesome zest in every
thing that was said and done. There was an
absence of friction as well as_any desire for
vain show.
The laity, both brethren and sis-

ett of Jackson;

people aré laboring

God, there
being a freedom and warmth seldom
seen or felt.=We were favored with the presence of
Rev’s H. Graves from the Springfield Q. M. and
J. A. Bryant from the Aroostook Q. M., and were

Maine.

;

,,r

1882.

Sandwich; Charge to the pastor by J. B, Davis of
Meredith Village; Hand of Fellowship by J. Run-

ceived, making

er in the young to take the places of those
who are dropping from the ranks.

to

get into the next issue of
Star.
We, ‘of
course, reserve the right to condeuse, or to reject,
‘when for any reason it shall seem)well to
do so,
matter thus furnished. ]

15.

Sandwich (N. H.)—Held its last session with
the 2d Eaton church ac Eaton Center, Oct, 24—26,
John Rubnels was chosen moderator. It proved
to be one of unusual interest. The devotional
meeting on Thursdap ill be long
remembered for
the interest and sp! tal
ower
ifested. Sermons we
preached By. . B: Smithers, J. Pettingill, G. O.
Wiggm,D. W. Davis, J, W. Scribner
and C. T. D. Crockett. - In connection ‘with the
Quarterly Meeting, W. H. Traftonof Madison was
ordained. Ordination sermon by C.T. D. Crock-

and praying for the conversion of souls. One
of the charter members, Dea. Atkins, was bur-

items for this department of news.
These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writers, not jnecessarily for publication, and should

night in order

EE

f

(Me,)—Held

arch in Athens.

chureh, vet. 25,29.

‘Wisconsin,

>

reach this office before Saturday

.

Anson

i

—

liams was. elected pastor of the churches.
We
The Rev. J. C. Robinson has removed from
hope to have the privilege of organizing a Yearly
Bloomville, O., to Oalig
Center and taken the
Meeting in Eastern Kentucky by next summer.
Next. session with_Jenny’s Creek church, Jan.
pastoral . care of the “church there. He has |
27,28, 1883.
We ask the prayers of our Christian
been there two months. The congregations friends that we may be blessed with greater revivals
and
enabled
to occupy the many new flelds
are increasing and the Sunday-school is growaround us that seem fully prepared for the recep-

of every meeting be sent to the committee as
soon after the meeting at Lowell as may be

conventent, as the Society desires to place them
in its archives for the benefit of those who may
take part in celebrating the centennial of the
Society fifty years hence.
;
All communications should be sent to O. B.
Cheney, Lewiston, Me.
The committee take
this opportunity to express their gratitude to
God for the harmony that exists in all our
churches in carrying on the work of Foreign
Missions.
0. B. CHENEY, )
JAMES RAND,
Committee.
C.D. DUDLEY, |
Lewiston, Me., Nov. 9, 1882.

:

s

Center church on Oct. 6, when. delegates from the
a good prospect that permanent worship will
aifferent churches assembled, all coming up with
be maintained there, and a Sunday-school re- . their hearts tull of the love of Christ and so conall through the meeting. We had a gloriopened. Many have been convicted of sin; a tinued
am satistied that the chuich at |
ous meeting and
few have resolved
.to become Christians, The Townsend Center will be much benefited thereby.
If
we
had
men
and
means there is a great work to
few Christians in the place are really alive in be done here. We have
some good men now, real,
the work. This church has been ¢losed most
earnest workers, and our prayer to God is that
[rosbet
under thew labors unit]
our
cause
may
of the time for the last two years. Bro. Hoag
we have accomplished
that part of the work the
i
is continuing the meeting.
Almighty has assigned us here as F. Baptists.
The Rev. A. Z. Mitchell began labor with Calls are coming in from all points to come and

ple. They deserve praise. May God bless them
our Institutions of learning.
and enable me to stand by them till the last.
4. That every church and. institution deciding to hold a meeting report itself to the com- . Not a single Freewill Baptist church would
mittee before the meeting of the Society at help us the least; but we intend to help some
Lowell.
. of them as we have beqn informed that some
are expecting to build.. Remember to pray for
5. That the program. and entire proceedings
us.”

there nearly three years and
been most acceptable.

F, A, Janes, J, Maven, J. Suyder, F. Nicols,
A. Ray, E. Crain, C. Dover, N. A. Brewster,

church, free from

continued ‘the meetings evenings, and there is

Janes; Treas., Lewis Hisington, Esq.; Board

Otis, J, D. Huling, Z. Howard, L. Hisington,

Somerville

The first week-in

. Foreign Mission Semi-Centennial.

The Rev. Lewis:Malvern has tendered his
resignation as pastor of the Merrimack Roch
church in Manchester. He has been seftled

of Trustees, J. P. Henderson, H. 8. Otis, J, D.
Huling, — Merris, L. Hisington; Executive

The

I am not positive that IT have seen either of ing for a long time. “About a month ago

Kansas Association.
The Kansas Freewill Baptists Asso. is a fact.
The annual meeting of this present month has
established it. A year ago it was an untried
experiment. The present meeting was an assemblage of brethren committed to a definite
work upon a definite plan. It was not a large:

fol

volumes, viz., ** The Original Minutes of Gen: : prospects for ‘the fasure.
Bro. O. T. Moulton,
eral Conference from 1827 to 1859”—and two
who has done a good work there, is at liberty
volumes of Rev. E. Chuse’s ** Religious In‘to supply any chureh,
former.” These volumes were placed on the
New York.
table of the ¢ Historical Rom” at the Weirs,

at the time of the Genersl Conference in 1880.

:

:

'FAotices.

with Increasing

The subscriber has lost from his library two

3

ws

the
MECHANICAL ORGANS Play any tune, reduced
from $8to $6 to agents. Music in 100 feet lots, 8
pirit excellent, the
aching by Rev’s Butts,
cts. per foot. Catalogue free. MASS. ORGAN CO.,
gations are somewhat larger and the prayerhing, Blake and
Howard was really
good,
57
Washington'St., Boston, Mass.
the social meetings edifying. The Woian's
‘meetings are marked by a very deep and tenfission meeting was good.
Ja
der spirit.
:
p
Next session at East New Portland, Dec. 9, 10.
Each church is desired to take action on the resoRev. A. T. Hillman of Lisbon, Me., has
| Ingion in favor of changing the time of holding the
cepted a call to the pastorate of the Hast Sofn- Sessions of the Q. M. to the-middle of the week,
Post-Office Addresses.
erville church, and. will enter upon his labors and report to the next session of the Q. M.
Rev. C. L. Russell, Minneapolis, Minn. P. O.
.
JAS. P. LONGLEY, ‘Clerk. 4. Box 630.
as soon as the Lisbon church can be provided
for.

ing the gospel to three millions of people who
have never heard of it, is a great’ work, and if

Memorial Services.

Sept. 10, 1882,

persons

Lost Books.

cultivate peace and harmony.

ad-

several

could club together.
Res
:
COMMITTEE ON READING.

_ and denomination, and studyto conciliate and
In view of these pledges the committee

perhaps

Ee:

and received to membership in the evening.
The interest seems to be gaining. The congre-

If any desire to secure the booksin the reading ceurse of this society, they can do so by ordering them from D. Lothrop & Co., Boston,

with

"
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Family
did you say, dear?

Somehow I’ve slept too late;
You are very kind, dear Effie,
Go tell them not to wait.

Dll dress as quick as ever I can,
My old hands tremble sore,
And Pelly, who used to help, dear heart!
Lies ’tother side of the door.

comely

Put up the old pipe, my dear,
I couldn’t smoke to-day ;
I’m sort of dazed and frightened,

the/

rude splendor among the hills.
last, Llewellyn, was the

That we stood up to be wed? _-

—Sel.
>

SUPPORT.
1 bare my head, unshrinking, to the blast,

Because my Father’s arm is faurd me cast;
And if the way seems rough, I only clasp

The hand that leads me with a firmer grasp.
Te
—Sel.
iB
Bhd
Sn oo

THE FIRST PRINCE OF WALES,
COLBY,

One of the most honorable titles in the
world is that of Prince of Wales. It is
borne by the oldest son of the English

sovereign. “fli present Prince of Wales

is Albert Edward, the son of Queen Victoria. He is the nineteenth Prince of
Wales, and if he lives will succeed his
+ mother on the English throne. All of
become

kings.

not, however,

Some died

before

their

best of

Welsh

render

him

the king at last that they did not like to
bow to ‘him and that they wanted a

to reign over them,

the

arms

of a stout

Welsh

murdered,

and

some had their thrones taken from them.
one.

Most

interesting

nurse,

and

said: “Behold your prince, one who possesses every requirement that you desire ;

nurse.”

were

been his friend if he had, whereas we

born in this
conduct, as
and who as
that of his

Cover
:

al-

both

of which

he was

suc-

cessful.
:
Bpt his most celebrated military exploits were performed in Wales. The
Welsh were led by their prince, Llewellyn, a very heroic and stout warrior, who
fought many battles and made good de-

fence of his native land.
ward

But King Ed-

was stronger than

he, and

had

a

great many more soldiers, and in the end

the

brave Llewellyn

was defeated

and

killed, and all his country came under

the conqueror.

wild, long-haired

In order
Welsh

to ‘keep the

chiefs in awe

and subjection, the English king went to
building great castles all over the land,
where he put a great many soldiers, and

which

he was id" the habit. of visiting

from

time

these

stone

to time.

It was

fortresses,

at

£

i
55

4

|
i

Sale

ei

§

the

people made

while

bonfires kindled

prevailed.

fal Spanish

lady

‘of princely

dignity,

a

chaplet

of gold

round his head, a golden ring on his
finger and a silver scepter in his hand.
And when the heralds sounded, and all

the Welsh chiefs and

free-holders came

in and bofed before him; placing their

lips on the scepter their little prince held
forth, I don’t suppose there was a prouder boy in England,
Previous to this the young prince had

figured in a still more august and singular ceremonial, which was a wedding.
After the fashion of those

times

he

had

been betroghid-when four years old to hi
little cousi fj “the Princess

Margaret

of

in

his junior. Oa Christmas eve in the year
1288, in the presence of a stately assemblage of lords, knights, barons and ladies,
the Prince of Wales was married by proxy
to the heiress of Scotland, the latter being personated by one of the King’s sis-

on the hills and

banners from every

+ castle in the English land told of the joy
"that

the little fellow as he was placed on a
throne and invested with all the insignia

Carnavon,

holiday for a week,

4 the flapping of gay

for

Norway and Scotland, who

hopes rested upon the little royal baby,
and as soon as he came into the world

His mother, the beautiEleanora, had

already

ter’s, after which there was

was one

much

year

rejdie-

ing. This joy, was soon changed into
mourning, for the next year the little
princess died. Prince Edward had never
seen his young cousin and bride, and
therefore could not be expected to shed

‘borne her kingly husband three hand‘some boys, but one after the other each | many tears at her death. If he felt much
died while young. Although there grig, Bby-like he soon forgot his sorrow.
- wety five or six lovely little girls grow- "A grelller stroke of affliction he experienc:
sing. np in. their palace, the royal parents ed in the death of his mother who died in
longed’ for another boy to take the place 1290, when her only son was. Bix years

of the beautiful ones they had lost: Besides, the king, who bad received his

» grown from

his father as his father had

“from his “before him, felt some pridein
the

same potent coronet to a

i fpubtimonst of tis de
Es
_ sire on s, father’s und a monarch’s part,

dwells, and

and,

it" was

far

less

heingus

bishop's.
park or to cut the girths

e rode up to Wales to visit his

of his

none

the

tbat barbarous people saw in him more
grace and kingliness, and they confessed
after

or from the lack of a few

old.

perienced the blessings which the soul enjoys when it quietly rests in God.— Tho
luck.

that

of

the

bereaved

Never part

words

to

think of during your absence.

loving

It may

that you may not meet
Richter.

be

in

again

life.—

(Everything relating to this department of the Star
should he marked * For Enigmatic Gems,” apd adressed to W. H. Eastman, East Sumner, Me.)
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ENIGMA.
Nolo

nh

My 49, 43, 17,24, 33, 27 is
41, 36. 44, 18, 3, 11
y

i,

y

18 is a woman's name,
1, 46, 33, 2 all should do.
B Cross,
.

3.
4.

PRE

flag

and

at

*¢ Mr.

that I'll haul

ered sitting in front of his

establishment,

‘What do you think

of the Mayor's proclamation?

Oh,

it's

all right. [ will close.” Do you intend
building a new hotel, as you, talked of
some time ago? ‘No, sir. Not under
such a proclamation. I close out my saloon, let my other business go on as usu-

THE MATTER OF SMOKING.
|
As we walk the principal streets of our

number of smokers. The pure
air is
poisoned by the noisome exhalations.

My
er I eat, that is so.
Inthe spring fields will be green again.
C. H.
DOUBLE

1.

ACROSTIC.

'Tis some small animals retreat—
Is also,trodden *neath your feet.

2.

A blighting curse to men and nations,
Destroying homes and hubitations.

8.

A man of whom the Bible says
He spent his life in godly ways.

(Answers in two weeks.)

1.

ANSWERS.

A soft answer turneth away wrath, but

Stjevona

words stir up anger.

|

, Ye can not bind the spirit dow n,
It 18 a thing as free

i
4

Abs the albatross-bird that wings
Its wild course o'er ‘the sea.

NOVEMBER—DECEMBER

PRIZE.

“The Rival Crusoes”, by Agnes Strickland,
is offered

ruse of Sisilisation in is respect.
On
e front
piazza
of the hotel at
Nantncket,

gentlemen, perfect in every other particular, clergymeén of high” breedin and

position, smoked freely in the midst
ladies to’ whom they were strangers.

I answer

to

and excuse, that alcohol aids digestién, =~
and so far is useful. I support, in reply, .

the statement of the late Dr. Cheyne, that

nothing more effectively hinders digestion
than alcohol.
That ‘‘ many hours, and

even a whole night, after a debauch in

—

+o

gi

Senator Voorhees thought he Kad Asked
a poser in a recent speech in Indiana _

when he inquired:
** My farmer friends,
what is to become of your great; corn
crop in this country if prohibition is adopt
ed?” There was a brief pause and then

an old democratic farmer spoke up say-

ing:
“Do I understand, Mr. Voorhees,
that you really want an answer to that

question?” *‘ Yes, my friend,” said the
Senator, straightening himself to his full

height, ‘* Iam seeking for information.”
** Well,

then,”

replied

the farmer, * [

will tell you what we will do with our

corn crop.

We will raise more pork and

less hell.”

The. Senator

the

asked

had

question at several meetings before, but
he has omitted it since, not caringte listen again to the laughter that greeted his
:
discomfiture.
Cardinal
Blue Ribbon
in its ranks
man Hall.
his

Manning has sanctioned the
Army by accepting a position
by the side of the Rev. NewIn doing so he writes to give

adhesion,

because

‘ he

considers

every good cause tending to draw the hu-

man soul from darknessto light as the
work of no particular creed,
Himself.”
.

but of God

NELSON'S

NEW PUBLICATIONS
NEW VOLUME OF THE PEN AND PENUIL SERIES.

Sea

Pictures,

Drawn with

AND PENCIL.
By JAMES
MACAULAY,
author of ** The Leisure Hour.”

Pen
M.

Imperial 8vo, cloth, gilt, illustrated,

The Russian
TORICAL

AND

Empire:

DESCRIPTIVE.

A,

$3.50.

Hs

By JOHN

GEDDIE,

F. R. G. 8S. author. of * Lake Regions in
Central Africa,” efc,
ol
12mo, cloth, beveled, with maps.
WITH
“ SHAKESPEARE’S
SIMPLY TOLD.”

By CHARLES HENRY

HANSON.

STORIES

12mo, oloth,

veled.
With illustrations from designs by
Flaxman and other eminent artists, ench.
$1.50

Homer's Stories Simply Told.
Stories of the Days of King Arthur.

The Story of the Iliad and the Odyssey.

The Garden, the Woods, and

of
If

for the best lists of answers to puz-

zles for November and December, sent from
week to week 88 the puzzles appear.

12mo, cloth, profusely illustrated.
!
:

$1.50

Beyond the Hi imalayas.
Thibet.ry By JOHN GEDDIE.,

12mo, cloth with numerous illustrations.

=~

a:
81.50

RalpW's Year In Russia.

the

Inthe Polar Regions; or Ni

use of

tobacco;

merely

that it is a

shame for any man to take the advantage
of his neighbor, male or female, and com-

‘pel him or her to endure what is disagree-

uble and sometimes positively nauseating.
I am aware, that many who ‘are in the coudemnation have by reason of its use lost
that refinement of sensibility which is es:
sential to the appreciation of this ecriticism.

THE TEMPERANCE WORK IN INDIA,
Temp. Ad ocate:

There if much

this

ivapts
direction

more

earnest effort in|

A Story of Travel and Adventure in Eastern
Europe. By ROBERT RICHARDSON, author of
* Almost a Hero,” eto,
.
12mo, cloth, with fine engravings.
$1.50

TURE

AND

FROZEN

NATURAL

ZONE.

With

HISTORY
Anecdotes

ries of Adventure and Travel.

IN
and

12mo, cloth, profusely illustrated.

In the Temperate

THE
Bto-

$1.26

Regions,

OR, NATURE AND NATURAL HISTORY IN
THE TEMP LRATE ZONES
With Anecdotes
and Stories of Adventure and Travel
|
*

12mo, cloth, fully iilustrated.

Rambles

$1.25

in Romess

An Archmlogical and Historical Guide to the
Museum, willeries, Viilas, Churches, and Antiquities of Rome and the Campagna. By 8.
RUBSELL ForBES, Arc @ logical apd Histori-

cal Lecturer on Roman Antiquities.

plans and illustrations.

With mups,

12mo, cloth.

“ar

%

$1.50
11ers, or will

now than there was seven- | be jorwardod postiai a bosiog of ron

teen years ago when I began work in lodia, and I hope to see very much more in
the years to come,
In Calcutta and other cities there are
| devoted workers who, of their own free

will and at their own expense, are doin

not a little temperance

the

grog-shops,

talk

work ; they

to sailors on

visit
the

street, go aboard of the ships in the har.
bor or river and con
egwith the .officers
and men, distribute temperance

tracts, and in many

ways

|

body are produced by alcohol than by any
Dr. B. W. Biohare.
other single cause.—

‘the ladies took their seats at the other
end of the piazza, it was all the same, tor

he

/
8

the matter o

The following paragraph is from an article of Dr. James L. Phillips in the Nat.

BR
ATI
-

delicacy in

great

the clouds of smoke there were just as
dense. I am not saying a word against

And shed their fragrance through my ¥om;

.

- This summer [ have observed. a
inesease
increase in the number
nb
of men who

ost their sense of

No. 6,

the First was dead, and the floating of

of Wales, but King of England.

corn,

leasta surplus of 30,000,000 bushels of
wheat.
Kansas is a wonderful State.”
A Topeka daily gives the following as
the sentiments of some of the saloon keep-

the Topeka House.

service?”

The Three Trappers. of Cand
§ Story of Adventure in the Wilds of Canad.

No.5

_ HIDDEN CITIES,

a. The band over in the grove is playing.

One

Prince

placed

The State will have a product

150,000,000 bushels of

American

bad

ive

BORE. +.4

But there

magnificent processions and the shouting

be

The crops this year will free our people
of

of

that question that there was no_ such evi.
dence whatever, and there is none. It _
has been urged, as a last kind of resource.

smoking, In every hotel where I have been
a 1
i Lieve landed at the Springs yester- the mea pay no
attention 10 the ordinary.|
RY,
ogll
gd or ‘e

+

It is pot pleasant to think of separating

told that our hero was no longer

will

in nomination as vice-president. In the
public mind he is more conspicuously
identified with the prohibition idea than
any other man in the United States.
Leaving polities aside let me tell you this :

from debt.

evidence

elds; or THE TEACHINGS OF
NATURE AS SEASONS CHANGE. With vignette frontispiece
12mo, cloth.
$1.50

place

wine, the

** If this temper-

We have, at times, to hold our breath
and hasten on. The Rev. Dr. S.1. Prime,
in the New York Observer, writing of his

P.J.R.

him in fair contrast to the mon of that’
war-like and bloody age whose best virtues were shréwd cunning in the court
und rude bravery in the field.
f

with

prinei-

of the State, has declared voluntarily for
the entire closing of the saloons which
have been running on a *‘ soda water license,” and the mayor issued his proclamation to take effect Oct. 1. Congress-.
man Ryan, of Kansas, interviewed by a

Gov. St. John

by

have the best digestion; snd. that more

ple has seemed lame and impotent, are
becoming stalwart. Topeka, the capital

lic policy,

service rendered

instances of indigestion, of flatulency, of

Kven the citics wherein the

Times reporter, said,

dence of any useful

the agent in the midst of $0 much obvious

wine it is common enough to reject a part

Prohibition is rapidly incorporating itself in the practical, everyday life of Kansas.

or)

or the whole of a dinner undigested.”

THE LAW IN

summer travels, speaks our mind:

friends, his deep veneration for his moth-

running

KANSAS,

iB

hold that those who abstain from: alcohol

city, we are surprised and pained at the

part of a garment.
is a preposition. .

His. kind expressions to the queen show |
the trust and affection that existed be- 4, The emblem of our great, free land,
Towering ’bove others, free and grand.
tween them. lu fact, the more we learn
6.
His
post is dangerous and fickle,
about this first Prince of Wales the more
Oft climbs ‘mid slender masts and tackle.
we are led to respect and love him. His
Beneath the window where I'm sitting,
gentle and refined tastes, his love for When
butterflies were gaily flitting,
books and music, ' his constancy to his Then primals and finals sweet did bloom,

banners, the ringing of bells, the conduits

THE OPERATION OF

My 82, 45, 13, 4, 87, 29, 80, 35, 52, 54, a girls

tutor who bad been a helper to him in
many ways, and He wished to repay him.

prince.

eagle eyes

sunshine ind, like St.

|

It ‘will be asked, ‘ Was there no'evi..

UNIFORM

name.
My 2, 18,12, 36 is a boy’s name.

kind and ‘he was generous to his friends.
The Walter Renand spoken of was his

from this fair young

the coming

Paul at the three taverns, ‘thank God
and take courage.”—Nat. Temp. Advocate.

My 13,9, 22, 21, 10, 62 a town in the same.

He was

was a higher destiny awaiting him.

unpopular reforms, gaze with

at

My 23, 8, 18 is a man's name.
My 58. 47,43, 37,84 of the U. 8, .¥

him happy. It was a sad confession for
a boy to make that he dared not ask a
favor of his own father. And yet we are
sorry to say his has not been an isolated
case.
| This letter reveals two excellent traits

and

social circle, and remembering what such
public ventilation has done for other once

and decrenses,

animal temperature, and lessens the mus-

portion of its columns is devoted to what a

icism. See how a plank concerning the
hitherto unwelcome subject enters into
the platform of almost every political convention, and the conversation of every

increases

| cular power.

large a

al, and will go somewhere; probably to
Germany for two or three years.’ "= Sig
nal.

1 am composed of 54 letters.

son, bat he could
not spend time to make

cross at each place when the bier rested,

or that of the orphaned boy who for three

without

—Bonar.

ENIGMATIC GEMS.

of his kingdom and amassing plunder
that he hoped one day to bequeath to his

and fountains

each day ‘a stately

-

could spend in enlarging the boundaries

traits,

see how

heart

the liver; and of the kidneys; disturbs tne

that bargmeter- of

and

- down and give to the Mayor. - I intend to
close this business, of course. There is
"| no money in it now, and I don’t intend to
spend $2 to make $1.’ Frank Darein, «f
the firm of Durein & Kriepe, was discov-

war-horse saddled.
other fathers. He

er, all were admirable

press,

few years ago it would have called fanat-

1have an

Shall be a fruitful seed ;
Live holy, so shall thy life be
One grand and noble deed.”

sevbhty, the aged hero still kept big armor

busband who followed for thirteen days
the funeral processfon® of his beloved

Eleanora, building

-

Speak holy, and each word of thine

He was still en-

character.

sentiment,

Zimmerman was met at the door of his
place of business and asked how he liked
the Mayor's proclamation. * First-class.

Think holy, and thy thoughts
Shall some soul’s famine feed ;

Though now gétting up toward

in Prince Edwards

secular

public

the

regularity of nervous action; lowers the

votes necessary

ers regarding the proclamation:

1f thou another's heart would reach—

Ttis hard to determine whose grief ‘summer day the news came that Edward

was the greatest,

“ Thou must betrue thyself
* If thou the truth wouldst teach;
Thy heart must overflow

I

blood-vessels;

Study also the gradually changing tone
of the

exci

respirations paralyzes the minute

according to the degree of its application,
the functions of the digestive organs, of

to give a legal two-thirds majority.

hearts

meadow and by still waters. Ah! how
well was it with me there!
I have ex-

It needs the overflow of heart
To give the lips full speech.

and

ing either from opposition in the Senate,

secret ways and brought me into a green

oo

of the ‘blood; unduly

hibition;” the failure to crystallize this
[clearly expressed will of the people aris-

tain my senses. Thenmy Heavenly Friend
sought re in the throng, led me forth by

gaged in wars as he had been all through
buckled on and his
He was like ‘many

Jersey,
Georgia,

1881 were-gll majorities in favor of pro-

to the right and to the left for a diverging road ; ‘but I was hurried forward by
the tumultuous crowd,and could hardly re-

all, to the fierce Rodericks, and Griffiths
and their great Llewellyn.
There was one accomplishment that

his life.

Carolina,

votes given in ten State legislatures in
-

daughter, but
lovelier spirit

which

ence to the interes
dia. Several mi
English, have
um-dens,

I bad jearned purely by experimentaj
observation that, in its action on the Jiy.
ing body, this body, this chemica) sub©
Stance, alcohol, deranges the constitution

Alabama, Louisiana, Tennessee, Arkansas and Texas. . And remember that the

}

never stone or splinter,

to

South

ance agiiation continues at the rate it is
goingon now, in 1884, I do not think it
where was so much dust and tumult that |
8t all improbable that,as a matter of pubwy soul became weary.- I looked often

subjects,

that he was not so bad a successor,

Pennsylvania,

warm requital§~more joyfully respond.
She is the steady light of her father's
house. Her idea 1s indissolubly connect:
ed with that of his happy fireside. She is
his morning sun and evening star. The
grace, vivacity and tenderness of her sex
have their place in the mighty sway
which she holds over his spirit. The
lessons of recorded wisdom which he.

Grace's saddle, than it would-huve been to
have gone to battle and helped kill the

a

A

ings of ‘‘ local option” in New

King’s

There are other ministers of love more

in our opinion to shoot a deer in some fat

stern and savage.

. It must have been a proud moment

of

ward was born, in the year 1284. Mighty

Cover the treed with all the gems that sparkle,

A GOOD DAUGHTER.

the prince

in one

Northern Wales, that his son, young Ed-

Fall softly snow, it is thy happy duty,
;
This barren world convert to grace and form.

conspicuous than a good
none in which a gentler,

pr;
fe priz.

thp

sas and Iowa fully committed to prohibi-

Hast made our every season blest indeed.

Boys will

VIEW,

tioh and ten other States moving rapidly
in the same direction. Study the work-

Shall we complain, when, in the slow unfolding
We find thou hast supplied our every need? \.

he, with some wjld companions, perpetrated a nocturnal prank,we are not going
boys,

and
»

Dear Father; Thou the world itself upholding,

a fierce, ruthless warrior, our boy prince
was gentle and refined. If now and then

Chyistian

ing long enough to realize that the sun is fortunaté victims of the
shining behind the clouds and will surely habit. I mention perso
Private
effort first, but there is as yet too little of
eventually dissipate them. *
itamong us. The more credit to the faith.
Look at Maine, New Hampshire, Kan- | ful few!
ow

That we may glide there till the day is gone.

only

THE HOPEFUL

Several

ed on account of

broodad over the horrors of intemperance

beauty,

white

Lin

And pave the lake with

‘his many wars. So,instead of growing up

be

thy wasted

bedclothes

warm,

son’s life that he would never let the
young prince accompany him in .any of

to judge him harshly for that.

with

Write all the legends of the Fairy’s winter
Upon my window ere the light of dawn,

ed about something. The first Edward
had spent his in the battlefield, but he
his

limbs

broken ridge emb@wer the Ice
throne, :
This leafless avenue make palace royal
Till Santa Claus mistakeit for bis own.

activity and energy that must be employ-

of

thy

;

long enough’; let us look at the silver lin-

*

This

ly on his heir.
Doubtless, like all other
boys of his years he had a surplus fund of

anxious

ve

os:

is gone with all its dreamy hours,

Rest now, dear friend, renew

possessed
that was unnsudl
to
Doubtless the chiefs were some surthe boys of that age. He was a great
prised at first, and probably disappointletter writer.
There exists to-day a roll
years ago.
Se
| ‘ed, but as they looked at the fair face of of letters writtenBy him which is preservHis real name was Edward Plantage- ‘the sleeping child and marked his young ed in the castle of Carnayon, where
there
“#% met, though nearly everybody in his day head crowned with the traditional golden are also other relics of this
interesting
- called him Edward of Carnavon, from the hair of their own race, they came to the youth. This curious
roll appears to have
place where he was born.
This also had conclusion that he would not make so bad [been kept
by the princes secretary as a
a great dea) to An with giving him his ti- a prince after all. ** Long live the Prince duplicate copy of
all letters dispatched by
tle, for, perhaps;
nad he been born in a of Wales,” they cried in chorus, and then
his Highness, and furnishes proof of "the
different place he would never have been one after the other each old baron knelt extent of theprince's correspondence.
known as the Prince of Wales. You will down and kissed the tiny haud of the royThere
are
over
seven
hundred of them,
see plainly how this was when you get al babe. And this was how the little Eng-' mostly
written in Norsann French, though
lish boy became the Prince of Wales,
—farther along in the story.
some are in Latin. ®They are addressed
Little Edward's father, whose name though it was long after this that he was
to
popes, queens, bishops, princesses,
invested with the delegated sovereignty.
was Edward, too, was a great conqueror.
knights
and gentlemen, and embrace
all
Of all the English kings, none were so He wasonly seven years old, however, sorts
of subjects, political, financial and
brave as he, and none were so fortunate for that matter, when the latter event domestic.
One of these letters addressed
It was at the old royal city
nd suceessful.
He was a stoiit, tall war- took. place.
to his young mother-in-law, we tranrior, who wore armor most of the fime of Chester, on the sparkling river Dee,
scribe,
and was on horseback so much that one where ever so many years before the Engof his subjects said of him that *‘ he was lish kings had been rowed by eight
“TO THE QUEEN, HEALTH:
Very dear lady, as we dare not request
grown to his saddle.” You will not won- other kings who were his tributaries. All
der so much at this remark when you are the Welsh chiefs gathered there, wild- on our own behalf our lord the king concerning
this or any other of
needs, as you know, my
told of all the wars he made. It may al- eyed, long-haired warriors dressed in steel lady; therefore, my our
lady, we pray your highness
most be said of him that he grew up on armor and shaggy wolf robes. And little to help us as if on your own behalf, my lady, that
“the battle-field, for when he was only Edward and his father rode down from for your sake Walter Renand may be advanced to
the prebend
Ripon. Very dear lady, the Lord
seventeen he fought in two battles to London, the old king all cased in steel preserve you ofand
keep you with his power forsave his father from losing his crown. and silver mail, and the young prince
ever.”
After this he led. one of the Crusades to wearing a dress of purple, a mantle
In all of these seven hundred letters
‘the Holy Land, where at one time he woven of gold and lined with ermine, and
not one is addressed to his own |
T.
very nearly lost his life. Then he made queer little boots of velvet with long
The old king's temper in his latter years
war with France, and afterwards with pointed toes.
grew
of all, however, is that of the first Prince
of Wales, who lived almost six handred

Scotland, in

i

been doing much of 1a Yhis way 1aGalor® y
and their bors
1¢ve are the more

We have looked upon the dark side-and

Its wedded bliss of flower, and bird, and bee,
The world is shivering in its naked bowers,
Ah? mother Earth, sad changes come to thee.

ways find her taking his part whenever the
frown of the great Edward lowered dark-

‘was so careful and

:

And listen sadly to the songs they sing.
Summer

seed.

qn

——

but said that they were willing he should poor innocent Welsh and Scots. In the
appoint him,
societyof the young queen and his many
‘¢ What sort of a prince do you want? » sisters, the boy received a better nurture reads with her eyes come to his mind
inquired the shrewd monarch.
than he would have received in the with a new charm, as Blended with the
*¢ He shall be a native of Wales, and of camp and battle field among
cruel war- beloved melody of her voice. He scarcestainless character,” answered the Welsh iors.
ly knows weariness which her “song does
;
barons.
But we must not imagine that our first ‘not make him forget, or gloom which is
“And will you promise.
proof against the youug brightness of her
to, obey him Prince of Wales was allowed to grow
up
whom I shall name?” asked tod Pliintagsmile.
She is the pride and ornament of
without any mhrtial training. Indeed,
enet.
:
this was not the case. He was taught all his hospitality, andthe ‘ ‘gentle nurse ot
‘“ We promise, if he pos3esseth the re- knightly accomplishments,
and in the his sickness, and the constant agent of
quirements that we have named, and tournaments learned to ride and
to use those nameless, numberless acts of kindknows no language but the Welsh.”
one
chiefly
cares: to
the lance with any of the warlike knights ness -w
~ «I have such a one in my mind, and I of his father’s court. He grew
up won- bave rendered, because they are unprewill conduct you to him at once, that you
drously stout and vigorous and very tending but expressive proofs of 5 love.—
may do him homage.”
handsome.
¢ The handsomest prince in Selected.
{
So he led the wild, fierce-looking men
1 the world,” was what one of the old
to the young prince, who was sleeping in fom
I travelled along a broad highway,
called him. Every year when

‘very interesting

some

that

The chiefs told

So, taken all together, their history is a

did,

the lot,

homage, an act

they performed loathly.

a native of Wales for he was
castle; of umimpeachable
you may see for yourselves;
yet knows no Janguage but

fathers

There is

and he was now dead and had left no
heir to succeed him. King Edward as
the conqueror of the country made the

prince of their own

And—no, I remember; I’m eighty to-day,
And my dear wife Polly is dead!

=

Temperance.

1 hear cold winds thro’ leafless brarches whistle

‘bad, for the good Quéen could not have"

splendid

little known of only a few of them
and that little is not interesting. The

And I held her hand.—Was it yesterday

;

he would

and

: "tle, Prince of Wales. There had been a
long line of native princes bearing that:
title before little Edward had it conferred
on him, but they were little better than
wild, half-savage chieftans, who lived in

years, and so wise and good!
made me a better man
the moment I kissed her fair, young face,
our lover’s life began.

princes did

lived

bore that now familiar and venerated ti-

The house is so deathly still—

—

1882.

The last brown bee has shook the downy thistle,
The last blue jay has spread his fleeing wing,

influence upon the prince. For if the
truth must be told he was getting just a
little wild. He could not have been very

Towns as being the first English boy who |

Wander and long for a sight of the gate
She has left ajar for me.
We had got so used to each other, dear—
So used to each other, you see.

.

BY E. U. FRENCH.
\

and a strong affection sprang up between
them which was not without its salutary

throne, but important as tbis fact was,
Edward of Carnavon is most interesting

I can’t rest now-<1I can not rest—
Let the old man have his will,
And wander from porch to garden-post,

these nineteen

golden-haired. child

succeed _ to a. powerful

The bees go humming the whole day long,
And the first June rose hag-blswn,
And I am eighty, I am to-day—
Too-eld to be left alone.
O heart of love, so atill and cold!
O precious lips so white,!
For the first sad hours in sixty years
You were out of my reach last night!

BY FRED MYRON

has yet

was the greatest king in Europe, and if

Iv’s lonesome in the house, here,
And lonesome out of door.
1 never knew what lonesome meant
In all my life before.

Sixty
She
From
And

that our lady the queene

borne.”
as
From his birth the baby prince was a
very important personage. His father

And den’t knew what to say.

a

CHANGES,

days went without food, and for weeks

thereafter never: indulged in a childish
game. Surely Edward
of Carnavon,
whatever faults he may have developed in
the handsontést baby that was ever ‘bern. after years as King ot England, is deserv=
Her other sons had been dark like her, ing of honor in this respect—he loved his
but this one was fair, with wonderfully mother.
:
a
blue eyes and hair of the color of real
He was fifteen years old" when his
gold. ‘A very bounteous and winsome father brought over the young and lovely
child,” according to the quaint language Margueriteof France to be his second
of the old chronicler, ‘and the most
mother. She was very near his own age,

Breakfast?

15,

%

+

{tie baby prince had come along and was
in évery respect a most satisfactory kind
of a baby. As his dark-eyed mother
looked upon her infant she thought him

LEFT ALONE. |
What
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1t is an axiom that every work of the

ale
faith-

show:the wisdom of God.

mankind, every

the

0 liv.
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the peasant, not alone the saint but the child.
Here we have the record of a little boy’s life.

ution

Let not the reader cry out with

heart
inute

which has yet been sounded.

his

mus

cause in the land.. He goes back

to approximate.

ing many little ones to seek and to know Jesus.
It is a sweet book for every home.
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16 mo. pp. 232. Boston: Jumes H. Karle.
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HES,
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Price 10 cents.

edt

wake up this handsomely

bound volume, the

author states in a prefacé,*Were written between times—or, that is, during moments of
Jeisure—and have for the most part, already

.

tion

been published in

newspapers.

various

The

and
h in
part

author is undoubtedly a sincere admirer of
Dickens und he has succeeded in may instances in his five stories and eighteen little sketch.

Ap
ohol

He,
es in copying that writer’s mannerism.
however, bas an easy, story-telling manner of
his own, too, which he uses to advantage; and

nore

many of his sketches of persons and places are

and experiments

Shepard.
Two beautifu] calendars for 1888 have
received by us
Houghton,
flin & Co.,of Bost
hey have been
pared with the utmost care, and are very
ful. The selections for each day of the

from

the

writings

dallion containing it is a view of Mr.

ume.

low’s Cambridge home, and on the other the
Belfry of Bruges. Below, on the right, is a

inferior to the majority of sinillar preductions
by the late Dr. Holland, and are such as “will ‘beautiful figure of Evangeline.

iana
nds,

suit the taste of many readers,
—

be
4

GOOSE FOR GROWN FOLKS. By The Emerson Calendar, 1883, forms the chief
MOTHER
Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney. Illustrated by Au- decoration of the other calendar. At one side
gustus Hoppin.

Bos

then

ton : Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

I'rice $1.50.

say-

This is one of Mrs.

clever

Whitney's

books

~ that was published several years ago before she

:

that
the
full
on.”
“[

had obtained much

attention

and

itis quite

worthy of reprint and the tasteful dress in

; which it now appears. Her rhymed exposiY ions on the old nursery jingles are often very
funny and many are very wittily turned; and
the book is a good one to read aloud for gen-

eral

gut

entertainment.

According

Goose's idea, as here

and

set

to

Mother

forth, Homer

and

Shakebpeare are much in debt to her for the

the

bulk of worldly

but
lis-

happy conceits in which they have displayed
the same. Among some verses under the title

knowledge

and

the

various

his

of ** Brabmic,” she states her claim thus:

Now

tion

sober thoughts are

a few

and then

ew-

also blended in the rhymes aud

rive

eral couplets scattered

h

book suf-

quoting,

Of the

the accompanying illustrations by Mr.

Hoppin

ficiently pithy to be worth

lors

there are sev-

the

threugh

not much can be sald. Mr. Hoppin’s style of
drawing went out of fashion a dozen years

2
the

since.

God

are neither well drawn

His pictures

=

interest

any

nor sufficiently suggestive to add
to the rhymes.

ContainAMERICAN NEWSPAPER ANNUAWL.
ing a Catalogue of American Newspapers
with much valuable information relating to
them and the population of the cities and
towns, also counties, in which they are published. pp. 832. Price, $3.00, carriage paid.
Philadelphia: N. W. Ayer & Son.
This valuable publication of Messrs. Ayer &
Son needs no commendation from us. Its mer-

{
°
IES
PEN

and appreciated by

known

its are generally

Ay

in-

way

business men and all who are in any

3.50.

It isan
terested in newspapers or advertising.
immense storehouse of statistical information,
on the whole as reliable as any publication of

his
DIE,

the kind can be made in the employment of the
Every
best facllities which the uge affords.

fn
00

just entering business,

young man, especially,

It contains

should have a copy of this work.

IES
ott,

much information besides that which relates
exclusively to newspapers. It gives a carefully

1.50

prepared

county in the

of every

description

United States, as well as of each State and
Territory us a whole, and of each of the Canadian Provinces conveying valuable information
« concerning their. populations, mineral deposita, chief agricultural products, principal mun-

oy.

ufactures, nature of the surface and soll, location, ares, etc. Complete in all its depart-

vd.
OF

ments, thorough in its details, giving just the

gn

information needed and only that—simply ar
ranged, easily referred to, carefully compiled—
it is, in fact, a model work of its kind.
TY
an
Gs

I
da.

THE

1.50

CENTURY

MAGAZINE.

MONTHLY

' ILLUSTRATED.

1862. pp.

May 1882, to October

ST. N1cnoras. An illustrated Magazine for
Young Folks. Conducted by Mary Mapes
Dodge. Vol. 1X. From November, 1881,

oy
50
\

to October, 1882,

‘We have received from the Century Compa-

en

ny, of New York, these three truly superb vol-

2

is, as every-

Company

umes.

The Century

[A-

body knows, one of the foremost publishing

HE

to-

houses

in the

achievements,

25

lence of its work,

1.50

been

have

(ity

such fs the superlative excelof its

the circulation

such

brilliant magazines, and such its well-deserved
fame, that Americans can afford to take gen-

:
3,

institution”

uine pride in it as a * home

IN

that

does ample credit to American industry, skill

tes

it has

and taste, It foreshadotvs, in what

2

done for

engraving,

{Hustrative

singular

the

and, in all history, unprecedented triumphs in
fine art which we fully believe ure to be wit:

pe

nessed in this country in the future.
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Classes,
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Perkins, * Price,

Eos

cents.

By WO.

Boston:

Oliver

Ditson,& Co.

GL

This book is not

J

Such

world.

I

inaptly

named.

Its com-

piler is known everywhere as an emineutly

successful

teacher

and

author

of

many

—

Its lessons and exercises are
mueie books.
They, in
* all new, instructive and pledsing.

|
00

turn, are followed by a large number of new
glees and part songs, a few metrical tunes, and

od

of

io

oh:

a fine selection of anthems and chants, occupying nearly 200 pages, and making a very con-

.
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came
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he
member
of the

For

Longfellow and

It is probably too soon to

the direction

of that

Emerson

fairly

*‘ more

York—has appeared,

will

judge

even

connected

and

his

readers

may

aod Li

;

ORGA

If the

hearers

in

Plymouth

M. E. church

with

for use By singing classes gener- |
venient book

track”

once

he

from London,

Power

the

doctrines

and

in principle, aim, and tone,

yet written

true position of woman

His sickness was long and painful, but he bore

ing.

A

‘

The

Downs.—Died in Milton, N: H.,
James Downs in the ninetieth year of

He

leaves five children, with

young

American

girls.”

Geo.

H.

this able and helpful book ready.

Cheap edition, 25 cents,
Oxygen

in

very troublesome

We find ourselves unable to do justice to the
November magazines.
Their number is bes
wildering, and their average degree of excellence high.
Harper's begins anew serial by
Constance Fenimore Woolson, entitled, * For
the Major.” Henry James, Jr., has a charming and brilliantly illustrated article on Venice
in the Century.
The engravings in these two

usually fine.

The London Globe has said: *“ Up to the
date of the naturalization of the two American

Scribner's

and

Harper's,

magazines

the

were simply

We had got into a’ groove of illus-

tration, andthe public, faute de mieux, were
forced to be contented with it, but when the

above-named American magazines appeared,
and the public saw what could be got at the
same price, there was

quent

an

reform in the right

outery,

offensive, has it been found

a dramatic

‘‘ ANP PHONOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE.
“ UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK, Oct. 25, 1881.
“DRS. STARKEY & PALEN.—Sirs:
I have now
been using your Compound Oxygen—home treatment—about six weeks, for a troublesome and
very disagreeable catarrh, which was fastened on
me by sleeping for years in a cold room, with my

feet out of one window and my head out of anothri!

‘Now for the results.

are

promised

although not specially bad
in

the

throat—post

fully corrected,

left completed

will

be a

notable

attraction; and essays are promised from Mr.
Howells and Mr. Warner, in ‘addition to the
other good things which the magazine is sure

to have.

The

North

American

contains

a

symposium on * The Suppression of Vice,”
by Anthony Comstock, Dr. Buckley and O. B.
Frothingham.
The November number of the
Eclectic is fully up to the high standard of
that sterling old periodical, and, in fact.is one

of the best of the year. The original and striking paper of that clear and excellent writer,
Professor Grant Allen, entitled ‘ Who was

Primitive Man$” appears without abridgment

in the Popular

Science Monthly. "In

times when the issues between

and the Roman

divisions

these

the Protestant

of Christendom are

presenting themselves in new and important
phases in this country and in, Europe, a
publication like The Christian World should
find itself on the table of every clergyman

thoughtful student of affairs in the

land;

and

New

York:
The American and Foreign Christian
Union, 45 Bible House. Price $1.10 per annum,

The November Golden Days comes to our
table with a cover whose hue is borrowed
from the autumn leaf. Here are over sixty
pages copiously illustrated in a style peculiarly adapted to attract the young. The numerous articles in this publication are such

as

in

ull respects make it one of the most interesting
and morally irreproachable of cheap publications for the young. Price, 25 cents. Pub-

ished by Elverson, Philadelphia.
The Wide
Awake as usaal is noticeable for many pleasing features; among them a spirited
frontis-

piece for Rev. I."L. Beman’s

frontier story of

¥ Levi's Bedspread,” by Walter

before.

nasal

The difficulty

do you call

but it is so much- better

it?—is not

thatI am

more agreeable to myself, and much less disagree-

able to others than I was before using the osygen.

“ Tam delighted more than I can tell you with

our remedy and give this testimonial voluntariy, which you are at liberty to sell for waste paper
or make such other use of as you choose.
1know
there are many
teachers, who, like me, suffer

from catarrh, and who like me have refused
long ume to acknowledge it, who would

for a

be great-

ly benefited by the use of Compound Oxygen.
Yours, very respectfully,
C. E. CApY.?
Our treatise on Compound Oxygen, its nature,

action, and results, with reports of cases and full
information, sent free. DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,

1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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STORY of Jesus,
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a
Douglas’s Addresson John Brown.

By
Frederick Douglas at the laying of the corner stone, Anthony
Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va,

Pricel5 cents.

Sermon

Miss

All the profits go to the college.
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REV. BENT AMIN RANDALL, preached in 1808,
at the death of a child, and printed by
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The oni,’ published sermon by Randall.
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10 cents.
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OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
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Students
are fitted for teaching apd for college. Business
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sexes. Secures good influences. For further in<
formation address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Wis.
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A. B., Principal.
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Day
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Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
school, Church Statistics, Resident and
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Winter term begins
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Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life
and Christian experiences of Bal, a converter
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Rules of Order.
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Latin and Greek;
Elias Boltz, M. S., Professor of Mathematics and
German; Mrs. M. Cuscaden, M. S., Preceptress
and Teacher
of French;
Mrs. Emma
James,
Teacher of Instrumental Music, Courses of study .
Classical, Scientific, English and Normal.
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Home

Temper-

—Prof. J. J. Butler, cons
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, aud the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath scheols and family
reading. “88'cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents.
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IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.— Ridgeville, Ind.
Rev. 8. D. Bates, A. M., Presidentand Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy; Rev. Thom-
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Pittsfield, Me., July 11, 1882.
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low asin any similar school in New England.
For catalogue, or Series paficuian® send to
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SBEE, Principal.
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ORTHWOOD SEMINARY-—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J,
H. Hutchins, A, M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college. ' For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
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Cilley.—Died at Manchester, N. \H., August 14, Mr. J. M. Cilley, of North Newbury,
N. H., nearly 74 years of age. Byo. @illey was
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The Christian warfare was a constant struggle
with her, yet her confidence in Christ as her
Saviour was beautiful to the last, The funeral

for many
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convulsive;
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in Brunswick, Me,, June 27. She was born in
Brunswick in 1798, was baptized by Elder

friends testified of their appreciation and

Packages of

tinged

atterided at the same time by Rev. C. M.
Morehouse,
J. J. ALLEN,
‘Woodside.—Sister Susan P, Woodside died

grim on the King’s highway for 47 yéars,
while all but two of her children have gone on
before. She was a constant reader and dear
lover of the Star until the time of her death.
Her memory of Scripture promises was remarkable, among
which none seemed sweeter
than *¢ He giveth
his beloved sleep.”
At her

13t40

at times
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with grinding of the teeth ; temper vari able,
J
but generally irritable.

ov a groan. There was that number of months
difference in their ages. Their funerals were
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with blood ; belly swollen 4nd hard ; urine turbid ; respiration occasionally difficult and accompanied vy hiccough; sougts sometimes dry
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George Lamb in 1835 and united with the 1st
¥. B. church in Brunswick. She was a pil-

Monroe,
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Little Star and
Jiyrtie
.
are Sabbath-school papers, prused alternaid
|
weeks, on superior
paper,
utifually illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the
LITTLe
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, eich, 35 cents.

pains through-
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costive ; stools slimy, not unfrequently

and happy life. She died, seven hours after
her husband, of old age and without a struggle

in poor
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foul, particularly in the morning; appetite.
vari#ibls; sdmetimes voracious, with a gnawing
sensation of the stomach; at others, entirely |
gone; fleeting painsin the stomach ; occasional”
out the abdomen;
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$| dress and get a trial package Free of
Charge.
It relieves instantly, so
the patient can Fost, and sleep come
\| fortably. Full size
"boX>by mail $1.
TugEists generally. Address
»

of saliva; slimyor furred tongue; breath very

Her devotion to the cause of Christ

her Jeep piety caused

Brown,

matic Sufferers

upper lip; occasional headache, with humming
or throbbing of the ears; an unusual secretion

Ferses are inadmissible.

Jenkins.—Olive Jenkins, wife of Rev. Calvin Jenkins, died at Fullerville, N. Y., Jan.
31, 1882, in the 84th year of her age. Sister
‘Jenkins was born in Edinburgh,
Mass., 1798.
When a child her parent (Dea. Kendal) moved
to. Hadley, N. Y., where in 1818 she was married to Rev. C. Jenkins and they soon moved
to Fowler, N. Y. Sister J. started in a Christian life when young and ever lived a devoted

T.

Lee, Athens

—
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the pupils dilate; an azure semicircle runs
along the lower eye-lid; the nose is irritated,
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by Mr. Longfellow, will be given in three
numbers; Henry James's * Daisy Miller,” re-

written in dramatic form,

In two weeks I appreci-

ated a slight change, and in-four weeks my head
became as clear as anybody’s, my breathing became freer, and general health much improved,

is every-
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The countenance is pale and leaden-colored,
with occasional flushes of a circumscribed spot

vomiting;

A. M., Prin¢ipal,
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is a large religious paper of eight pages, in us
fifty-seventh volume. It is able, literary and. progressive. “All
communications, should be ad-
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illiam Buzzell and united with the branch of

Ttis known as Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator

Catarrh.

* L.C. CHASE,

Agents wanted. 85
a Day

and great-grandchildren.
Of the ten children
of his father’s family, but one, a sister, remains.
His wife preceded him fifteen years ago to the
“Spirit land. He experienced religion at the
age of fifteen years, was-baptized by the Rev.

specific
for all heart troubles and kindred disorders.
Cempound

Pianos,

, 154 Tremont St. , Boston ; 46 E.

grandchildren

“one-third of my subjects show signs of heart disease.”
The heart weighs about nine ounces, and yet man's
twenty-eight pounds of blood passes throughit once
in a minute and a-half, resting not day or night !
Surely this subject should have careful attention.
Dr. Graves a celebrated physician has prepared a

Cloth, $1.00.
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St. , New York; 149 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Ellis, 141

Franklin St., Boston, has the fourth edition of
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magazines seem even more.than
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The renowned Dr. Clendinning, startlingly says

has only to consult this reliable guide book a
few times to find out how complete and invalunble it is to the traveler.
Price, 25 cents,
New England Railway Pub’g Co.,
Boston.
For sale by. all news dealers.
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Text, 14th chapter of John.
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too often assumes a Jistressing and loathsome
character. Not only in the early stages of this
disease, but after it has become deeply seated and
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important improvemente ; adding to power and
beauty of tone and durability.
Will not require

it with patience. He was a kind husband,.an
affectionate father,an obliging neighber and
.an esteemed citizen: The funeral was held in
the Baptist cburch, Rev. F. A. Marsh officiat-
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In buying Vermifuge be sure
you get the
ak
genuine DR. C. McLANE’S VERMI
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manufactured 1
Fleming
Bros., 24 W
orders. Every publisher in this city is, to use
Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. The market is full of
counterfeits. You: will be right if it has the siga mercantile phrase, * behind his orders.”
A
nature of Fleming Bros. and C. McLane.
The printers are taxed to'their utmost and are |
If yourstorekeeper does not have the genuine,
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2
working far into the night.
Literaturein the
Send us a three cent stamp for 4 handsome
binderies is piled from ceiling te floor, and,
advertising cards.
last but not least, the booksellers are grumbling
FLEMING BROS.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
because they cannot receive the books that they

systematic view of his religious teachings”:
which Mr. Beecher premised for this year’s
sermonizing ; but now that No. 4 of Plymouth
Pulpit—the new weekly pamphlet edition of
his sermons, by Fords, Howard and Hulbert,
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Church practice the teachings of Plymouth
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vital, inspiriting, attractive form of religious
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heartily welcome these beautiful souvenirs,
Size, 12x8 12 inches.
Price $1.00 each. :

Mr.

« Strong men may strive for grander thought,
.
But six times out of every seven,
{My old philosophy hath taught

of

greatest

libraries

—Nothing, says the Independent’s Boston
correspondent, could possibly be more amus_ing to a stranger thap to go into some one or
other of our publishing houses atthe present
time. There has never been a season when
such activity has been manifested. Everybody

of the design is a vignette of Mr. Emerson’s
home in Concord.
In the execution of the cal
endars twenty different colors have been used.
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do viewed through the wrong end of -the telescope.
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A rugged giant pine-tree,
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been 'HoWyells
isu charming writer within certain
Miflimits and MF." Fames is about the right kind
prefor readers who like that kind; but when
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very fair merit occupy ‘one-half of the vol-
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this pamphlet of twenty-four ‘pages just pubwhere, but returned to Milton where he spent
lished by the. National “Temperance Society, and the other American story-tellers 2, 3, 4, the Jast forty : years of his life. Bro. Downs
was 8 man of correct deportment and strict inwhich everybody should read and then pass it and so-forth, as they happen to tail on. Furtegrity. Since the death of his wife he had
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Howells
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‘‘the
art
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to his neighbor.
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results of his researches
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Small Engrdvings 5 by 8 inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or
20 cents for the seven; the first four on one sheet.

Xlluminagted Cards. From one to ten: on a
Shel, 3 by 5 inches. Price from three to six cents
a sheet.
MAP OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26 by 36 inches in
size, showing

Free Baptist
adjacent

the

field and all the stations of the

Misgion

in India, with much

country.

of the

75 cents.

e above named books are sold by the dozen,
at20
per cent. discount or smngle vol. for cash
with the order, or on receiving the books.

I. D. STEWART,

Dover N.Y,

GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grane, Gallia
0., Ohio. The college year consists nf four

terms of ten weeks each.
The
courses
of
study

are

the

Sam,

Normal,

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific.

Calendar.

81.

Third,

First term,

Jan.

23, 1882.

Aug.

Fourth,

22.

Second, Oct.

Apr,

8, 1882.

College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28 per
ear.
Board, (Including

room

rent)

$2,15 per

week.

For further information apply
to A. A. MourTON, +A. M.; Blo - Grande,
Gallia Co., Ohio.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
—New Ham

ton, N. H,
Rev. A, B. Meservey, Ph,
D.
principal, with gighl, sstociate teachers. Regular
courses of study
fof both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telopraphy a specialty. - Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
KxXpenses
less than in any other of like grade, Four temps
of 10 weeks each.
agile,
Fall term beging August 28, 1882. Winter term
begins November 20, 1882. Send for Catalogue to
REV, A. B. MESERVEY, Principal. “1
Wo
VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
This institution ie
now under-management of Rev.
BD, Powell,

with Prof. 0. G. doris - Mo principal. Prof.
Augir ita graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
wighingfo uttend this Institution will address
Rev. D1, PowELL, Flemington, W, Va.
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den, D. Thy and Cookston, Minn., indicate that
winter has begun in earnest.——An entire negro family in Lunenburg Co., Va., perish in
their cabins, which was set on fire.
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School of Boston has

J

the so-

cialists in Germany.——Mr.
Charles Bradlaugh intends to take his seat in the British
Parliament to-day.——A daughter was born to
the Queen-of Spain yesterday.
It will be bap
tized Wednesday and named Isabel.
Miscellaneomns.

The Boers in the Transvaal have recently
been defeated by the Cafires with heavy loss.

-The cholera is increasing in Mecca.“
There bave been constructed
in the
States this year 9,143 miles of railway.

United

The Sioux Indians are willing tbat their reservation shall be divided up
ent bands of the tribe.

amongst the
a

differ-

Mr. Gladstone thicks that the Egyptian government will accord a fair trial to Arabi Pacha.
The corporation of Dublin bas declined. to
thank the Irish regiments who participated in
the late Egyptian war and to confer the freedom of the city on General Wolseley.
Judge Nelson of the United States court bas
rendered a decision which, if sustained by the
Supreme Court, will deprive both New York
and Connecticut from. exercising propriety

half

Mile. Renan, only child of the famous French
philosopher, i8 about to he married to one M.’
Psichari, a young man of Greek pareatage, but
born in France and educated there and in Germany.
Mlle. Renan, despite ber father’s wellknown views, is a member of the French Reformed Church.
The Hon. W. Hl. Trescott has almost comMetely recovered from the severe attack of
malaria from whieh he was suffering on his re-
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The

elections

Elections.

showéd

larger

democratic

gaips than were expected.
U'ney mesn not
#0 much the approval of the democratic party

as a disapproval of “machine”

and

“ boss”

rule, and a demand for reform in civil service
and revenue.
New York rebuked fraud in
nominations and administration interference
Cleveland (dem. ) by 194,000 mujorin elee¢

ity.

In

Penn., the warfare wus more open, an

ndent ticket being in the field against
dopant
republican ticket. To -muke the
matter sure, thousands of republicans voted

thed« mocratic ticket, thus securing Pattison’s
election by 88,000 plurality.
N. H, R. I,

Minn,
lican.

fowa, 11l., Wis. and Neb. went repub-

Mich., Mass., Kan. and

Colorado

elect

democratic
governors, but are otherwise republican, In the rest of the States the democrats succeeded,
The next Hou-e of Repre-

sentatives will have 50, or more, democratic
e losses und gains in the Senate
majority.
will be ubout equal. Gov. St. John of Kun.
defen
he anti-prohibitionists of bis

. Gen. B. F. Butler at last gets his wish
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governorship of Mass.
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Johnson was so incredulous that for six months

he refused
to believe \ Jre
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Russian.
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Years’ Expertence
WINSLOW'S SOOTHING

of an Old Nurse.
SYRUP

18 the pre.

scription of one of the best female physicians and
norses in
the United States, and has been used
for forty years with never ailing success by mil.
lions of motners for their children. It relieves the
child from pain, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
gripiie in the'howels and wind colic. By
givin

KIDNEY DISEASE,
Pain, Irritation, Retention, Incontinecne, Dey o « ,bealth to the child it rests the mother,
its, Gravel, &:., cured by * Buchupaiba.” $I.
cents a bottle,

Price

b2t21
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and

Lime,

¥

pos.

took

Hunts

Remedy

and

Toany suffering with Catarri hl
or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish 2
® means of Permanent and Positive Cure. A Home Treatment.
8 No charge for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free

was

M. GOODSPEED.
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the

use

14.

“1 sold in two Jars

(33,120) thirty-three

Rev. T. P. CHILDS, Troy, 0.

-
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time and then have them rotary
can aradieal cure.
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fF. HoT LEPSY or FALLING
SICKNESS a life-long study. Iwarrantmy remedy to cure
t cases. Becauseot!
have failed is no reason
for
Dot now receiving a cure. Send at ones for a treatise and a

Oe "IY San Fon n naeng formady,
and Foo.
Aaron i ROOT,
Sb,a t; 188iGiveFPearl
eat d1Express
Be NewYon.
Bt.,

thoue-

and one hundred and twenty bottles of Hunt's
Remedy. It is a valuable medicine for kidney
diseases.”
W. B. BLANDING.
One trial will convince you.
For sale
by all Druggists.
Send for pamphlet to

The Great
Church LIGHT.

HUNT'S REMEDY 00., Providence, RB. I.
75 cents

and

$1.25,

remedies
are the outgrowth

of his own experience: they ar
the only known means of permanent cure.’
'~
Baptist

of

For diseases of the kidneys and

]
JA. D. NICKERSON.
1 can testify to the virtue of Hunt's Remedy in
kidney diseases from actual trial, having
"been
much benefited thereby.”
Rev. E.G. TAYLOR.
“1 was unable to rise from bed from an atiack
of kidney disease. The doctors could not relieve
me. I was finally completely
cured hy
using
Hunt's Remedy.”
FRANK R DICKSON,
“1 have suffered extremely with kidney dis.
ease; after using Hunt’s Remedy two days, T was
enable to resume business *
GEO. F.
CLARK.
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aml the trade,

of GARFIELD and LINCOLN, each 11x14 for 25 cis.
‘‘ The Coniributor’s 8. 8, Notes

are unsurpassed.”

—Salem Post. * 1tis one of the most oy edited
religious
journals.”— Republican.
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BEREAN PAINTINGS,

:
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Designed eepecially, to illustrate gospel tru hs,
and to aid, not supplant, the sermon.
We are pre-

A full line of Christmas Anthems, Carols, Services,
ete. Catalogue sent on request.

pared to loan them at reasonable
ticulars, address
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To the Pastors of New England.
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authors.
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Celebrated for fine tone, finish. I

per 100; 25 Cts. by mail.
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laid pearl Sail-piece, fine long bow, w!

in violin box. Sox
express
hy

HRISTMAS SERVICE, NG. B.—Glory to
God. Appropriate Scripture
Selections, with
New Music by Lowry. $4 per 100; § cts. by mail,

This
powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength
and wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary
nd cannot be sold in competition with the
multitude of low test, short weight alr or phosphate
wders.
Sold, only incans,
YAL BAKING Powpes
sn. W006 Wall 8t.. New York.
This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
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yg Bast Ninth Street, New York, °
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.
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Security three to six times the loan,
Interest semi-anwithout the buildings.
nual. TWENTY-E1G
year of residence,
and EIGHTH in;
business.
Nothin,
.
ever been lost. Best of References, Sen
for particulars if you have money to loan,
N. B. Costs advanced, interest kept up, and prin.
cipalfguaranteed in case of foreclosure. Address
D. 8. B JOHNSON & SON., St. Paul, Minn.
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Hunt's Remedy.

v—————————

Forty

severe

urinary organs there is nothing superior.”

choice

18 @ 20; Fair to good 14 @ 17¢; Scalded Poultry

pair 40 @ 65; Venison, saddles, ¥ Ib 12 @

Oil

Tone, Touch,
Workmanshipand Durability.
WILLIAM KNABE & CO.

* Having suffered twenty years with kidney die.
ease, and employed various physicians without being relieved, I was then cur 4 hiv Hunt's Remedy»
“
SULLIVAN FENNER.

Eastern—

Choice new, $18 00 @ $1900;
Choice, coarse
old, $168 $17; Good $16 @ 817, Fine $15 a! $14;
Poor $10
@ #13; Swale
ay
$9; Ryw..Siraw
choice $15 @'$16; Rye Straw common to food $14
Oat Straw $9; Western Timothy, new $17 @ $13;

strength and wholesomeness. Mere | conomieal
:| than the ordinary kinds, and cannot
be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, ghort
weight, alam or phosphate powders.
Sold only in
Ginger Toni,
Rexzulating the internal
organs
cans.
and purifying the blood, it quickiy removes pimROYAL BAKING PowpgEr Co., 106 Wall Bt.
ples and gives a healthy vloom to the cheek,
New York.
ead about 1t in another column,
f
Pray to God, but continue to row to the shore.—

Consumptive.—Wilbor’s

1 was terribly aflicted with rheumatism

speedily cured.”

A Smooth Complexion,
id
Can be had by every lady who will use Parker’s

may be literally picked up from the
and held in’ suspension.—Scientific

Ten

scarcely be

‘ Bronchial Troches’ with me when 1
to reside here, I found that aiter I had
given
them a.
way to those I considered required thew, the poor
Jeovle will wulk for miles to get a few.” For
Joughs, Colds and Woroat Diseases they have no
equal. ' Sold only in boxes. Price 25 cents.

that may lie within their reach. After a time
these quasi branches contract, so that they
fail to reach the ground; but the finger-like
processes continue t0- closely grip the article
round which they ‘have twined themselves,
and which are consequently suspended in midair,
In this way, articles of considerable

- American.
Geological examination of the delta of the
Mississippi now shows. that for a distance of
about 300 miles there are buried forests of large
srees, one over the other, with interspaces of

‘it can
the church

1

any article

with

physician thought that 1 was

one side.

mentions

In a letter from HON. MRS. PERY, Castle Grey,
Limerick, Ireland ; BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

thus

years

ease of the kidneys : before using Hunt's

oor. A medicine that
oho rich and rown’s
Iron Bitters.
says

the

PIANOFORTES.

TO FAIL.’

two days I was relieved, and am now weil.”
y
:
JOSHUA TUTHILL.

ONTHS

the use of wine at the communion-table.”?

are

KNOWN

*“ I had suff red twenty

picked

Sin has many tools, but a lieis the handle that
fits them all.— Holmes.
.

The Chicago Tribune

7. WILBOR'S COMPOUND OF

KIDNEYAxo LIVER MEDICINE

will make you bold, but not rasb ;
ihsensible ; constant, but not ob-

a crime to drink, so long as

COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION, Detroit, Mich.

%8 13

to us the gratifying information, that St. Jacobs
. Oil relieved him of a very severe attack of Sciatic
Rheumatism and is an excellent thing,

sr

northwest,
Several millions
ofacres of unoccuy fed and
fertile lands are yetin the market at low prices. 110
State has issued 8. PAMPHLET containing & map ad
descriptions of its soil, crops and. general resource:
which may
be
free of charge by writing
to (hy

813%
@ 13
11
ay

ga Explicit directions for every use are given
with the Diamond
Dyes... For dyeing Mosses,
Grasses, Eggs, Ivory,
Hair, &c.

has recently visother groups of

produce large crops, and 1t is the best fruit state in to

To

Northern and Eastern—Early Rose,

STRAW.

{

sessing the Yery nauseating flavor of the article as
heretofore used, is endowed by the Phosphate ef
Lime with a healing property’ which renders the
Oil doubly eficacions. Remarkable testimonials of
its eflicacy can be shown to those who desire to
soe them. Sold by A, B. WILBOR, Chemisi, Boston, and all druggists.

¥ bu., 75 @80; Prolifics, 76 @ 80c: Peerleus, 70 @
75¢; Brooks, 70 @ 75; Sweet Potatoes, 2 (0 @ 2 50.

HAY

MARKETS.

pound of Cod Liver

Ex-Governor B. Gratz Brown hae lately address.
ed very large audiences in Indiana in favor of
constitutional prohibition.

M.

NEAR

@

hand

sugar.

(Boston, Mass., Cultivator))
F. Morse, Westboro’, Mass’

Cheap Farms

34
27
28

- Prices,

Mr.

It enriches the blood, gives

PURE COD LIVER
OIL AND LIME.

stinate ; cheerful, but not light.

islands in the Pacific, reports the existence oP

ek

cupfuls

flour, two tablespeoniuls melted
salt, a teaspoonful cream tartar, a
soda sifted throvgh the flour; mix
sweet milk and bake in gem pans.

Wheat Bitters
patient, but not

a prehensile tree.
It appears to be a species
of ficus, allied to the well-known banyan-tree,
which throws out from its branches air roots,
that eventually reach the ground, and take
root there, and in their turn become new
stems, which perform the same function;so
that a single tree will evéntually extend so far
as to form a complete © forest, in which the
stems are united by the branches to euch other. The prehensile tree in question similarly
throws out from its branches long, flexible
tendrils, which, touching the ground, do not

bund.

P POTATOES.
.

'

Graded Papers and graded I.esson Helps at prices
far below all others.
On trial, for three months, 50
per cent, off.and If not found vetter, this is refunded.
Over five million circuia lon. Send for samples
and full particulars.
DAVID C. COOK, 48 Adams
Street, Chicago.
\
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ages,

brate the four-hundredth anniversary of the
birth of Raphael.
It is proposed to erect his
statue, in Carrara marble, upon a pedestal
bearing bas-reliefs illustrative of his most famous works. - For this a public competition is
invited, and the models sent in will be exhibited together for twenty: days, beginning with
March 28, 1883, the anniversary it is proposed
to celebrate.
The death is announced of Nicolas Lorin, of
Chartres, France, a celebrated painter
on
glass. He painted windows, ‘or
portions of
windows, for the cathedrals of New York,
Canterbury,
Rouen, Rheims,
Notre
Dame
(Paris), and many other noted ecclesiastical
structures.
:

weight
ground

well

&

Sunday School
SUPPLIES

34

The practice
pf naturahzation has existed in all
ages, and is foynd even among the rudest sav.

of Italy an

-4
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is, Professor
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OF ALL KIDNEY DISEASES. |

H. P., ¥ bu, $2%
B., common to good

@ 315; Yelaw Eyes, common,

Warrants

Red Kidneys, 275
300.
ins from 1869 to 1880. I was cured by Hunt's Remedy.”
Peas.
Canada, choice, # bu £12083 125; CanaSTEPHEN G. MASON,
da, common 90 @ 100; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
** My doctor pronounced my case Bright’s Dis.
ease, and told me that I could live only forty-eight
a $130; Western,140
@ 1 50.

of sweet

oranges into
a deep glass dish, sprinkling each
layer with sygar.
Make a custard of yolks of two,
and two whdje eggs, and one quart of good milk,
aod two-thirds cup of sugar.
Flavor with lemon
or vanilla.
ur over the fruit, and when cool
add a meringie of the whites of two eggs apd two

Scientific.

The latest Oxford incongruity
Max Maller en a tricycle.

atea cup

GRAHAM SHORT CAKES.—Two

ORANGE\PUDDING.

A,

choice

Land

INCREASE

Bifaks & bointy able N. We FITZCERALD 5 aa
Pension, Patent & Land Att'ys, Washington, D. C

CONQUEROR

fair
to good
9a
ll
common...
4
8 8
Eastern,#doz.31 @ 3’¢; N. Y. and Ver.
@ 32¢; Aroostook County 30 & 31¢; North3I: P. E, Island and
Nova
Scotia 30c.
29 @ 30s: Held stock, 24 @ 27¢; Lumed, 21

Medium

1 size.

36

BOO: use cess usnsssasvasss 15
choice June......
19

380;

WH dows, re-married, now

bought and sold. The WORLD

new life to the muscles and tone
to the nerves.

3

“THIS AND THAT,

arn from Peru.

Wagner will spend the winter in Italy.

and half

310

any fami.

potatoes, one

basket io boiling lard.

ria, which stands about six feet high and is
cut from the finest white marble.
The dollar subscriptions to
the Garfield
Monument Fund of Cincinnati now aggregate
about $10,000—enough for the purpose.
The
statute is to be of bronze, full length, of heroic
tablespoonfuldof
size, and mounted on a granite pedestal.
The Boston Art Club is £5,000 in debt, and |
it is proposed to increase the annual assessUnder the patronage of the King

Sir Garnet Wolseley has changed his mind,
and will enter the British peerage ag Baron
Wolseley of Cairo, instead of “ of Egypt,” as
was at first intended.
’

DisH.—For

@

buyin

The state of Michigan has more than 4,000 miles of
railroad,
and 1
miles
of luke transportation schools
and churches in every county,
public buildings
all
paid for, and no debt. Its soil and climate combine to

265 @2 70; Medium, choice screened 280 @ 250;
Medium,common to good 2 00@ 2 25; Yellow Eyes,
improved 3 15 @ 8 20; Yellow Eyes, choice flats,

of roll thenyinto little balls and fry them in a wire

meal, a cupful
butter, a little
half-teaspoonful
with

2c.

270

cups of mashed

milk, two well-beaten

.33

N.Y. &Vt. lots fresh...
tv...
do,
straight dairies.......
do,
COMMOM.cearevnsversasnas

BEANS.
Pea, choice small
@ 300; Pea, chowe large H.

together, shape them small and drop into hot lard,

association has been formed at Urbino to cele-

Personal.

BREAKFAST

take three

a cup of flour

rights in the fisheries of Lung Island So#ind.
Sentinels are still guarding the tomb of ment,
General Garfield.

8

tors.

87

good to choice..... nassass ries
summer made. ..... diane
hh a 28

Western, choice.....

SELECTED RECIPES.
DELICIOUS
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825
T50

Do
do,
fair to good....
«16
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choice June......... 19
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¥ B
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now.

widowhood. Greatsuccessin
and Back Pay and
all dues under new laws.

:

Rye Flour, # bbl..ciceieensenecaenanas 400
Corn Meal
# bbl.....ooovvnnes veseees.365
Oat Meal, com. to good West.....
2
Oat Meal, fancy brands. ...coeceeenees JU

D0; fAIr $0
Ladle pagked,

Hampshire, finds
trials that coarse
economical fodtherefore: recomincreased area in

|
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450

WESTERN.
Creamery, fine frlsh made. «eee.

eyes

$10. Ap ly

ing a true, reliable, non-alcoholic

tonic.

4
@

Do,
goo to choice.......
Do
common to fair...
Dairy, Choice.
coveisos vanensen

.

Weakness and all diseases requir-

‘illinois and St. Louis straights...
550
Winter wheat seconds. ...ccveeennenes 400

intoxicates,

saving

for Soldiers, Widows, Parents
and Children, Any y di disease,
wound or injury entitles. Mil.
lions appropriated and work.
ing force doubled. Prompt
work and homes made happy. Fee

Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Malaria,

3,

5b
57

Do
Do

li

Mr. Holman Hunt has now about finished
his great picture of * The Flight into Egypt,”
which was begun at Jerusalem six years ago.
Bastien Lepage’s painting of *“ Joan of Arc”
has been secured for the winter exhibition of
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, where it will
shortly be bung.
The Decorative Art Society of New York issue a circular calling attention to their desire
to extend their educational work in the direction of free instruction in the minor industrial arts. To accomplish this much-desired
end, the managers earnestly appeal for assistance to all who are interested in trying to belp
those who will help themselves, and in the
elevation of the poor in their homes.
Mr. Thomas Woolner, R. A., has nearly
finished for the- Town
Hall of Birmingham,

and

a
a

Do

stables will absorb this ammonia and save its
valuable fertilizing properties.
Diluted sulphuric acid will do the same, but is not so convenient as the gypsum.

Notes.

ees

Dairy, Franklin Co.,Vt fine fresh

stables, especially if

J. W. Sanborn, of New
as the uniform result of many
foods and grain make a more
der than good hay, and he
mends the cultivation of an
hoed crops.

No.

Michigan straights......... aerens
Ohio & Indiana straigbts....
=...

Do,
Do,

f

suffer from sore

cheese

Cellar

Dever

Hiscox & Co., N. VY.

0c, & §1 sizes
at dru egrists,

a complete and sure remedy for

Commission

&e.

BUTTER.
NORTHERN.
Creamery, fine fresh made, # b........... 36

fruit

vp

CO.,

butter,

RYE FLOUR, MEAL, &G.

caused by the ammonia from their urine. A
little land plaster or gypsum scattered in the

The freshmen class at the Rochester Univer-

England, the memorial statue of Queen

kept in close

underground, are apt to

sity numbers fifty members.
Art

a

imei
lr
ete

Horses

Mr. Joseph Longworth, who
has taken
tinuanee of Lord Dufferin’s mission to that
great interest in the project for an art school
country.——Gladstoneis sustained on the clos- | in Cincinnati, offers to give ground-rents to
ure debate by 304 to 260.
make up an income of $10,000 a year—equal to
a total gift of $300 000—on conditions that the
SATURDAY, NOV 11.—The Carlist party
school be placed under the care of the trustees
is in a state of disruption.——The Russian
of the Art Museur.
‘Government is to co-operate in the search for
The regular »ttendance of students at the
the Danish Arctic expedition——The Boers University of Wisconsin, at Madison, Wis.,
wow
numbers 367.
have won a victory in South Africa,

Bismarck is |

planted trees are greatly benefited by,

bands, is also useful if you have tender

trees.”

&

in

apples,

St Louis and Illinois.
Ohio and Indiana.....
N. Y. and’ Mich....

also prevents mice and other vermin from
gnawing the tender bark—for tliese depredators
usually do not ascend these hillocks in search
of food. Thissmound, and the addition of ay-

a

dealers

8, dried

Quincy Market, Boston.

from freezing and thawing during winter, but

attendance of 820 pupils. Forty per
(Are young women. A large proporwh male
and
female pupils are
honography, with the design of
«eful in commercial life and busi~ndenece.
:

and

It

color and beauty to gray) Hair,

BROWN'S IRON BITTERS is

Report.

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Nov. 11, 1882.
- FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS.
Western superfine.....
Common extras........
.
ceased
[]
Minnesota, bakers. .csseescasgecseaess. 550 @
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents..... 158
WINTER WHEATS
Patents, ChoiCe.... severernans
8
Patents, common to good. .
a
Roller Flour— oe

says: This should extend, cone shaped.as
‘high up the stem as possible.
If net only
steadies and protects them from swaying, and

A friend of Boston
University effers to be
ove of ten to add $500,000 to the endowment
fund,or to furnish one-tenth-gf~the sum if
y manner.

:

MONDAY, Nov, 13.—Prince

ercha

oes,

having a mound of earth or mulch banked up
around them the first winter. "An exchange

Colonel F. A. Parker, the
father of the
Quincy school methods,” has assumed the
principalship of the Cook County, Illinois,
Normal School.
:

Produce

Reported by HILTON BROS

ests in the mountainous districts have heen
cut down on uncommercial principles.—Boston A-lvertiser.
~ Newly

the fame time

Markets,

Boston

a
~~

vi

said to be opposed to the laws against

The

Carinthia and Styria, simply because the for-

James McLaren, a brother
of Professor
McLaren, of Toronto, Canada, has subscribed
$50.000 to endow a chair of systematic theology
in Knox College, Toronto.
3

or

vast

£odsterility and

entirely different from
Bitters, Ginger
Essen.
as
§ces& other r Tonics,
1

economical hair dressing. Nev.
¥r fails to restore the youthful

sis, which kept me in bed six

cured him of a stubborn case of rheumatism; and it
is a fact that in all affections arising out of diserders of the liver or urinary
organs it is a searching
remedy and works marvelous benefits. Itis in itself almost a medicine chest.
Order it of your
druggist. Price $1 a bottle.

danger, for it is a general experience that a
territory once but no longer under wood loses
the power of absorbing water with surprising
rapidity. Austria has been so reckless that a
rainy season means misery to whole kingdoms
which formerly retained the fertilizing gift of
the skies. The literature on this subject is
rich, and deserves the attention of our rising
foresters. And well may we pause whena
single summer ruins the crops of Bohemia,
the villages of the Tyrol, and the hill farms of

COR.

work.

that the * Fayorite Remedy’ at

Restorer Ever Used
. It cures Rheuma.
tism, diseases of the
Stomach, Bowels, Liver
Kidneys & Lungs, &is

HAIR BALSAM.

months, and the best doctors
in the city-said I could not
live. Isuffered fearfullyfrom
indigestion, and for over two
years could not eat solid food
and for a large portion of the
time was unable to retain even
liquid nourishment. I tried
Brown’s Iron Bittersand now
after taking two bottles I am
able to get up and go around
and am rapidly improving.
DECKER.

Stone yet discovered, are now in Dr.
Kennedy's
possession.” Incidentally Mr. Lawler also states

have not only deprived ourselves of commercial
and sanitary resources, but alsogexposed

sentatives in colleges and theological schools,
as well as in the active work of life, speak well
for it.”
One-third of the present students of
Bates Theological School have been connected
with the M. C. I.

E

vv asm PY MMLILE

members;

faithful teachers are hard at work.

~ing High

ad iia

side

The Winter term will not be as large,

in Roumelia.—

ARNOT

29 active

number of students for the.Fall term

js good. ~——Russia is tryinfluence

Amphictyon

This institution is doing a goed

.

that

The

Maine Central Institute.

THURSDAY, NOV. 9. — The Austefan Prime

Minister

term.

society work, of 134.

WEDNESDAY,
Now.
8.--—Striking shoemakers stone the troops in the streets of Vienna.——The Egyptian Government sends a note
to
the diplomatic agents of England
and
France demanding abolition of the joint comtrol.—A typheon passed over Manila, Phillippine Islands, yesterday, doing great dam-

age.

winter

the claim that it is the most snccessful Spiess be

:

yearsagoit brought on paraly-

ter bears date “Dalton, Mass., Feb. 6,” and signed
Peter Lawler.”
The stones which are so large
as to warrant for * Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy:

The vast floods which devastate the Tyrol
and other portions of Austria are due almost
exclusively to the destruction of forests. The
same experience early in this century taught
France to restore the forests on many of her
mountains, and the result has been excellent.
It is worth while to remember.
this in our own
country where, by the axe and saw-mill, we

Theological, 21 active and 9 side; the Germapx Sodales, 29 active and 30 side; the Union,
25 active and about 40 side. The last two are
ladies’ societies. This makes an aggregate
membership, of those actively
engaged in

An explosion ocenrs in a coal mine near Derby, England;by which 43 men are buried.

<>

the

AND FRESHETS.

Blood Purifier and the

BestHealth
& Strength

During the war I was in:
jured
in the stomach
by a piece
of a shell, and have suffered
fromiteversince. About four

remarkable resnlt: * Dear Doctor Kennedy—The
day after 1 came home I passed two gravel stones,
and I am doing
nicely now. If you would like to
see the stones I will send them to you.” This let-

>

FORESTS

varied powers, as to

‘make it the greatest

sor N. Fremont St., Baltimore

temporary

should first try the * Favorite Remedy,” so as, if
possible to avoid an operation.
And here is the

— Sel.

Society claims during the current term 30
active and 49 side members; the Alpha Kappa

aggregate yield

TUESDAY, Nov. 7.——The Prince of Wales
accepts the chairmanship of Longfellow Memorial Committee.
—— Khartoum advices state
that the false prophet has been defeated, and
that Kbartoum has been temporarily relieved.
——Thirty or more persons are thought to
have perished Monday night in the fire that
destroyed the Poor Asylum near Haljfax.—-

©

Don’t be in a hurry to go!

At these

but nothing beyond

allayment of the pain had been worked for him.
Toward the end of last January Mr. Lawler called
on Dr. Kennedy.
Sounding
him, the doctor
“ gtruck stone,”
He decided
that Mr. Lawler

Remember you’ve nothing to risk, boys;

ladies’ societies hold a contest, and that occurs

during

seven physicians;

Better stay on the farm a while longer,
Though profit comes in rather slow;

last week of the fall term. Only one of the two

of the corn crop throughout the county for the
month of October was 1,650,000,000 bushels.
——There were eleven new cases of yellow
fever, and ove death from the disease, reported
at Pensacola yestéFday.
br

the citizens.

survey ;

Par.

ker's Ginger Tonic, intoa medicine of such

PARKER'S

he had been troubled with Bladder complaint for
)4 years, and had consulted. at different times,

You are free as the-air in the mountains,
And monarch of all you

meetings a printed programme is always provided.
The gertlemen’s societies hold annual
prize contests in the college church, during the

Nov. 11.——Reporis from Man-

NOV. 13.—The

The orchards ar&loaded to-day ;

Man.

are combined in

for all wasting diseases.

nedy of Rondout, N. Y. Another striking case is
now added to the Jist. Mr. Peier Lawler, of Dalton, Mass., states in a letter to Dr. Kennedy that

Buchu

‘best medicines known

medicine universally recommended

markable cures have been wrought by * Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy”—the invention of Dr. Ken-

The farm is (he safest and surest;

The chairs, for example, in two of

but very generally by

TERS, which is a true tonic—a

nger;

drake and manyof the

al

throughout the country during the past seven
days.——The residence of Bierstadt, the artist,
at Irvington, N. Y.,is burned entailing a property loss of $100,000.

Stone in the Bladder is at once a most annoying
and very dangerous ailment; but many most re-

thousands or so;

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

—.

feel as if life was hardly worth liv

ing, you can be relieved and restored to robust health and strength
by taking BROWN'S IRON BIT-

Don’t be in a harry to go!

|

examines, ©

i NY

next.——There has been 141 business failures

MONDAY,

They take in their

heard expression, “Oh! 1 wish | +
had the strength!” df you are
broken down, have not energy, or

a Maspachusetts Engine r—Timely
Warning
of Mr. John Spencer, Bag=
gage Master of the
B& A. R.R.

Marvelous
Cure of Stone in the Bladder—Large Stones Removed by
¢ Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy.”
.
From the Pittsfield, (Mass.,) Eagle.

Ah! think of the frauds.and deceptions ;

the halls—in number about one hundred in
each—are upholstered; and in one are arranged in the style of an opera house. On Monday
evenings, each society holds weekly public
meetings, attended not only by the students

crued interest to be paid on and aftef Feb. 10th

™

Don’t be in a hurry to start!
‘The bankers and brokers are wealthy:

al-

strength to do a day's labor without physical pain. * All this represents what is wanted, in the often

!

REET

futnished.’

sues a call for $15,000,009; five per cent. bonds
continued at 33 per cent., the principal and ac-

df $SATURDAY,

And so has.the busiest mart!
But wealth is not made in a day, boys;

ways taken great pride in their literary societies; and there is little risk in saying that
there is no college in the country where open
societies receive so much attention and hard
work ; and none where their halls are so finely

Nov. 10.— Secretary Folger is-

“fe 4%

The great, busy West has inducements,

Notes.

The students of Hillsdale College have

Of

longer ;

Don’ be in a hurry to go!

rendered great satisfaction in giving the prize
to Mr. H. M. Cheney of Lebanon, N. H. COR.

color.

BOSTON.

Ta,

RIDAY,

The goods are first high and then low;

|

youthiul

“NARROW ESCAPE

But ah! there is gold on the farm, boys,
If only you’ll shovel it ont.
The mercantile life is a hazard,

large audience was present; and the committee

Hillsdale

the

.

od

THURSDAY, Nov. 9.—In a collision on the
St. Louis, Keokuk and Northwestern Railway
near Quincy, Ill., several persons are injured.
——A complimentary dinner is tendered to
Herbert Spencer at Delmfionico’'s New York,
and the gathering is a distinguished one.
Mr.
Spencer speaks of the great injury being done
to Americans by their active and restless manner of living. Addresses are also made by
Professor Sumner, Professor Marsh, and the
Hou. Carl. Schurz, aud Rev.H. W. Beecher.

Annoyance Avoided.
.
Gray hairs are honorable but their premature appearance is annoying.
Parker’s Hair Balsam
prevents the annoyancy by promptly restor nz

They’ve wealth in the red gold no doubt ;

~

to vigorously push a business,
strength to study a profession,
strength to regulate a household,

:

You talk of the mines of Australia;

ers spoke ut Chapel Hall Friday evening, Nov.
10. There was great interest shown, and:-a.

time

of Edward the Confessor, but the date of its foun°| dation is not certainly known.

But think of the vices and sins;
«WLen once in the vortex otashion,
How soon the course downward begins!

Better risk the old farm a while

exibtence at the

:

“G08 Washington St.

|
Oxford University was in

i

* The city has many attractions,

The prize division/0f the Freshman declaim-

4

to hear a pig squeal, get bim penned into a corner.

Come near, I would whisper it low ;

College.

Managers,

1f you want

Te Tr re

preme Court.

Bates,

"HUNT BROS.

side of an argu-

noise.

RE Lats ST

joint assembly of the Vermont Senate and
House elects seven Judges of the State Su-

the most

vee + oi

in Philadelphia.——The

Re-

NER

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 8.—Joseph R. Black,
convicted of complicity in the Star Route con-

EHNIN

Impotence,

Wells’ Health

\

ment always makes

You are thinking of leaving the homestead ;
Dou’t be in a hurry to go.

*

The man who has the weaker

Come, boys, I have something to tell you,
+

$l;

by

RR

by a mob and shot to death.

STAY ON THE FARM.

Dyspepsia,

Debility, cured

pi}

"prisoners are taken from prison at Vienna, La.,

Sexual

Weaknéss,

I

Mr. Minard’s church at Gardiner (Me.) is pre- |
paring to erect a new church building. An excellent lot has been secured and earnest work is
injprogress to secure materialjfor the structure.
Mr. Millett of the Middle Class supplied at
Greene, Sunday, Nov. 5; aid Mr. Cox of the i
Junior Class at Lisbon Falls, Nov. 5 and 12.
Mr. Bachelder preached at the Baptist church
in Turner, Nov. 5. The classes of this school
have begun the review of the studies of the
term.
COR.

TURSDAY, Nov. 7.—Fire yesterday at Portland, Me., caused a loss of about $100,000.—
Elections occur in 30 States with large democratic gains. — An earthquake shock is felt at
Laramie City and westward along the line of
the Union Pacific Railway.——Two negro

spiracy, is sentenced

School.

Nervous

ww

Bates Theological

1882.

DECLINE OF MAN.

and Home.

newer.”

om

a

15,

~3

a.
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v

AT HOME.

Farm

Edicational,

STAR,

eoa®gPes

News Summary.

MORNING

ees

THE

